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Preface
Tile work described in this revised report was performed under the cognizance
of the Guidance and Control Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The
original report, dated February 15, 1969, is obsolete.
The purpose of the report is to document and disseminate information of prac-
tical value to the engineer charged with tile responsibility for developing an
attitude-control system for a flexible space vehicle. It is essentially a treatise on
the dynamics of flexible vehicles as viewed by the control systems engineer, and
deals with control system design only to the extent of suggesting ways in which
vehicle flexibility can be accommodated in both preliminary design and final
evaluation of the attitude-control system.
The major portion of the report is concerned with the derivation of equations
of motion for the computer simulation of a controlled and nonrigid vehicle, and
the development of coordinate transformations that facilitate simulation. Three
basic approaches to this simulation are covered: discrete-coordinate methods
(Section II), hybrid-coordinate methods (Section III), and vehicle normal-
coordinate methods (Section IV).
The discrete-coordinate methods of Section II involve few restrictions or ap-
proximations, and in some cases are as general as Newton's laws for the simulation
of tile dynamic response of a collection of interconnected rigid bodies. The limi-
tations of these methods stem primarily from the difficulty of creating the required
mathematical model of a real vehicle without exceeding the practical limits im-
posed on computation by considerations of budget, schedule, and computer
capacity.
Tile hybrid-coordinate methods of Section III receive the greatest emphasis
in this report, both because they appear to be most useful and because they
are the least familiar. These methods may be applied only when some portions
of the vehicle (flexible appendages) undergo deformations that may reasonably
be assumed to remain "small," thereby permitting the transfonnation to modal
coordinates for vehicle appendages. The key feature of this approach, as opposed
to the discrete-coordinate method, is the possibility of tnmcating the matrix of
modal coordinates.
The vehicle normal-coordinate methods of Section IV involve transformations
of all the kinematic coordinates of the simulation, and not merely the appendage
deformation coordinates. These methods are aecordingly more limited, and even
when applicable, they may require more complex coordinate transformations than
the hybrid-coordinate methods would involve. In the simplest cases, however, the
vehicle normal-coordinate methods probably afford the most efficient simulation,
since they then permit the most severe coordinate truncation.
In addition to the material in this report for use in the simulation of a controlled
flexible vehicle, there is material of value in preliminary control system design.
Because of the modal coordinates employed in both the hybrid-coordinate methods
and the vehicle normal-coordinate methods, the corresponding equations of motion
permit simulations of varying dimension and complexity, depending on the degree
of truncation. As shown in Section V, one can truncate so severely as to represent
a very complex structural appendage by a single modal coordinate, and then
manually calculate dynamic transfer functions for use in preliminary control
system design.
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Abstract
The purpose of this report is twofold: (1) to survey tile established analytic
procedures for the simulation of controlled flexible space vehicles, and (2) to
develop in detail methods that employ a combination of discrete and distributed
("modal") coordinates, i.e., the hybrid-coordinate methods.
Analytic procedures are described in three categories: (1) discrete-coordinate
methods, (2) hybrid-coordinate methods, and (3) vehicle normal-coordinate
methods. Each of these approaches is described and analyzed for its advantages
and disadvantages, and each is found to have an area of applicability.
The hybrid-coordinate method combines tile eflqcieney of the vehicle normal-
coordinate method with the versatility of the discrete-coordinate method, and
appears to have the widest range of practical application.
The results in this report have practical utility in two areas: (1) complex digital
computer sinmlation of flexible space vehicles of arbitrary configuration subject
to realistic control laws, and (2) preliminary control system design based on
transfer functions for linearized models of dynamics and control laws.
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Dynamics and Control of Flexible Space Vehicles
I. Introduction
A. Motivation
Tile development of an attitude-control system neces-
sarily involves a dynamic simulation of tile vehicle being
controlled, but the accuracy required of that simulation
may vary greatly from one application to another. As
long as the attitude-control accuracy requirements are
low, and tile vehicle is relatively rigid, the "dynamics
block" in a control system block diagram is easily gen-
erated. Modern space vehicles are far from rigid, how-
ever, and attitude-control accuracy requirements are
increasingly stringent, particularly for optical observa-
tions from space vehicles. Further improvements in con-
trol system performance depend in many instances on
improved simulation of the vehicle dynamics. The im-
portance of this subject is reflected in the existence of
tile NASA Space Vehicle Design Criteria Monograph,
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control
Sys.tems (Ref. 1). This document includes relevant ease
histories, references, and design recommendations.
The incorporation of vehicle flexibility into control sys-
tem design is a requirement neither new nor unique to
*The authi)r is an Associate Professor in the School of Engineering
and Applied Science at the University of California, Los Angeles.
space vehicle applications. Designers of control systems
for missiles and aircraft have long ago found it necessary
to consider vehich' flexibility in control system develop-
ment. To some degree, tile concepts developed in this
earlier context can be applied intact to space applications
(Refs. 2-10), but in many respects space vehicles are
unique, and new concepts must be developed to deal
with them.
The environmental history of every artificial satellite
or spacecraft is marked by a brief interval of vigorous
acceleration and vibration during boost, followed 1)y pro-
longed fimctioning in a quiescent mode of operation
characterized by extremely small loads and accelerations.
Some missions may require a second period of violent
acceleration for all or part of the system, but still there
are two distinct and radically different dvnamic environ-
merits to be considered. Tile mfiversal solution to tile
dilemma this poses for the structural designer has been
the adopti(m ()f lightweight (and extremely flexible) de-
ployal)le appendages. The resulting vehicle is relatively
compact and rigid during the lmmch phase of its history,
but after boost termination it emerges like a lmtterfly
from its cocoon, extending antennas and 1)oo,ns and un-
furling solar-cell arrays mlti] the structure has undergone
complete metamorphosis.
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Although modern space vehicles can be found in a wide
variety of configurations, certain dynamic features arc
sufficiently common to be described as dmracteristic of
spacv vehicles, as opposed to missiles, aircraft, or land
and sea vehicles. Most current space vehicles can tx' de-
scribed as the combination of one or more essentially
rigid bodies with one or more extremely flexible bodies.
This l/t).tura] separation of the structural subsystems of
the vvhicles into two distinct regimes is a consequence
of the wide'spread use of (tq)loyable appendages, which
are ll/lle]l ]('ss COllllnOlllv f()ulld on surface or airborne
veifich's.
The structural subsystems of a spacecraft or satellite
arc often required to undergo substantial relative motions
during mission performance, while large antennas, solar-
cell arrays, instrument packages, or propulsion devices
change llwir relative oriuntation. \Vith the exceptions of
varial)lc-s\vee 1) and rotary-wing aircraft, most surface and
air vehicles have dynamically significant moving parts
only as semirigid rotors in l}w form of wheels, prolx'llcrs ,
and propulsion subsystems. A rigid, symmetric, fixed-axis
rotor is ('asilv incorporated into a dynamic simulation of
a vehich,, but the prusunce of a fully articulatvd flexible
antemm on a spacv vuhiclc necessitates major changes
in the formulation of ils equations of too(ion, particularly
when the relative motion of vuhicle and antemm is sub-
jvct to closed-loop, mmlim'ar uontrol.
A different class of probl('m is introducvd l)v the us('
of discrete damping d(,vices in spacecraft sul)svstcm
vii)ration isolation or passive spin-stabilization mRali(m
attclmalion,
All of th('se charaet('ris(ic features of space vehicles
pr('s('nt prol)h'ms in dynamic simulation, and some of
th('s(' l)r()l)lems are quit(, (lifficult to resolve })y apl)lica-
tion of the methodology of aircraft and missile control
system design. Th('rc must 1)(' a comprehensive examina-
tion ()f the question of dynamic sinmlation for attitude
control of spat(' vehMes, and new apl)roach('s must be
dev('loped for applications that arc 1)eyond the scope of
the efficient utilization of traditional methods of analysis.
B. Scope
The present study is concerned with the development
of m('tl.)ds for the dynamic simulation of flexible spac('-
craft. The emphasis in this r('port is on analytic simula-
tions, although it is recognized that analytic results must
generally 1)e confirm(,d or corrected l)y experimental m('a-
surcm('nls on mod(,ls ()r prototype vchicl('s.
Analytic methods treated here arc restricted in their
al)p]icability to vetde]es admitting of idealization as coro-
t)|nations of rigid bodies, particles, continuous (,]astic
1)odi('s, and (in special cases) fluids. The equations of
motion of a continuous mechanical system (with con-
tinu()us spatial variation of mass and flexit)ility) are par-
tial differentia] equations, tt is assumed in this report
that any such equations d('scriptiv(' of linearly elastic
solid sul)svstems have been sul)jeel(,d to a "modal co-
ordinate" transformation (as defined later in tiffs section)
and th(' resulting coordinates have t)ecn truncated to
p('rmit r('pr('s('ntation of syst(,,n deformation with a finite
numl)er of modal coordinales. Thus continuous linearly
elastic solids are admissi})](, only in the s('nse that th(,y
can be r('l)r('sented ('itlwr as a colh'clion of int('reonn('ct('d
rigid bodies or l)v a finite number of modal d('formation
coordinat('s. Fluids are admissible under three conditions
only: (1) the flui(l in a giv('n conlain(,r can t)e idealized
as rigid, (2! tlu, thfid can be r('pres('nied 1)y a fin|t('
numl)('r of modal coordinat('s, or (3) all aspeuls of lhe
fluid dynamics can be ignorvd, excvpt possibly the in-
l'hwnce of the fluid on enerRy dissipation. In consequvnce
of the formal vxclusion of continuous mechanical elements,
the equatious of m(Rion are ordinary (and not partial)
diff('r('ntia] ('qualions.
Thr(,e disliuct apt)roaches t() th(' analysis of flexible
vehicles ar(' treated in this report: (1) the discret('-
coordinate formulation, (21) the hyl)rid-('oordinate formu-
lation, and (3) the v('hM(' nor]nal-coordinat(, formulation.
These methods are consid('r('d in turn in Sections II, III,
and IV, wi01 (,ml)lmsis on the second m('thod. A brief,
(lualitative description of each of the three general
al)l)roaches is giv('n in the following paragral)hS.
The vehicle normal-c()or(linat(, metllod is th(' traditional
approach to the vibration analysis of elastic systems. This
method is well documented in t('xts (R('fs. 11-13), and
space applications can l)e found in t('chnical r('ports and
journal papers (Refs. 2-10), so in this report it is descril)(xl
only insofar as tiffs s('('ms necessary for compl(,tcn(,ss of
the study and for comparison x_ilh ]('ss familiar methods.
In l)rM, this ]n('thod consists of formulating vquations
of motion, whuncv('r possil)le, as a syst(,m of indel)cn(lent
(un('ouph'd) scalar second-order dill'trent|a] ('quations.
For limit('d motions of a restricted class of physical sys-
tems, svslematic procudur(,s can ])c g('neratvd for the
d('termination ()t: the transformation n('ccssary 1o change
from some arl)itrarilv s('lected coordinate s_st(.m to the
cooMinate system corresp(mding to uncoupled scalar
equations of motion. In g('n('ral, th(' n('w uncoupled co-
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ordinates (called normal coordinates) do not correspond
individually to the translations and rotations of discrete
points or rigid bodies of the vehicle; instead, each coordi-
nate in associated with a motion in which the entire vchicle
participates. Coordinates that correspond to motion of
more than one particle or rigid body of the system are
called di.sh'ibuted or modal coordinates, as opposed to
discrete coordinates. When all the dynamic equations of a
system are uncoupled (an in the vehicle normal-coordinate
method), the modal coordinates are called normal-mode
coordinalc.s' for that system. Because the equations of
motion are uncoupled, the vehich" can mMergo motion
in which only one of the scalar coordinates of the systt,m
participates. In this mode of motion, all points of the
vehicle oscillate at the same frequency (the normal-mode
frequency) and the vehicle undergoes periodic deforma-
tions into the same deformed shape (the normal-mode
shape). Each modal coordinate defines the amount of the
response in the corresponding mode, suitably normalized.
The indclx'ntlcnce of these normal-mode coordinates per-
mits the independent calculation of thcir participation
in the velficl(' motion. This in the key R'atme of the normal-
coordinate al_proaeh, l)ecaus(' it permits the exercise of
engil,'erin_ judgment in determining which coordinates
are so significant as lo warrant retention, and which may
1)e al)andom'd in coordinate tnmcation.
this approach is sometimes called the discrete-parameter
or discrete-coordinate method.
The diselctc-parameter approach to space vehicle sim-
ulation has received great emphasis since 1965, primarily
because of its gt'ncrality. A growing body of literature
on this subject in l)ccoming available (Rcfs. 14-22), and
digital et)mputcr programs based on these and other
formulations are beconling commonplace tools of analysis.
The approach most frequently adopted (Rcfs. 14-21)
involves direct application of the Newttm-Euler equa-
tions of translation and rotation to various subsets of
bodies in the asseml)ly (often to each of the bodies indi-
vidually). Alternatively, Lagrangc"s equations art, some-
times applied (Ref. 22).
When application is restricted to a vehicle mt)del com-
posed of n rigid bodies interconnected at n 1 pt)int
contacts st) as to lea'l)1 a "'trot"' structure topologically,
the NewtoniEuh'r ectuati()ns alh)w dramatic simplifica-
titre. Tht'sc restrictive assulnptions are illustrated in
Fig. 1, which sh()ws that a(ljaccnt rigid 1)o(tit's sharc at
least one COll]inon point, and no closed loops are formed
t)y any string of rigid l)t)(lies. "l'hc' 12 t)otlies and I 1 points
Even this classical approach t¢) vii)ration analysis has
not 1)ten very wicMv ust'd in spacecraf! control systc'm
design and cvahmtion, st) aspects of the mt'thod peculiar
to this arca of application arc' emphasized in this report.
Tht' asSUml)titms mM('rly in_ the vclficle normal-coordinate
approacll, and tht_ t]leoretical and practical ]imitations on
its use, arc l)rought into focus. Appreciation ()f the restric-
tions implicit in (]Jis approach in 1)articular]y important in
space v('lficl(' application, t)c,CmlSe the mt'thod breaks
tlt)wJ_ wh('n the svstt'm includes nonlineariti('s, rott>rs,
discrete dampt'rs, or m'ticulatcd moving parts, and these
are l)rcc'ist'ly the ft'atm'cs just dc'scrit)ed as characteristic
of space velficlcs. Formulating equations of motion its
first-t)rtl('r (statt') (!qmttions eliminates some of these
ol)staclt's, lint the I)ractict_ of working wilh normal-mode
eoor(linat('s for 11,' ('_tirt' _chich' is still qlfit(' rc'strictcd.
All of these dil[iculties can l)e acc(mlmodated 1)y avoid-
ing m()dal coordinates entirely, relying upon a complete
set ()f equations of a c()llt,ctitm of intereonnect('d rigid
I)odics considered to t)(' rcprcscntativ(' of the vehicle.
Because each rigid l)ody (ff the systt'm model in discrete,
ansi the coordinates eml)loy('(1 in this approach arc' coordi-
nates of position anti or attitu(h, of th(' individual 1)otti(,s, Fig. 1. Topological tree of point-connected rigid bodies
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of contact in the figure arc arbitrarily lab(led. The simu-
lations described in Refs. 14-19 and 21 are limited in
this manner (the "tree" of Ref. 21 is more like a "bush,"
with a trunk and li,nbs each consisting of a single rigid
body). Under these conditions, for a complete kinematic
description of the system, it is sufflcient to know the
location of one of its points (e.g., the mass center) and
the orientation or attitude of each of the bodies. It is
therefore possible to reduce the nmnber of equations
required for the (lynamic simulation, eliminating all
translational coordinates (except those of the system mass
center, which may be determined independently in many
cases).
Euler's equations of rotational motion of a rigid body
(say, the ith body) arc three scalar first-order difl\'rential
equations in the variables @o,_,o,! e which arc measure
mnnl)ers of the inertial angular velocity of that body
for a body-fixed vector basis. These variables, collected
for all n bodies, generally constitute the unknowns of
the final dii[erential equations, which are therefore first-
ordt'r equations. Because a set of angular velocity mea-
sure numbers does not in itself provide it complete
kin(matte description of the system, an additional set of
first-order equations must l)e included to permit the de-
termination of attitud(' by angular velocity integration.
These kinematic equations may be expressed in terms of
any desired set of attitude l)arameters, e.g., dire(titre
cosines ()r a snl)set of direction cosines, Euler parameters,
Euler-Rodrigucs parameters (Ref. 23), Euler angles (3, l,
3 rotations), or Tait-Brvan angles (1, 2, 3 rotations). Th('
last three alternatives involve only three parameters (th('
mininmm numl)er) for the attitude description of each
body, 1)ut all three-parameter sets are plagued by iso-
late(1 singularities that make nnmerical computations
iml)ossibh' for certain attitudes (without cooMinate trans-
formation). Most sl)acecraft-simulation programs employ
a larger set of attitude paramet('rs, accepting tit(' in(on-
rent(no(' of working with it set of coordinates int('rre-
lated l)v on(" or more constraint relationships. There
appears to be no overwhehning preference 1)etwecn a
subset of the direction e(isines (usually six in number)
and the four Euler paramet('rs (or Cayley-Klein param-
eters or elements of a (luaternion).
If one of the bodies of the set has more than one point
in common with another body (e.g., tit(' two are con-
nected by a line hinge), this may be represented in the
simulation l)y an additional constraint (,quation. Proce-
dures exist for the systematic incorporation of such "joint
constraints" into the dynamic equations, with consequent
reduction in dimension of the matrix differential ('qua-
tion of the system. Analysts disagree, however, on the
advisability of this operation for computational efficiency
(Refs. 14, 18, and 20).
When Lagrange's equations are written in terms of a
set of independent generalized coordinates (Ref. 24, arti-
cle 26), constraint equations are absorbed automatically,
and the equations of motion are obtained immediately
as a set of second-order differential equations of mini-
mum number. The restriction to the use of independent
generalized coordinates may, however, be a handicap,
since this precludes the adoption of Eu]er parameters or
direction cosines for attitude description. As a result,
such a conventional Lagrangian fornmlation must employ
a coordinate system not entirely free of singularities. In
practice, most (perhaps all) programs based on Lagrange's
equations use attitude angles as coordinates (rather than
Euler-Rodrigues parameters), and this selection intro-
duces computationally cumbersome trigonometric func-
tions into the calculations. This may 1)e a greater ]mndicap
than th(' presence of singularities, 1)articularly if digital
simulation is anticipated. This approach is also restricted
to systems with holonomic constraints, although this is
perhaps not as severe a restriction in aerospace applica-
tions as it would b(' for land vehicle applications that
include rolling wlwels.
One may increase the scope and flexibility (if the
Lagrangian approach in at least two significant ways.
With the introducti()n (if Lagrange multipliers (Ref. 2-1,
article 87), the restriction to a set of independent gen-
eralized coordinates is relaxed, and one may adopt any
kinematically complete set of coordinates, providing only
that constraint equations in the fi)rm of equalities (not
inequalities) ('xist in sufficient number to offset the coordi-
nat(' r('dun(lancy. (Unfortunately, aerospace vehicle sub-
svsten_ constraints such as (lamp(,r and giml)a] "stops"
are in the excluded class of inequalities.) This approach
extends the scope to certain nonh()](momic systems, and
it permiis the nse of re(hmdant attitude parameters (e.g.,
Eulcr parameters). The price paid is the added dimen-
sion of the problem. This method does not seem promis-
ing in comparison with tlle Newton-Euler method, and
apl)ears not to have b(,t.n 1)ursued for general space
vehich' simulation, lh)xxcver, al)plieations to restricted
prol)lems can l)e foun(l in th(' aerost)ace journal literature
(Ref. 251).
The second relevant modification of the Lagrangian
formttlalion is more fundamental. It ix possible to avoi(1
tit(' reliance in LagrangCs e(tnations upon generalized
coordinates, whic]_ must l)e sufhcient to establish fully in
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themselves the configuration of tile system at any given
time. One may alternatively write Lagrange's equations
in terms of quasi-coordinates (Ref. 24, article 30), which
are quantities whose (lifferentials may be written as linear
combinations of differentials of generalized coordinates
and time. Since the angular velocity measure numbers
,,,_,,,,,'_.,,,,_,of a given ith body qualify as derivatives of
quasi-coordinates, this Lagrangian approach can produce
results with some of the qualities of the Newton-Euler
formulation.
A recent adaptation by Kane and Wang (Refs. 26, 27)
of the q,asi-coordinate formulation seems well suited to
complex spacecraft simulation. The method is applicable
to certain nonholonomic systems and to systems with
redundant (and constrained) coordinates; yet it auto-
matically eliminates nonworking constraint forces and
torques. Although the approach by Kane and Wang
appears to combine certain advantages of the, Newton-
Euler method and the Lagrangian method, this path to
complex system simulation has not yet been taken to the
point of a multipurpose computer program for machine
computation of the response of arbitrary discrete param-
eter systems.
Section II contains an introduction to the formulation
of the equations of motion for discrete-parameter systems.
The text describes without derivation the results of Refs.
14 and 15, and notes some of the features of Refs. 16-20.
The method of Kane and Wang is also briefly described.
In view of the functional and structural beauty of the
equations developed in these references, it seems unlikely
that improvement can be realized by additional indepen-
dent derivations, and the analyst confronting the problem
of simulating complex discrete-parameter systems is
advised to acquaint himself first with the referenced
literature.
Discrete-parameter simulations are not without serious
disadvantages. Satisfactory simulation of real vehicles
may require a great many rigid bodies in the model. The
resulting differential equations are then of high dimen-
sion, and their digital solution may be plagued by high-
frequency responses that are of no interest to the engineer.
There is no mechanism for truncating the matrix of
coordinates retained in the determination of vehicle re-
sponse, st) as to eliminate these high-frequency responses
and reduce the dimension of the problem.
When the system configuration demands the generality
of a discrete-parameter simulation, this alternative must
be adopted. But when all or part of the vehicle allows
the assumption of small, linearly elastic deformation, the
most efficient simulation is that which conlbines discrete
coordinates with distributed (modal) coordinates, retain-
ing the generality of discrete coordinates where neces-
sary, lint securing the computational advantages of
(truncated) modal coordinates where possible. The result
is tt hybrid-coordinate system that permits accurate
simulation of complex ntodern space vehicles with a
mininmm number of coordinates, and with irrelevant
high-frequency oscillations removed from the integration
output by modal-coordinate truncation. Altlmugh this
method is a natural combination of the other two ap-
proaches, it has received ve,'y little emphasis in the tech-
nical literature to date (Refs. 28, 29). For this re_cson, and
because this nwthod seems to combine the computational
advantages of modal analysis with the needed gener-
ality of the discrete-coordinate approach, the hybrid-
coordinate method receives major emphasis in this report.
The question of control system simulation per se is
included in this report only insofar as this issue is coupled
to the primary question of flexihlc vehicle sinmlation.
II. Discrete-Coordinate Methods
A. Augmented-Body Methods
Hooker and Margulies (Ref. 14) and Rol)erson and
Wittenberg (Refs. 15, 16) have observed that when a
system of n point-connected rigid bodies is assembled in
a topological tree" (as in Fig. 1), certain inertia-like terms
naturally appear in combination in the individual CX'lua-
tions of motion of each of the rigid bodies in the set.
These combinations admit of physical interpretation as
the inertia dyadics (or tensors or matrices) of abstractions
called the augmented bodies. Briefly, the ith augmented
body consists of the ith body of the set together with
certain particles (point masses) attached to each of the
joints of that body. The point mass attached to a given
joint of the ith body equals the total mass of all of the
connected bodies located "outboard" of the joint. For
example, the augmented body 9 of the 12-body system
shown in Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The mtcss center
of the augmented b(Kly is called the connection bary-
center (or simply the barycenter). The inertia dyadic of
the augmented body with respect to the corresponding
barycenter is the term that appears in the equations.
A variety of approaches might be considered in fornm-
lating the Ncwton-Euler equations of motion of a system
of rigid bodies such as illustrated in Fig. 1. Perhaps the
most direct approach is to isolate each of the bodies in
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Fig. 2. Augmented body 9 and its barycenter B_
turn and write the translational and rotational vector
equations for that body, recognizing that neighboring
bodies contribute to the applied force and torque. This
procedure leads to the appearance of augmented-b(xty
inertia dyadies, so it is the method used here. It should
be recognized, however, that this is not the only possihle
approach; one might, for example, exclude the equations
of motion of the nth body and instead write the transla-
tional and rotational equations of motion of the total sys-
tem, or of any connected group of bodies within the
system. Other possibilities are explored in Section II-B.
For an individual body, say, the ith body, tile transla-
tional and rotational vector equations of motion may be
written as
F i _ mia , "_
T _= i_ii = i_.6i +coi × li.oi
O)
where F _ is the resultant force and T i the resultant torque
applied to the ith body, m_ is the body mass, a _ the mass
center inertial acceleration, H _ the body angular momen-
tum, I i the inertia dyadic, and co_ the inertial angular
velocity. The quantities T i, H _, and I _ are all referred
to the body mass center. In the notation used in this
report, dot (') over a vector indicates time differentia-
tion in an inertial reference frame.
Among the constituents of the applied force F _ there
are "hinge forces," i.e., forces applied to the ith body
by contiguous bodies at the points of contact. These
hinge forces generally contribute also to the torque T _
abont the ith body mass center, and typically this is the
only coupling mechanism between the translational and
rotational equations (1).
It is evident by inspection of Fig. 1 that knowledge of
the attitude of every body of a point-connected set is
suflqcient for the complete determination of the system
configuration and attitude; it is not necessary to know
mass-center position coordinates as well, since these must
follow from the kinematic constraints imposed by the
joints. Consequently it must be possible to combine the
vector equations (1) for all n bodies in such a way as to
obtain n vector equations of rotational motion that are
internally complete, without any coupling terms to addi-
tional translational equations. This is accomplished by
first solving the translational equations (1) for the hinge
forces in terms of mass-center accelerations, and then
obtaining from kinematics the mass-center accelerations
in terms of geometry and rotational coordinates.
The specific manipulations that accomplish this reduc-
tion of equations (1) to a dynamically complete set of
half as many equations can he found in Refs. 14-18. In the
work of Hooker and Margulies (Ref. 14), the manipulation
is performed at tile level of explicit vector equations for
tile individual bodies, while in the work of Roberson
and Wittenberg (Refs. 15, 16), this task is deferred to a
stage of the derivation in which the rotational equations
of motion are matrix equations of dimension 3n. In both
developments, there emerge terms (dyadies in Ref. 14
and matrices in Refs. 15, 16) that have the indicated inter-
pretation as inertia dyadics or matrices of augmented
bodies. The vector-dyadic result, for example, is given
for the _tth body in the notation of Ref. 14 by
j _ ,l _ /l/,\
/trA
with the following symbol definitions:
(2)
the inertia dyadic of the 3.th augmented
body, referred to the corresponding bary-
center
6oAands, = tile inertial angular velocities of hodies 3.
and if, respectively
T,k -- that portion of the resultant torque ap-
plied to body 3. obtained by excluding
forces and torques applied at joints
T_j = the "hinge torque" applied at joint j of
body 3.
JA the set of numeric labels for the joints on
body ,_.(e.g., from Figs. 1 and 2, L, includes
7, 8, and 9)
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D_. = the position vector from the baryeenter
B,_ to the mass center of body 3. (e.g., see
Fig. 2)
F,_ and F, the forces applied to bodies h and tJ-, re-
spectively, excluding forces applied at
joints
Dx_ the position vector from the barycenter Bx
to the joint of body ,\ that leads to body w
(even if body t,. is not directly connected
to body ,\, but instead is part of a chain of
bodies connected to body X)
()Yl - the total system mass
Y, = the sum over values of j in the set ]x.
The left side of Eq. (2) has exactly the form of the
vector-dyadic representation of Elder's equations, except
for the substitution of the augmented-1)ody inertia-dyadic
about the barycenter (ei_) for the body inertia-dyadic
about the ma,ss center (1'_). The right side of Eq. (2) in-
eludt's the body torque T a and the relevant hinge torgues
T_/), as would be the case for Euler's equations, but the
torque contl'ilmtion of ]tinge forces takes a surprising
form. In every east', torques arc calculated with respect
to the 1)arycenter, and the appropriate force turns out to
be the sum of the body forces F, and certain "inertial
forces" that may be attributed to angular accelerations
and centripetal accelerations.
In view of the complexity of the n-body system tamer
examination, it is astonishing that the equations of motion
should he so simple in structure and amenable to physical
interpretation. Simplifieation is even more dramatic when
there is a coincidence of baryeenter Bx and a joint, since
then the vector D,_, is zero for all bodies connected to
body ,\ by that joint, and substantial deconpling of the
equations results.
In general, of course, there are required n vector-dyadic
equations such as Eq. (2) to complete the dynamic de-
scription, and in addition some specification of the lfinge
torques T_[2 is required. In most applications, some of
the bodies in the model are connected by line hinges,
so that a line is common to two bodies of the system.
The hinge torques T_Ij transverse to the hinge axis then
become constraint torques, and each line hinge provides
two scalar constraint equations that preclude relative ro-
tations except about the hinge axis. Similarly, a two-
gimbal joint provides one constraint equation. If there
are v constraint equations and n rigid bodies in the sys-
tem, then there are available 3n + _, scalar equations to
be solved for the 3)1 unknown anguhtr velocity measure
numbers plus the _, constraint torques. (An additional
equation is of course required for the determination of
the translation of the system mass center, lint this equa-
tion is generally mlcoupled with tile attitude eqt|ations
and is ignored here.)
The most direct approach to the determination of
dynamic response is to combine all tile equations of dy-
namics and kinematics with the constraint equations as
a single-matrix first-order differential equation of dimen-
sion 6n ! ,, and proceed with nnmerieal integration.
The possibility of eliminating the ,, constraint torques,
thus reducing the dimension of the prol)h'm to 6n, is
discussed briefly in Ref. 14, and related questions are
explored extensively in Befs. 16, 18, 19, 20, 26, and 27.
Some of the methocls that serve this lmrpose _iv'ecliscussed
in Sections II-B and II-C.
The task of assembling tilt" n vector-dyadic rotational
eqt,ations into a single matrix equation is made quite
awkward by the smnmations over limited sets of joints
and bodies that appear in Eq. (2). Roberson and
\Vittenl)erg (Refs. 15, 16), in a derivation that developed
in parallel to that of lh)oker and *largnlies (Rcf. 14),
utilize graph theory to construct an elegant formalism
for the systematic assemblage of the indMdual vector-
dyadic equations into the single 3n-dimensional matrix
equation of motion of th(' total system. The equations of
Ref. 15 are programmed (with some modification) in
Ref. 17, and those of llef. 14 provide the basis for the
progra,n deveh)ped in Rcf. 18.
Whether the matrix equation is developed with the
beautiful formalisln devised by Robcrson and Wittenberg
or assembled in more pedestrian fashicm (as computa-
tional efficiency may suggest), the final structure of the
equation must be as follows:
9),;, _'i_! _' (3)
where ,(' absorhs all terms involving constraint torques,
(t? embraces all external forces and torques as well
as all terms involving inertial angular velocity terms
,.q, (, --1, 2, 3, i=l,''',n), and (/) is the coefficient
matrix of all differentiated terms, which are assembled
in the cohmm matrix ,;,. Ignoring for the moment the
question of how constraint equations are to be used to
accommodate unknowns in 4', one can readily see that
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it is the nature of ._ that will determine computational
difficulty. If _(/) were a nonsingular diagonal matrix, a
trMal inversion would permit Eq. (3) to be written as
(4)
where superscript -1 denotes matrix inverse.
Unfortunately, a glance at Eq. (2) indicates that iner-
tial coupling terms involving &t, must exist unless Dx_, = 0
fl)r all ,,. The same term Dxt, _( ¢b_ also assures the time-
varying etmraeter of .0:), since the cross product depends
on the changing relative attitude of bodies 3. and _. This
constitutes a major obstacle to numerical integration,
since if Eq. (4) is used it becomes necessary to invert
the 3n by 3n matrix 0) at each step of the integration.
In practice, it may prove more convenient to retain the
equation in the form of Eq. (3), applying Gaussian elimi-
nation rather than matrix inversion at each integration
step. Even with this expedient, the algebraic process of
finding ,;, is apt to consmne most of the computer time
in numerical integration. Since time required for this
process increases roughly with the third power of the
dimension of the matrix (,), abundant motivation exists
for working with equations of minimum dimension.
tional body in any one step, and without ever considering
a subset with more than one joint connecting it with the
excluded bodies of the system. For this example, one
might follow the indicated pattern until each of the three
chains attached to body 4 has been considered, without
ever including body 4 itself. (This choice of body 4 is
arbitrary, since other subset selections within the pre-
scribed pattern can converge as well on any other body
of the system.) Finally, the equations of motion of the
composite vehicle are recorded, to complete the dynamic
simulation.
The idea of isolating in sequence such subsets of rigid
bodies in an n-body system (called nested bodies by
Velman) seems to have both advantages and disadvan-
tages. The concepts of the augmented body and the
connection barycenter are helpful aids to physical inter-
pretation (if not to numerical computation), and the
terms with which these phrases are identified in the
equations of Roberson-Wittenberg (Refs. 15, 16) and
Hooker-Margulies (Ref. 14) do not appear when the
nested-body approach is taken. In compensation, how-
ever, it would appear that the nested-body derivation
facilitates the elimination of internal constraint forces
and torques.
B. Nested-Body Methods
In writing n vcctor equations of rotational motion for
a set of n point-connected rigid bodies, one must make
a choice of the n material subsystems to be isolated for
dynamic analysis; it is not obviously advantageous to
isolate each of the rigid bodies individually, as is gen-
erally the practice in Refs. 14-18. (In Rcfs. 15-18 there
is an explicit departure from this practice when a pair
of rigid bodies consists of a rigid body containing a rigid,
axisymmetrie rotor on a fixed axis.)
Vehnan (Ref. 20) and Russell (Ref. 19) elect instead
to write vector equations of motion in turn for n different
subsets of bodies, including a final set of rotational and
translational equations for the composite vehicle. For
example, if the vehicle were modeled by 12 point-
connected rigid bodies as shown in Fig. 1, both Velman
and Russell might write equations of motion first for
body 12, then for the subset including bodies 11 and 12,
and then for 10, 11, 12. Next, body 8 might be isolated
and its equations written, and these followed by equa-
tions for the subset including bodies 8-12. One might
then begin anew at the end of another chain of bodies
(either body 1 or body 7), and progress inward as far
as possible without ever including more than one addi-
Vehnan (Ref. 20) derives his equations in a manner
that leads quite naturally to the use of attitude variables
that establish the orientation of each body of the system
relative to an adjacent body (except of course for one
reference body with inertial attitude parameters). Because
geometrical constraints generally restrict rehttive motions,
it is perhaps easier to identify which attitude variables
are constrained when relative motion coordinates are
employed. Nonetheless, there is no attempt to eliminate
kinematically constrained variables in the derivation of
Vehnan's dynamical equations, so his equations have at
the outset the same basic structnre and dimension as those
of Roberson and Wittenberg or ttooker and Margulies,
nalnely,
_,= _ + _C (5)
These symbols differ in interpretation among the several
authors, and, in particular, Velman's ,,, includes some rela-
tive velocities. It should be noted also that Velman's sim-
ulation specifically includes a linearly oscillating particle,
so the method is not restricted to a point-connected set
of rigid bodies. In Eq. (5), then, one of the scalars in the
matrix ,, is the translational velocity of a particle relative
to its housing body. As in Refs. 14-16, the dimension of
matrix d, is 3n for an n-body system as long as each body
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is either a particle or a rigid body forming part of a point-
connected set. Again, ,cA and oil are matrices that depend
upon the kinematic unknowns of tile problem, and _
is the matrix of unknown constraint torques (and con-
straint forces for the oscillating particle). The most sig-
nificant feature of Vehnan's work is tile procedure he
devises for the elimination from these equations of the
unknown constraint forces and torques.
Vehmm notes that the effect of the constraints is usu-
ally to confine the solution of Eq. (5) to some linear
manifold in the 3n-dimensional space of .... If, for exam-
ple, a line hinge connects two rigid bodies of the system,
and three of the scalars in ,,, are the relative rotation rates
of these bodies about the hinge axis and two transverse
axes, the effect of the constraints is to confine the solu-
tion to that subspace of the ,,, space excluding the two
transverse-axis rotation rates, which are constrained by
the hinge to be zero. The subspaee to which the solution
is confined is then of dimension 3n 2. This fact is
unchanged even when tim choice of variahles in ,,) does
not specifically include these three relative rates about
and transverse to the hinge; this choice nmy simplify the
explicit specification of the solution suhspaee, hut it intro-
duces no conceptual change in the argument. Similarly,
the line of argument remains intact whcn the solution
in a suhspace of ,,, is eonstrained to be not zero, but a
specified function of time. If, for the previous example,
the two bodies connected by a line hinge undergo a pre-
scribed relative rotation ahout that hinge (as for an ideal-
ized scanning antenna), then the solution is a prescribed
function of time in a three-dimensional snhspaee of the
o_ space.
The preceding remarks amount to the observation that
the constraints determine the projection of the motion
on a particular linear manifold ill the ,,, space. Velman
introtlnces tile perpendieuhtr projcetion operator c? (a 3n
by 3n matrix called E in Ref. 20) and the analytic expres-
sion
()_,:,:: _,.(t) (6)
to represent the specified motion _,.(t), whieh is the con-
strained partial solution. Beeat|se the variables in ,, are
generally the relative motions the matrix c? is typically
a diagonal matrix, mdl except for ones on the diagonal
corresponding to constrained coordinates. For a two-
hody system consisting of a primaLv body with inertial
rates ............... and a second body attached on a line
hinge with .prescribed relative rotation rates .... = O,
....-, :: 0 ...... :: 0 (t), the '): matrix would have the structure
_? =
-0 0 0 0 0 O"
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
(7)
and the kinematic constraint equation would be
:@;,= [0 0 0 ,:,, _,:. ,;,,_]_
=[0 0 o 0 o b(t)], (s)
where superscript 7" denotes the matrix transpose.
Rather than augment the 3n scalar dynamic equations
in Eq. (5) 1)v the v scalar constraint equations that con-
stitute the n()ntrivial part of Eq. (6), Vehnan (Ref. 20)
uses the httter to eliminate the constraint torques L _
from the former. To accomplish this, he notes that tilt'
vector of constraint torques (and forces) J' lies in the
samc manifold of the ,,, space in which motion is pre-
scribed. Thus if 7 is defined as the supplementary per-
pendicular projection operator for (?, so that _ _ _? is
the identity matrix E,
:7_(? E (9)
then .7 opt'rating on _'is given by
_?/' 0 (1o)
For the simple examt)le of the two hinged hodies, Eq. (10)
appears in expansion as
-1 0 0 0 0 0"
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
C) 0
0 0
0 0
_'-. 0
(1_)
Now one can rt'turn t() Eq. (5) and rexvrite it as
(12)
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which upon premultiplication by ;7 and substitution of
Eqs. (6) and (10) becomes
(13)
Velman notes that the matrix ;7,(/)_ is singular, st)
Eq. (13) is not yet ready for machine computation. Using
tile idempotency of the perpendicular projection oper-
ators and their supplementary character, one may write
_?/? = S?, _-7 - ,-7, z?-_ - 0 (14)
and then rewrite Eq. (13) in the form
(.U._ + f))) _ g, = -_'q_ - ;7(_.) _ (t) (15)
The matrix (_0.);7 4 /?) can be inverted to obtain
_v,:, - (nc/.).:7 + ;j_) , :7 [q_ - _/.)_,_(t)] (16)
which when added to Eq. (6) yields
,;,= (--t_,,l_-_+ ,o_), n[_r _,- m# (t)] + _ (t) (17)
since 7+/?=E from Eq. (9). This is the form of the
equation used by \_elman. The diinension of the unknown
matrix ,7,is still 3n, but the constraint torques have been
eliminated.
As noted earlier, the fact that Vehnan's variables in o,
arc generally relative motions simplifies the physical
interpretation of the constraint equation (6), and often
results in constant perpendicular projection operators s?
and _7. Still, the coefficient matrix .(/) depends on the
equation variables and accordingly varies with time, so
the 3n by 3n matrix (©'G)_7 _ ;J_) nmst be inverted at
each integration step for the dynamic equation (17). Since
the system has only 3n ,. degrees of freedom, one might
hope to reduce the dimension of the variable ,;, in Eq. (17),
and in the process reduce the size of the matrix requiring
inversion at each integration step.
Fleischer (Ref. 18) has developed a procedure for
accomplishing the indicated reduction of the dimension
of the problem to 3n -- ,,. If the variable ,,, is partitioned
as ,,, = [,,,r ....]_, with subscripts [ and c identifying free
and constrained coordinates, then one may attempt to
use the constraint equations to find ,,,, in terms of "v, and
then retain only that portion of Eq. (17) involving ,;,r on
the left side (i.e., trtmcate the matrix ,:, to ,;u). Actually,
Fleischer pursues a somewhat different path from the
basic equations (5) and (6) to the final equations of too-
tion, and in the process he introduces new operators to
facilitate the reduction of dimension of the final equa-
tions. Because the appropriate modifications are fully
treated in Ref. 18, they are not included here.
Fleischer's final equations have the form
fib ,;v = _t3r (18)
in which .('/)r and q_I are time-varying and of dimension
(3n - ,,) by (3n - v). Computation requires the inversion
of O) i at each integration step (or the equivalent Gaussian
elimination process), and since this inversion is the most
time-consuming part of a major simulation program, this
reduction of dimension would appear to be a substantial
improvement. Yet there are additional compnter opera-
tions involved in obtaining and solving the reduced
equations, and differences in the detailed structure ot
the equations may impede computation in the reduced
case, so perhaps it would be useful to discuss the rela-
tive computational advantages of the several forms of
the discrete-parameter system equations. For example,
buried within the nmtrices .r/b and ;I_z in Eq. (18) there
is the inverse of a matrix of dimension v. When ,,, com-
prises relative motion variables (as in Vehnan's deriva-
tion), the nmtrix to be inverted is generally constant,
requiring only one inversion operation. But when ,,, com-
prises inertial rates of the various bodies, this matrix
depends on time, and the matrix inverse must be obtained
with each integration step. In Fleischer's work (Ref. 18),
thc basic dynamic equations of Hooker and Margulies
(Ref. 14) are combined with a modified version of
Vehnan's constraint elimination procedure (Ref. 20), so
inertial rates are the variables and the indicated repeated
inversion is required. At each step of the integration,
Fleischer nmst invert a ,, by ,. matrix and then invert (or
apply Gaussian elimination to) a matrix of dimension
(3n- ,,) by (3n--,,), whereas Vchnan must invert (or
apply Caussian elimination to) one matrix of dimension
,3n l)v 3n. As noted, Hooker and Margulies appear to
favor working directly with the dynamic equations as
augmented by the constraint equations, accepting system
eq,mtions of dimension (3n + v) by (3n + v). It seems
probable that selection of an optimum approach will vary
from one application to the next, but that for very com-
plex systems the advantage would lie with the approach
yielding e(luations of the lowest dimension.
In the derivations of Refs. 14-18 and 20, the approach
has been first to write dynamic equations in which con-
straint forces and torques appear, and then (in some
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cases) to use constraint equations to eliminate from the
dynamic equations the constraint forces and torques and
tile redundant kinematic variables. This elimination is
not accomplished by the analyst before computation, but
in general is accomplished by the computer during
numerical computation.
Other approaches have been devised that avoid con-
straint forces and torques from the outset, and thereby
preclude the necessity of using computer time to elimi-
nate constraint forces and torques and reduce the num-
ber of scalar equations to the number of degrees of
freedom. In the context of the Newton-Euler formula-
tion, the objective of avoiding constraint torques for a
point-connected n-body system in a topological tree has
been pursued successfully by Russell (Bef. 19). Kane and
Wang (Befs. 26, 27) accomplish this objective even more
generally, using a method described in Section II-C.
Although neither Russell nor Kane and \Vang support
the concept of developing a single multipurpose com-
puter program suitable for a wide range of vehicles,
Russell does provide in Ref. 19 an explicit procedure for
constructing equations for simulation of an n-body sys-
tem restricted as above.
Russell adopts the nested-body concept advanced by
Vehnan an(1 described in Section II-A, where the 12-body
system of Fig. 1 was discussed as an example. Recall that
for this examph' one may first write the vector rotational
equations of motion for body 12, then for subsystem l l
plus 12, etc. As pursued by Vehnan, this path does
involve constraint torques.
Following Russell's approach, the analyst must observe
that b()dy 12 is connected to body 11 by a line hinge, and
then write for body 12. only that c()mponent of the rota-
tional equation T _ H _ paralleling the hinge axis. This
avoids the constraint torques (assuming unspecified rota-
tion a|)out this axis), and it yields one scalar equation
corresponding to the single degree of freedom of body 12
relative to body 11. Because the torque T '_ is measured
relative to the mass center of body 12, the interaction
force applied to body 12 by body 11 contributes to T _=',
and this unknown constraint force must be eliminated
by use of the translational equation F'-' - m_: a': (Ref. 19).
The method advanced hy Russell retains the components
of the inertial angular momenta of the individual bodies
as the unknowns, obtaining anguhtr velocity of the ith
body as necessary from the matrix relationshi 1)
o  = (I') ' tP (19)
(For this reason Russell calls his method the momentum
approach.) This distinction is central to the computational
question, but not critical to the avoidance of constraint
torques.
Ilaving obtained a single scalar equation for the com-
ponent of H _: along the hinge axis, one next proceeds to
consider the subsystem of bodies 11 and 12, writing trans-
lational and rotational equations as previously. Now the
analyst must inspect the single joint between this subsys-
tem and the rest of the vehicle, namely, the joint connect-
Jug bodies 11 and 10. If this is a 3-degree-of-freedom
joint, the entire vector rotational equation of the sub-
system 11 plus 12 is retained, but if this is a rotationally
cvnstrained joint, only those components of the vector
equation that do not introduce constraint torques are
retained. Whatever the nature of the joint, the number of
scalar equations ad(led corresponds to the number of
degrees of free(h)m added in considering a new sul)system.
Procee(ling in this way, following the pattern of selecting
subsystems previously described, one can svst(,maticallv
accumulate as many dynamic equations as there are inde-
pendent unknowns without introducing constraint torques
at all. A simph" accounting procedure permits the distri-
bution of the angular ll/Oluentlllll of any subsystem among
its constituent bodies, and from these individual inertial
angular momenta the inertial angular velocities follow
from E( 1. ( 19 ). The dynamic equati(ms then coral)the with
kinematic equations just as they do for the alternative
Newton-Euler formulations (Refs. 14-18, 20).
C. Generalized-Force Methods
Among the many methods employing generalized forces,
most are within the framework of Lagrange's ('quation
d / \?I_ ;L
-7_ ?q_ 0_, i:: 1, • " ,n_ (20)
where q_, " " " ,q,,, are a complete and independent
set of generalized cooMi|iates, the Lagrangian L is the
difference in kinetic and potential energy, and the gen-
eralized force ()_ is defined in terms of applied forces
F', " •" , F" an(l their inertial 1)ositi()n v('ctors i"_, '••, r _'by
Q, _' F i ;r'• -- i: 1,
, _ ?qi
• " , Ill (21)
Lagrange's equation in the form of Eq. (20) is too familiar
to warrant review and too limited to warrant adoption as
the niultipurpose t)roce(hn'c for discrete-1)arameter sys-
tem simulation. As notc(l in the Introduction, restriction
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to a complete and independent set of generalized coordi-
nates q,, • " • , q,,, is inhibiting in that it precludes tile use
of redundant, singularity-free attitude variahles and ex-
cludes nonholononlic systems. (A holonomic system can
be fully described by a set of coordinates q,, • ' •, qv, which
are related by v equalities of the form fi (q,, "" ",qx, t) = O,
i- 1,--,v, thus permitting, at least theoretically, the
determination of v coordinates in terms of the remaining
set of nt N - ,. coordinates.)
The generalized forces Qi are attractive, however, in
that the definition in Eq. (21) serves to eliminate fi'om Q,
any nonworking constraint forces, and thus to eliminate
these tmknown and unwanted quantities from the equa-
tions of motion.
Kane and Wang (Refs. 26, 27) have devised an approach
that retains generalized forces with this desirable prop-
erty, but permits application to certain nonholonomic
systems and to systems with a wider range of acceptable
coordinates.
Consider a dynamic system described t)y a complete
but redundant set of coordinates q_, " , qx subject to
the ,, constraint equations typified by
_ A;i()i + B O, j 1,
i I
,v (22)
where A)i and Bj are functions of q,, ,q_- and t. If
Eq. (22) cannot be integrated to obtain constraint equa-
tions in the form of equalities not involving generalized
velocities, this is typical of a class of nonholonomie
systems.
In application to a system of n particles and rigid
bodies, one may without restrietion write the Newton-
Euler equations for the ith body of tile system in the form
where
and
Fi + F':: = 0, I (23)
" i=1 • ' ' ,n
T _ } T;" = O, I (24)
F i.... m.ia i (25)
T i* -I2I i (26)
with T _, a i, and H i referenced to the mass center for the
rigid bodies. In application to a rigid body, F i is the
resultan.t applied force. Because the constraints imposed
in Eq. (21) imply the presence of constraint forces in F _
and constraint torques in T _, these vector equations of
motion when applied directly do not have the constraint
elimination feature of the Lagrange Eq. (20). The objec-
tive of Kane and Wang is to modify Eqs. (23) and (24) so
as to secure this advantage without accepting tim noted
lilnitations inherent in Lagrange's equation in the form
of Eq. (20).
To apply the Kane-Wang method, one nmst first gen-
erate tile necessary kinematic quantities and record the
inertial forces F _* and inertial torques T _* for all bodies
of the system. This process includes the derivation of the
inertial linear and angular velocities v; and _ of all
bodies of the system, and their expression in terms of the
constrained generalized coordinates q,, ' • • , q._ and their
first derivatives. It is always possible to use the _,constraint
equations given byEq. (22) to write all velocities v; and co;
in terms of N _, (say, the first N v) generalized veloci-
ties (},, • " ' , (i._ ", retaining in general all N coordinates
q,, ' ' • ,q_ in these expressions.
The next step is the selection (by inspection of the
expressions for v i and to _) of N-- ,. variables tt_, • • • , u_ ,.
so that (1) each u_ may be written as a linear combination
of tile N -- v generalized velocities [t,, " " ' , ('1_, plus a
residual term free of generalized velocities, i.e.,
_,_ _ (r,i_}i-t Ui, i= l " " " ,N - v (27)
j 1
(where U_, and Ui depend on qi, " " " ,q_ and l), and
(2) each velocity v _ and angular velocity _; may simi-
larly be written as a linear combination of the variables
Ill, " " " ,I1_ v, i.e.,
3 t,
l
i
,, (2s_
an(1
)
This step clearly involves some judgment on the part of
the analyst, but in specific applications the choice of vari-
ables ui is not difficult. It is always possible to choose
ul- (1_, i-1," ',N- v, but this is rarely the most
attractive choice. More often a judicious choice of angu-
lar velocity measure numl)ers for Ill, ' " ' , [tt'_ V is useful.
Examples in Rcfs. 26 and 27 are helpful in establishing a
rationale for this selection.
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From this point, the application of the method is quite
routine. Tile vectors v I, _, v_, • • • ,v!v ,., ¢0_, - • - , to!v _
(i- 1, • ' - ,n) are defined by the sclection of variables
u,,. '' ,ux,, in Eqs. (28) and (29). These vectors are
now used to define the "generalized active forces"
K,= _ (v_'F' t co(.T;), j--- 1, • ' • Nj _ V
i 1
(30)
and the "generalized inertia forces"
K_ = _ (v_ 'F _* -+ co(_-T;*), j = 1,-' • ,N- v
i i
(31)
Kane's theorem (proven in Ref. 26) has tile form
K_-_ K'j:= 0, j=l, ' • • ,N-v (32)
Kane shows that the basic first-order dynamic equa-
tion (32) does not involve the unknown forces and torques
required to maintain the constraints of Eq. (22). Thus the
combination of the N - _. dynamic equations of Eq. (32),
the v constraint equations of Eq. (22), and the N v kine-
matic equations of Eq. (27) constitutes a complete set of
2N - t, first-order differential equations. This is the mini-
mmn number of equations consistent with the selection
of a system of N generalized coordinates subject to v con-
straints. In application to the point-connected sets of n
rigid bodies of Section II-B, N is 3n, so Kane's equations
are the same in numl)er as those obtained by Russell's
approach (Ref. 19), and the same as those actually inte-
grated in Fleischcr's program (Ref. 18). If the constraint
equations are holonomic (so Eq. 22 is integrable), it is pos-
sible to replace ,, of thc first-order differential equations
by algebraic equations. When these can be solved ex-
plicitly for r coordinates in terms of the N -- v remain-
ing coordinates, the results can be substituted into the
dynamic equation (32) and the kinematic equation (27)
to obtain a minimum set of 2(N v) first-order differ-
cntial equations.
D. Summary
The objective here has been to outline the several
approaches to the fornmlation of equations of motion of
discrete-parameter systems in sufficient detail to develop
some appreciation of the differences in points of view,
and to stinmlate interest in deeper inquiry. For a compre-
hensive treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to
the cited works.
It is impossible to make a definitive judgment of the
relative merits of the many available approaches. It is
difficult to weigh computer time against analyst time,
particularly in the face of absolute time constraints and
limitations of personnel assigned to a given task at a given
time. Even with a given "cost function," the optimum
approach varies from one dynamic system to tilt, next.
Within the framework of fully programmed multi-
purpose digital computer programs, which require the
minimum of analyst time and thonght, the work of
Fleischer (Ref. 18) is perhaps most useful, since it com-
bines many of the attractive features of the earlier works
of Hooker and Margulies (Ref. 14), Roberson and Witten-
berg (Refs. 15, 16), and Vehnan (Ref. 20). It is possible
that Fleischer's program would run faster if relative
motion coordinates were employed, hut this would intro-
duce the judgment of the analyst into tile simulation
process.
There may be some question concerning the desir-
ability in some organizations of developing a multipur-
pose program. Russell (Ref. 19) and Kane and Wang
(Refs. 26 and 27) offer procedures that seem to lead to
more efficient simulations than are available with the
more highly formalized methods cited above, but they
require individual programming of each problem by a
capat)le analyst, which may t)e an unacceptable constraint.
III. Hybrid-Coordinate Method
A. Vehicle Mathematical Model
The concept of the hyl)rid-eoordinate method depends
upon the possit)ility of separating a given vehicle into a
number of idealized structural subsystems, each of which
may be classified either as a flexible appendage or as a
rigid body or particle. A flexible appendage is by present
definition a linearly elastic structure (developing elastic
stresses in proportion to strains) for which "snmll" defor-
mations may be anticipated (so elastic stresses remain
proportional to deformations). In most cases, internal
energy dissipation may be represented by modal damping
(Ref. 30), although discrete dampers can be accommo-
dated. The usual definitions of rigid body and particle
are retained.
In its present stage of development, tiffs method is
formally restricted by the requirement that each flexible
appendage be attached only to a rigid body, or to more
than one rigid body i[ those bodies are themselves inter-
connected in such a way that their relative motion cannot
induce deformation of the flexible appendage. Thus the
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appendage cannot properly be the only connecting struc-
ture between two rigid bodies, but it can be hinged to two
bodies if their relative motion is restricted so as to permit
the appendage to accommodate their relative motion by
rotating without deforming. Figure 3 illustrates several
examples of idealized mechanical assemblages that might
present real or imagined obstacles in modeling for hybrid-
coordinate analysis. In each of these sketches the struc-
ture drawn as a truss or gridwork is supposed to be sub-
stantially more flexible than the solid components.
Figure 3a hears some resemblance to a dual-spin vehicle
with a flexible antenna, two flexible solar-cell arrays, and
two flexible b{_)ms on the rotor. Here the de-spun plat-
form B1, the nntation damper mass B., the rotor B., and
the contents of a spherical tank of fluid B, are idealized as
rigid. Substructures A', • " • ,A _' are idealized as elastic
appendages. An arbitrary control system determines the
relative rotation of B, and B:,, with the use of data from
sensors anywhere on the vehicle. In addition, the entire
antenna structure A' may be controlled to rotate on the
base B. without exceeding the capacity of the method.
But if the dish portion of A' is controlled to rotatc relative
to its support tower, the model must be modified if the
equations to follow are to be applied. An individual
appendage is permitted only elastic deformations, so
antelma dish and tower could not together be one append-
age if large relative rotations are prescribed. Yet they
cannot be treated as two separate flexible appendages,
since each appendage must be attached to a rigid body
(and not to another appendage). The only recourse is to
model the tower as one or more rigid bodies, in which
case the derivations of the following sections continue
to apply.
Similarly, in Fig. 3b one must treat the two flexible
antenna structures, together with their interconnecting
rigid hody, as one flexible appendage (as indicated by
the dashed lines). A given flexible appendage cannot be
attached to two rigid bodies for which relative motion
deforms the appendage, so the massive block between
the two antenna dishes cannot be isolated as a rigid body,
and must instead be absorbed as part of the larger
appendage A.
Again in Fig. 3c one is strictly precluded from treating
each of the three blocks in the system as a rigid body; the
block shown within the dashed lines must be included as
a part of the appendage. Because of the large relative
motions permitted between B, and B_, one does not have
the option of including B_ plus B. with the flexible struc-
ture instead of the block indicated. If an articulated ele-
ment such as B: were attached as well to the block shown
within the dashed lines, the hybrid-coordinate method as
developed in this report would be applicable only by
ignoring the masses on one end of the appendage and,
instead, applying appropriate forces and torques to the
end. This represents some distortion of the method,
and jeopardizes the rationale to be applied to modal-
coordinate truncation.
Figure 3d illustrates one of the ways in which a flexible
appendage can be attached to two rigid bodies. Con-
straints between bodies B_ and B: arc such that their
relative motion results only in the rotation (not in the
deformation) of the appendage A. It would not be desir-
able in this case simply to inchtde the little body B_. as
part of the flexible appendage because of the discrete
damper connecting B: to B_. The attachment between a
flexible appendage and a rigid body nmst be consistent
with the assumption of modal damping of the appendage
if modal coordinates are to be obtained for second-order
equations.
\Vhen two different points of a flexible structure are
attached by discrete dampers (e.g., dashpots) to a rather
rigid base (as in Fig. 3e), one might assume that an addi-
tional rigid body (such as B_ in Fig. 3e) connects the
support points. If this assumption is unacceptable, and a
discrete damping mechanisln must be incorporated within
the appendage, then one can find modal coordinates only
after rewriting the equations of motion as first-order equa-
tions. Although modal transformations of first-order equa-
tions with arbitrary damping are treated in Section III-D,
it is tentatively assumed in Section III-B that any damp-
ing in the appendage may be modeled as classic modal
damping (Rcf. 30).
It is evident that the equations in this section will not
apply to completely general models of space vehicles, and
even when applicable they may not constitute the opti-
mum approach to simulation. For the system of Fig. 3e,
for example, it may be preferable to ignore entirely the
mass in the truss structure and to treat the vehicle as
three discrete rigid bodies, perhaps even in a point-
connected topological tree configuration if the truss is
short and longitudinally stiff. A discrete-parameter simu-
lation of the vehicle in Fig. 3a would, on the other hand,
be hopelessly inefficient, and the results would be inferior
to a much less expensive hybrid-coordinate simulation.
The traditional practice of normal-mode-coordinate
transformation of the second-order equations of motion of
the entire vehicle could not be applied directly to any of
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Fig. 3. Examples of models for hybrid-coordinate analysis
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tile vehicles of Fig. 3, although for restricted modes of
motion one could obtain vehicle normal coordinates for
the corresponding first-order state equations. This pro-
eedure might for example, prove optimum for restricted
motions of the mechanimns shown in Figs. 3d and 3e.
In reading the present section it may be helpful to keep
Fig. 3a in mind, since this is the kind of system for which
the hybrid-coordinate approach is most ideally suited.
In what follows, attention is focused first upon an indi-
vidual flexible appendage A attaehed to a single base B.
In the exceptional case (e.g., Fi X. 3d), where a second
rigid body is attached to the appendage, the influence
of this body is felt in changing the attitude of the pri-
nmry base and the appendage in its nndeformed state.
This attitude is reflected in a direction cosine matrix C,
which is considered time-dependent in the derivations.
After the individual appendage equations are exam-
ined in detail, the equations of motion of tim balance
of the vehicle are considered. There is no attempt to
include in this report any general procedure for approach-
ing the derivation of these equations. A class of vehich'
somewhat less general than that illustrated in Fig. 3a is
treated here in detail, although for more eomplex systems
there may be some advantage in comhining some of the
discrete-parameter methods of Section II with the ap-
pendage equations derived explicitly here.
B. Flexible-Appendage Equations
Consider at the outset the equations of motion of a
linearly elastic structure A attached to a bast' B, assum-
ing that the structure undergoes only "small" defor-
mations while the base motion is arbitrary. ("Small"
defornmtions means in a strict nmthematieal sense arbi-
trarily snmll or vanishing deformations, since terms above
the first degree in scalar measures of deformation and
deformation time derivatives are ignored completely. In
engineering practice, however, this requirement is inter-
preted quite liberally, and a beam that suffers a tip de-
flection of 1()_ of its length is commonly described as
having "small" deformations.)
For convenience in derivation and for compatibility
with engineering practice, the flexible appendage A is
idealized initially as a collection of elastically intercon-
nected, discrete rigid subbodies A,, ''' ,A,,. Damping
mechanisms are excluded from this idealization,* but
modal damping is incorporated in the equations at a
later stage of the derivation, with the introduction of
modal coordinates for the appendage. At this point, the
equations will lose their apparent restriction to discretely
modeled appendages, and will be equally applicable to
continuously modeled elastic appendages. In special ap-
plications to taut strings and membranes or to uniform
beams, plates, or shells, the analyst nmy find a continu-
ous model most convenient In the vast majority of space
applications, however, a discrete-parameter model is
necessary. Frequently the model consists simply of elas-
tically interconnected particles, but the present assump-
tion of interconnected rigid bodies is more general and
often more eom'enient
Let the set of dextral orthogonal unit vectors b,, b., b::
be fixed in the base B, and the similar set a., a_,,a: be
fixed in the reference established by A prior to defor-
mation (i.e., fixed in that portion of A contiguous to rigid
body B). When A is elastically connected to B, these sets
of vectors may be identical, and at most are related by
a constant transfornmtion matrix. But when A can rotate
relative to B (as in Fig. 3a, the antenna A' might rotate
relative to the base B,), the transformation matrix relat-
ing these vector bases will vary with time according to
an independently specified control law. If the unit vectors
art' written as vector arrays
l:l l:l{a} _ , {b) _- _ (33)
ta: p tb!
these arrays may be treated like column nmtrices in re-
cording the relationship between {a} and {b} in items of
the direction cosine matrix +:. C, i.e.,
{a) - C {b} (34)
In application it is often convenient to be able to select
the b_csis {a} for each appendage individually, and to
select the basis {b} independently (perhaps guided by
the principal axes of inertia of the total vehicle, or by
*Terms to be ad<h,d to the eqmdions of this subsection to accom-
modate idealized discrete dampers are easily _enerated, and are
accommodated in the coordinatt' transformations of subsequent
subsections.
:::In this report matrices are not identified by brackets [ ] unless
the elements of the matrix are recorded in detail. Vector arrays
are always enclosed in braces ', ).
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design coordinates of a drawing, or by attitude-control
axes). Thus even when A does not rotate relative to B,
the matrix C may not be the identity matrix E. When A
does rotate relative to B, so that C varies with time, it
will become necessary either to augment the equations
in this section by added dynamic equations or to assume
that perfect control results in known time behavior of C.
In devising the discrete-parameter model of A, it is
convenient to select basis {a} and the individual mass-
center principal axis bases of A1, • ' " , A. to be identical.
The first step is the formulation of the equations of
motion of a typical body A_ in form convenient for com-
bination with corresponding equations for all n bodies.
Consequently the vector-dyadic equations of translation
and rotation will be written as matrix equations in
basis {a}.
Let P, be the mass center of body A, and let O' be
a point fixed in inertial space (see Fig. 4). Then Newton's
second law provides
F"=m_(P_) (35)
where F " is the resultant force applied to A,, m,_ is the
mass of An, P._ is the vector from O' to P._, and (as noted
previously) each dot over a vector denotes time differ-
entiation in an inertial frame of reference.
As shown in Fig. 4, the inertial position vector Ps may
be written as
P, =X+c+R+r _ +u _ (36)
where X is the inertial position vector of the vehicle
mass center CM; c is the vector from CM to the point O
fixed relative to body B and coincident with CM when
the vehicle is in some nominal undeformed configura-
tion; R is the vector from O to an arbitrary point Q fixed
in B on the interface between A and B; r ' is the vector
locating from Q the point Q., occupied by P, when A
is undeformed; and u _ defines the translational deforma-
tion of the appendage at point Q._. The vectors in Eq. (36)
are not all expressed conveniently in any one vector basis.
Vector X defines the vehicle trajectory, which may be
known in terms of an inertial reference. It thus becomes
desirable to express X in terms of an inertially fixed vec-
tor hasis i_,i_, L. Vectors R and r_, on the other hand,
are fixed in the reference frames in which b_, b2, b:_ and
a_,a.,a:, are embedded, respectively, so they are most
efficiently expressed in their own natural vector bases.
Since a matrix formulation is ultimately required, 3 by 1
matrices are defined for each of the vectors in Eq. (36)
in terms of the appropriate vector basis. These matrices
are introduced with the use of vector arrays (as in Eq. 33),
by the definitions
[:1]X = {i, i., i:_} ..,
Lx:,J
_{i}TX
[:11e= {b_b.__b:d : _{b}Tc
LC:_l
[:1]R= {b,b_b:,) _ _{b)rR (37)
1R:,_]
1
(ala a: }LrlJ =r{a}Tr' 
[u;]
{ala='a: }[Ui u(a}ru' 
where the superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix
or vector array.
Upon substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (35), one confronts
the necessity of differentiating in an inertial reference
frame a number of vectors that are much more easily
expressed (and sometimes constant) in some other ref-
erence frame. This is most easily accomplished by liberal
use of the identity from vector differential calculus
hd t:d
d--[V = -_ V + _,_-_ ><V (38)
where V is any vector, t,6or-, is the angular velocity of
any reference frame f_ relative to any other reference
frame f,, and the superscript preceding the derivative
operator denotes the reference frame of differentiation.
Although t may be any independent variable, in the
present context it is always time.
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If the presuperseript i denotes the inertial reference
frame, Eqs. (35) and (36) may be combined as
[id_ id: id_ ]F '_=m,,, dr--7x+ff(c+R)+ _(r '+u ")
where b is the reference frame of body B and basis {b),
and 60 is the inertial angular velocity of b. Differentiating
Eq. (41) provides (with the use of Eq. 38 again)
The first term in brackets in Eq. (39) is (with the use
of Eq. 37) simply
hd;
'(r- (e + n) = (e + n)
dt _
h d
÷ 2_ × N(e + R) + co× [o X (e +n}]
-_ G X (e + R) (42)
Now Eq. (37) may be utilized, noting R to be constant,
to obtain
id;,
dt-' (e + R) = {b}rb" + 2o X {b}rb
+ co× [co× {b}T(c+ R)]
+ d, × {b}T(c + a) (43)
To express this result in matrix terms, one nmst obtain
the matrix equivah, nt of a vector cross product.
For two arl)itrary vectors V and W, expressed in terms
of an arbitrary vector basis {el, the vector cross product
may be written as
v × w :: {e)"v × {eVW = {_)',Vw
where
({iy x) = {i}_2 (40)
dt _
since the inertial time derivative of {i} is zero. (Recall
that a matrix derivative such as X is just the matrix of
differentiated elements.)
The second term in brackets in Eq. (39) may be obtained
(with the use of Eq. 38) from
(41)
id _'d
(e+n) _(c+R)+,,,×(e+R)
"il
W
0 -- V:, V,,
V:: 0 -V,
V.: V, 0
(44)
as may be confirmed by expansion. In equivalent terms,
the matrix product V_' is isomorphic to the vector product
V X W. Thus the matrix identity
VW = -_:V (45)
folh)ws from the vector identity V ;< W = -W N V. The
tilde operator (-) over a 3 by 1 matrix represents the
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corresponding skew-symmetric 3 by 3 matrix, as in
Eq. (44), throughout this report. Note tile uscfid identity
_¢r = __ (46)
for any tilded matrix, because of skew symmetry.
Equation (43) can now be written (with the definition
co (b}r,,,) as
_d_(c -+-n)= (b}" [_ + 2_,_+ Z_(c + R) +_(c + R)]
dt'-'
(47)
which provides tile second term in brackets in Eq. (39).
The final term in Eq. (39) can be obtained in similar
form, although the vectors r _ and u _ are written in basis
{a} in Eq. (37). The differentiation then is performed in
two stages. First,
id_ _,d: t d
dt-' (r* + u") ff (r _ -_ u ,_) ! 2w × -_- (r '_+ u _)
+ co X [co _<,(r " +u")] -t d) X (r" +u")
is obtained from Eq. (42), and then the derivatives in
{b} are replaced by derivatiw's in {a) by using Eqs. (41)
and (42), and replacing i by b and b by a. The result is
_d_ "d: "d
dt'-' (r" + u") - ff u" + 2x2" )< _ u ,_
+ _2" X [a" X (r '_- u_)]
_d
q- _- g_" X (r " + u')
I-.,t ]+_× L_U, + a,, x (r'*÷u')
+ co)< [co X (r' + u')] + d_ X (r'* + u")
(4s)
where _" is the angular w_locity of tile {a} frame rela-
tive to the {b} frame, and it has been recognized that
the time derivative of r _ in reference a is zero. This result
is now to be written in terms of the vector array {a) and
the matrices defined in Eq. (37). If g_" is written in thc
{a} basis as
_2" = {a}'_.r' (49)
and Eq. (34) is used to write
{b}' = {a}'c (50)
so that ,., is written in the {a} basis as
co= (b}"_, = (a} _C,,,
then Eq. (48) becomes
dt" (r" _ u _) --- (a}'r [ii " + 2f2" fi " 4-_"_ (r s -_-u _) + _"(r '_ -t-u _)
+ 2 (C,"_)fi" + 2 (C"_) "_" (r* + u") -t (Co"_,)(C,.'_,)(r "_+ u _) -F (C"_,)(r" -t u")] (51)
\Vhen Eqs. (51), (47), and (40) are combined in Eq. (39), the three different vector bases of these equations are aban-
doned in favor of basis {a}, noting that this is also the natural basis for F '_.This requires the use of Eq. (50) in Eq. (47),
and the paralM use in Eq. (40) of the relationship
(i}_= (b}_,(.) = {a}r C(.) (52)
where (-) is the direction cosine matrix relating the body B to an inertially fixed vector basis, i.e.,
{b} = (-) (i} (53)
The result of these substitutions into Eq. (39) is the vector equation
{a}_'F " = {a}rm_ {C_')X + C [c'+ _ -t-_'(c + R) + _(c + R)] + ii" + 2_"_P + ._"_ (r '_ -_ tr_)
+ (.5"(: + t:) -t 2 (Co'_,),': + 2 (C'_) "_ (: + u '_) + (C,.'-:,)(C,.'"_,)(,'" + u") -_ (C"_) (,'_ + ,:)) (54)
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which employs the new matrix symbol F _ as defined by
F 8=--(aV F_ (55)
One may now record the corresponding matrix equation (in vector basis {a}), either by inspection of Eq. (54), or by
formal dot-nmltiplication by the vector array {a}, noting that the relationship
{a}.(a}_'_ [,0!]0 1 _E
0 0
(56)
follows from the introduction of the dot between vector arrays to imply the multiplication of vector arrays follow-
ing the rules of matrix multiplication, but with dot-multiplication of the vector elements inside the arrays. This
notation is sometimes convenient for notational bookkeeping, but even without this artifice one can simply record the
matrix equation isomorphic to the vector equation (54). In the process, the future direction of the derivation may be
anticipated by the replacement of tile scalar m._ with the matrix m* = re,E, with E the 3 by 3 identity matrix. The
desired matrix equation is then obtained (after some factoring and rearrangement) in the form
F' = m _ (C [(-)._ -_ b"+ 2_6 + %_(c + R) -- (U+ R),,,] - (_' + _'.') (h', + C_,)
+ [(c,,"i,)(c%'i)+ 2(c_) (_,,) + _,,_o] (_.,+ u,) _ 2 [._,,+ (c'_)] ,> + ii_} (57)
Of conrse the matrix c, which denotes the translation
in hody B of the vehicle mass center, depends in part on
the translations u_(s = 1,''' ,n) of the sub-bodies of
the appendage A. In general, it may also depend on the
deformations of other elastic appendages of the system,
and on the (possibly large) relative motions of other
articulated rigid bodies of the vehicle. To emphasize the
influence on c of the deformation of the appendage for
which equations of motion are being written, the mass-
center definition is employed to write for c
1 k
c - :)2l m,u _ -+-e (58)
s: 1
where e accommodates the mass-center motion due to
other appendages and moving parts, if any exist, and Oil
is the total vehicle mass. With the definition
e _ {b}"e (59)
Eq. (58) may be written in the form
1 _" (a}Tm*u * + (b}"e(b}"c- :)11 .[_,
n
= (b}Y'[ EC')c"," + el
s 1
where/z '__ m*/":)]? and Eq. (34) has been employed. This
vector equation has the matrix counterpart
20
c = -_] C"/**u" + e (60)
Thus the role of the appendage deformation in Eq. (57)
is made more explicit by the substitution of Eq. (60) and
its derivatives (permitting C to wiry with time), which
results in
_"= -_ (Cr,sw _ + cre"fi_) + _ (61)
and
_"-- --:_ (&_.',,.' + e&#.',i* + c"_,@) + _ (6._)
s 1
If it seems preferable to avoid the time derivatives of the
direction cosine matrix C, this can be accomplished by
using the identity (38) once more to obtain
_d
{b},_ = _ [(b)' c]
I,d
d_[-(a}r ]_ it"iv' ÷ (b}re]
x I
%'/
= d-7 [--(a}' _ ,,._,,.']
,e 1
+ _2"X [-(a} r _ ft"u*] q {b}r_
* I
= -(a}'r 2 tc'fi* -- (a}"-_ _ Y,, if'u' + (b}7'e
,_ l 8_1
(63)
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With Eq. (34), this yields the matrix equation
8=1 8=1
Differentiation of Eq. (63) in reference frame b similarly provides the vector equation
{b} T _ = --{a}r [ _ _sii_ + S__ _ t_SUs + _" _] tzsa _] -- {a}_ ._. [_ _a s + g_ _ .'u s] + {b} T
s=l 8=1 S=I ,_ : I S=l
The matrix counterpart in basis {b} for this vector equation is
8_1 S=I 8=1 ,_=t
(64)
(65)
Now Eqs. (64) and (65) may be used in Eq. (57), instead
of substituting Eqs. (61) and (62) in this equation, thereby
avoiding derivatives of C. Alternatively, one can avoid the
relative angular rate f_" and its time derivatives entirely
by the substitution of the kinematic identity (Ref. 16)
go = c d* (66)
and its consequence
n. = cd + • (67)
With these substitutions in Eq. (57), and with Eqs. (61)
and (62), all relative motion between bases {a) and {b}
is expressed in terms of the direction cosine matrix C
and its derivatives. Although this option may be optimum
in some applications, it would seem preferable in most
practical cases to avoid C and C, and therefore to employ
Eqs. (57), (64), and (65).
Since the sub-bodies A_, • - • ,A, are considered to be
rigid bodies rather than particles, the translational equa-
tion (57) must be augmented by rotational equations
such as
Ts =/xs (68)
for typical rigid sub-body As. Here H s is the inertial an-
gular momentum of A_ referred to the mass center Ps,
and T s is the corresponding resultant torque. The rules
of vector differentiation (see Eq. 38) may now be applied
to H s, or to its equivalent I_- _, where P is the mass-
center inertia dyadic of As and ¢as the inertial angular
velocity of As. The result is
id
T s = _ (H'_)
id id id
= d-7(r. = + ,os
'dul,, {"d i. _s i s i _ ul"
= l< " -[[[ + \ dt + × - ×
where the symbol sd/dt denotes differentiation in the
reference frame of A,. Here use has been made of the
counterpart for dyadic differentiation of the vector dif-
ferentiation relationship of Eq. (38), namely
hd hd
d--/D = _ D + t,ot: >( D -- D X t,_f: (70)
with D any dyadic and f_ and _.. any two frames of ref-
erence. (This relationship can be confirmed by writing
the dyadic in the form* D = D_t_e_ e_, and then applying
Eq. (38) to the unit vectors e, and co.)
The term I_ × to "'¢a' in Eq. (69) is zero, since the
implied operations include dot-multiplying by co* a vector
orthogonal to ¢as. Equation (69) is further simplified by
the constancy of the inertia dyadic of the rigid body A_
in the reference frame of that body, i.e., (sd/dt)P is
zero. In rewriting the correspondingly simplified rota-
tional equation, one may expand the inertial angular
velocity ca_ of A_ by use of the "chain rule"
htof, = I,(ot, + 1,a)f, + • • • + I.-,a)I. (71)
*Throughout this report, lower-case Greek indices range in value
from 1 to 3, and when these indices are repeated in a given term,
summation over these values is implied.
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where f,, . . . , f,. are n arbitrary frames of reference and
t,cot,, is the angular velocity of frame f, relative to frame
f,. In this case the chain is from the frame of body AM to
the frame of A, to tile frame of B, to inertial space. Since
the rotation of A, relative to A is due only to "small"
structural deformations, this rotation can be represented
by the vector 15_= fl_a, +/3_.a_ + f3_a:_, where fl_,fl_,f3_
are three angles of rotation about orthogonal axes a_, a_, a:_.
This representation is strictly applicable only if these
rotations are infinitesimal, but this is nonetheless the com-
monplace assumption of structural dynamicists. Conse-
quently 60'_ in Eq. (69) can be replaced by the use of
Eq. (71) to write
,o_-,o + _,, + {a}"/__ (721
where /3_ is the 3 by 1 matrix defined by 15_ = {a}r/3 ".
This substitution puts Eq. (69) in the form
T., = i.,. id
¢-_-(co + _2" ÷ {a}'rfl ,')
+ (co-+_" + {a}" f_")× I". (,,.,+ rr, -+-{a}"/_')
(73)
Again the differentiation is accomplished with the help
of Eq. (38), and simplification is afforded by the assumed
smallness of fl" (since only first-degree terms in /3" and
/3' are retained). The result may be written as
Ts _ I _ •
'd o,¢ ]dt co4.71_fz" _ (¢:,o-+-D.") X D."+ {a}T/2:' + (,..o+ a ") X {a}r/} ,'
+ (,,, + _")× I_" (,., + a") + (,,:,+ _ ") X V'{a}"/}" _ {a}_/_" × '"'(,., + _") (74)
If all vectors are now written in terms of the vector arrays of the most convenient basis, with the use of the defini-
tions following Eq. (49) together with
T" _ {a} r T '
and, with the summation convention, and new unit vectors a'_, a_,,a?_ embedded in A, as the principal axis vector basis
I11 0 0
I_I _ , ,_ _ ._ ,_
0 0 I:,:,
the vector rotational equation becomes
-- {a_}r P {a"} (75)
{a}rT "*= {a}_'P{a}'[{b}r_;, + {a}7'_a+ {b}r,,,X {a}'rf_ a + {a}"/_" + ({b}r,,, + {a}r.q ") X {a}r/3 ']
4- (Cb}r o, + {a}rn ``) X (a+}r I '_Ca+} .((b}r., 4- {a}+' n ")
({b}r,,, + {a}r_ `') X {a'_}7'I'_ {a '} • (a}T/_ ' + {a}rfi '_X (a"}'c I '_ {a'_}" ((b}r,,, + {a}7'f_ '_) (76)
By using Eq. (50) to obtain every vector in basis {a}, and applying the matrix representations of vector cross-
multiplication (see Eq. 44) and vector array dot-multiplication (Eq. 56), one can obtain this vector equation in the
useful form [noting {a '} _(E-/_") {a}, so {a"} r= {a}r(E +/_')]
{a} r T' ----{a} r (I" [Cg_ + fia 4- (C"_) _'_ 4-/3" 4- (C'_)/3_ + _'_/}'] 4- [/_P - I_/_] [C,;, 4- _'_ 4- (C"_)n _3
4- [(C'_) 4- _'_3 [/_"I" - I"ff'] [(C_o) 4- f2_3 _ [(C,,'",) 4- _"3 I _ [Co, 4- _"3 4- [(C"_) 4- _"] I'fi" 4- fl_I" [Co, 4- n'_]} (77)
Now the isomorphic matrix equation can be written by inspection (or obtained formally by dot-nmltiplying by {a)).
In the process, the identity of Eq. (45) is applied whenever it seems convenient to have the most obviously unknown
variable available for factoring on the extreme right. For example, in the last term the unknown deformation/3' must
appear on the right if it is to be factored out with the term preceding it, so the identity
fl"I' (C_ +g_) = -[I'(Co, + rr')]~/J ,_ (78)
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is used. Here the tilde outside the square brackets is to be construed to apply to the entire 3 by 1 column matrix within
those brackets. With this substitution, the matrix equation corresponding to Eq. (77) becomes*
T '_= l '*[C;, + (V' + fi_] + [I" (C"_)+ (C'_.,)I '_+ P _" q _" P - (P Co,+ P fV')~] fi' + { - [P (Cd, + (_ -- _1_Co,)]~
v (c;, + 6o- _ Co,)~ - (co, + n,,)~ IV (c_ + _o)]~ + (Co, + _°)~ v (c_ + n_7}p._
- P _,_c,. + [(c"_) + _.] I s [(co,) + n_] (79)
Again it should be noted that these rotational equations can, with the use of Eqs. (66) and (67), be written in a form
not involving fi", should this be desirable in a special ease.
In most applications, it is conw, nient to accept Eqs. (79) and (57) as the rotational and translational equations of
motion, respectively, of body A., with Eqs. (60), (64), and (65) substituted into Eq. (57) to accommodate w'hicle mass-
center motion relative to body B. The result of this substitution is recorded as follows, with the temporary convention
that X means the sum over k ranging from 1 to n:
F ,_= m ' {CeX - (C_ +_'C + Ce-3,;,- i'_fia + i;_- ".:_,_iik+ C_ + 2 [E_ + (C,,_)]ti"- 2C_,C_'_'_i_ _+ 2C_
- 2_'"z/_ i__ - C._CTz_._Uk+ [_" + (C_,)]u_-- _"'Z_ku_-''' - 2C_c_"''_ Z'uk,,, - 5" _"..Z/,.ku_
+ C _ (R + e) - C _,;_C_Z/u_ + [(C,,'1,)(C,,'I)-_ 2 (C,,'1,)(._")+ ._"_.q (r" + "'3} (80)
Again the identity (Co,)_Cg;C r might be substituted, and also the eonsequence (Co,)(C,,,)=-:-: C_gC r.
Equations (79) and (80) constitute the most general
formulation of equations of motion of an appendage sub-
body A, to be derived in this report. These equations are
applicable to a sub-body of an appendage that is under-
going small deformations while rotating in an arbitrary
way (as described by C and q") relative to a base B sub-
ject to any translation and rotation (as described by
for the vehicle CM and _-_and ,,, for body B). Any number
of additional appendages or articulated moving parts may
also be attached to B; these internal motions will influence
e), ,,,, and e.
In practice, the generality of these equations is rarely
required. Only in the exceptional case (e.g., the scanning
antenna) is there a nonzero .q", so C is usually constant.
Then there is no theoretical objection to replacing C by
the identity matrix E, particularly if there is but one
appendage attached to body B. For reasons not yet ap-
parent, it may be eomputationally desirable to adopt the
view that all bodies B have only one appendage, even
though the appendage may in some cases be composed
of several physically distinct structures attached to B.
Then e is zero, except when a statically unbalanced rotat-
ing rigid body is also attached to B, or a secondary rigid
body can translate relative to B.
For the simplest configuration, with C _ E and e _ 0,
the equations of motion (79) and (80) adopt the form
t"-,,J g",.J
+ [I 8_ - (P _,) -- ;1(P °,) + _;I" Y,]/?_ (81)
*The identity (_"_)_ C'_C"' should perhaps be noted, although
this substitution into Eq. (79) seems computationally ino[ficient.
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F_ = m _ [o)_ + _" - _kfik + _(_,, _ _ _)
- (i_+ ?',)_ + _'(u' - :_kUk)
+ _ (tt + r' + u s - y_ u_)] (82)
These equations still permit unrestricted motion of base B.
The forces F" and torques T" that appear in the basic
differential equations (79) and (80) of sub-body As include
terms due to structural interactions with neighboring sub-
bodies of the appendage A. These interactions are repre-
sented here as linearly elastic and viscous forces and
torques, so they are proportional to tile deformations
and deformation rates as represented by u_,''" ,u '',
/31, • • • , fl" and their first derivatives. In practice, viscous
damping terms are often unspecified until transformation
to modal coordinates has been accomplished.
The resulting approximation is far from perfect in its
representation of structural behavior. Even when the
materials of a complex structure are essentially linearly
elastic, there may be sufficient "play" in the joints of the
assembled structure to jeopardize the assumption of linear
elasticity of the composite strncture. Furthermore, the
assumption of viscous damping is not strictly in conform-
ance with the performance of even the simplest structural
elements. But for complex structures lacking discrete arti-
ficial dampers, the assumptions of linear elasticity and
viscous modal damping are almost universal practice in
structural dynamics, and these assumptions are reason-
ably well supported by vibration test data (Refs. 31, 32).
They are accordingly the assumptions adopted in this
report.
Structural forces and torques in each of the equations
typified by Eqs. (79) and (80) therefore may couple these
equations to those of every other sub-body of the ap-
pendage. The most convenient method of recording all
the coupled translational and rotational equations of the
n bodies A1, " • ' , A,, is with a single matrix equation of
dimension 6n.
Because interest is focused presently on the appendage
deformations u_,''',u ", fl_,''',fl", only terms in
these variables will be written on the left side of the
appendage matrix equation. The single 6n by 1 matrix
q=--[u_ u_ u_ #_, #_ _ u_ '" _:]_
fully characterizes the appendage deformations.
(83)
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Because the equations have been linearized in the ap-
pendage deformations, the matrix equation must have the
structure
M'cl + D'it + G't't + K'q + A'q = L' (84)
where by defnition D' and K' are symmetric and G' and
A' are skew-symmetric. Inspection of Eqs. (79) and (80)
reveals that M' is a constant symmetric matrix, but G',
A', and K' depend on the variables _, fP, and C. The
matrix L' depends on these variables and in addition on
(,), X, e, and the external applied forces that may appear
in F" and T _. The matrix D' accommodates damping in
the structure.
The detailed representation of the 6n by 6n coefficient
matrices M', G', A', and K' and the 6n by 1 matrix L' is
facilitated by the introduction of the Boolean operator
matrices
Y_EO= [E 0 E 0''' E 0] T
Y,o_= [0 E 0 E " " " 0 E] f
(85)
where E and 0 are 3 by 3 matrices, the former being the
unit matrix and the latter the null matrix. In the present
application the matrices _E,, and £,,E will generally have
6n rows, but this restriction is not embodied in the deft-
nition, since the matrix dimension is always clear from
the context in which it is used.
The operators EL.,, and _,,E serve to distribute a given
3-row matrix into alternate 3-row partitions of a larger
matrix, having perhaps 6n rows. For example, the expres-
sion "%:.C(.)X is the column matrix
[(c_._2)o (c_.J2) o... (c(-_)_)o]_
which, by inspection of Eqs. (79) and (80), must appear
as part of L' in Eq. (84).
The operators E r_:,,and -,,_:'_rare, on the other hand,
effectively selective summing operators, since, for exam-
ple, when multiplied by a 6n-row matrix they sum respec-
tively the odd- and even-numbered partitioned 3-row
submatrices of the 6n-row matrix into a single 3-row
matrix. As a specific example, r "":_:,, q provides the 3 by 1
column matrix obtained by adding _]t + fiz + . . . + ft,.
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The constant matrix M' in Eq. (84) is now most easily
written in terms of the new symbol M, defined in terms
of 3 by 3 partitioned matrices as
M
-m' 0 0 0 ''" O"
0 I' 0 0 ''" 0
0 0 m'-' 0 - ." 0
0 0 0 P..' 0
0 0 0 0'-'I _
(86)
Now M' can be recorded as
M' -- M (E - ,_,,_"Yr,,7'M/OTl) (87)
Here E is an identity matrix of dimension 6n by 6n,
and 711 is, as previously, the total vehicle mass (recall
tt"==m_/_)7l). The matrix M may be recognized as the
inertia matrix that would be involved in a calculation of
cantilever modes of the appendage. This interpretation
will be explored in detail in Section III-D on coordinate
transformations.
In expansion, M' appears in terms of 3 by 3 partitioned
matrices as shown in Fig. 5. Note that M' is a symmetric
matrix of constants.
P
m' - m'm' /O_l 0 - m lm_/qT7 0
0 11 0 0
- m_m '/_l
- m"m'/07_
0
0 m 2 - m_'m2/(_7 0
0 0 0 I-'
0 -m"rn:/QT_ 0
0 0 0
Fig. 5. Inertia matrix
0
0
0
n
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Before recording the matrix G' in expanded form, it is useful to examine the coefficient of/3_ in Eq. (79) in some
detail. It is convenient to define the new symbol ,oa _ _'_a_{_CoJ. Then, the coefficient of/_s becomes
[(I_ + I., - L)o,_, -(t_ + I,, - I:,),,¢_ (I_ - I_ + I_)_,_,. ]
.0 _' 0 -(-I1+ I.2 + I_),,,_
JL-(L - L. + I:,)o,_ (-I, + i_.+ I3)o,,; o
= (tr Is)_)a __ _ (]soja) (88)
Thus it is evident that the sum of these three matrices
is skew-symmetric, although the first two matrices are not.
With Eq. (88) substituted into Eq. (79), inspection of this
equation and Eq. (80) permits the matrix G' to be recorded
in terms of 3 by 3 partitioned matrices in the exp.,_nded
form shown in Fig. 6. Tile substitution C _C r --- (Co,) has
also been applied here. Note that all of the _ terms on
the right side of Eqs. (79) and (80) are accommodated
in G', leaving only damping terms in the symmetric
matrix D'.
The matrix G' is skew-symmetric, since the transpose
of the matrix in Fig. 6 is also its negative. A more compact
and useful representation of this matrix can be obtained
by broadening the definition of the operator tilde (-). As
illustrated in Eq. (44), when a tilde appears over a symbol
signifying a 3 by 1 matrix, the corresponding skew-
symmetric 3 by 3 matrix is implied. Henceforth, when a
tilde appears over any symbol representing a column
matrix that can be partitioned into 3 by 1 matrices, a
skew-symmetric matrix is implied, which, as a matrix of
3 hy 3 partitions, is diagonal, wifll the 3 by 3 skew-
symmetric counterparts of the 3 by 1 elements of the col-
umn matrix ranged along the diagonal. For example, on
the column matrix
x_:,,n"=[n" 0 no 0... f_° 0]
the tilde operator signifies
(X_o flaf "
"_'_ 0 0
0 0 0
o o
0 0 0
N
f2c_ 0
0 0
.
(89)
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With this added convention, after inspection of Fig. 6 and Eqs. (79) and (80), the matrix G' may be written in the
compact form
c'= 2M {(y.E0_o)~+ (Y.EoCo,)-- S_o [(C%)+ _"] SLM/Cm]) + M [(Xo_no)~ + (Zo_Co,)-]
+ [(So_n_)- + (_o_C_)~ ] M - [M (:_0_no + So_C_)]_ (90)
The matrices A' and K' appear in compact form in terms of the new symbol O,__- Co_ + _2_ as
A' + K'-- M (x2_,:,,_,_)~- Mx2r,,;,,"_'2_'.M#)ll (MEoE ;")~ + M (E0_ _) ~- (2oE _")_(MX,,_:o,_)~ + M (XEo O,_)_ (:_E0o,_)~
-- MxEro'g'_T,ax_.,, M/)ll 4 (Zoo:o,_)~ M (EoE 'oa)~ + K (91)
where of particular interest is the fifth term,* which is null except for the following on even rows of the main diagonal
-%_ = a = 0(i,o,_) (I_ - I_)_ _
(i_ - I:_),,,?o:_
0
z : I" a a
-I_,,% -- I_ % % O,... 3) % %
" 8 8 a (_
=__p ; (I:_+I_)%%(x_+ I_) O,_o,_ - 17O,_ .,O,,
2 2
8 a(I;+w o o (I_+I_) o o -, o-I 2_o:J 0)1 _D3 012 OJ3 11 O,1 .
and where K is the stiffness matrix that defines the struc-
tural interaction forces and torques induced by deforma-
tion of the appendage. The stiffness matrix K is symmetric
(see Refs. 11-13), but in general there does exist a skew-
symmetric nmtrix A'. Specifically, the first three terms in
Eq. (91) involving angular accelerations _" are skew-
synunetric, and the fourth such term has both symmetric
and skew-symmetric parts. All matrices beyond the fifth
term (expanded above) are symmetric.
Figure 7 shows the first few terms in the upper left
corner of the matrix A' -+ K' - K.
There remains only the explicit identification of the
elements in the matrix L' of Eq. (84). Compact represen-
tation is accomplished here with the new definition
The general
provides
0 r2 0"-" r" O] r (92)
interpretation of the tilde operator now
"7_ 0 0 O ... 0 0-
0 0 0 0 ' 0 0
0 07_ 0 ... 0 0
0 0 O 0 ... 0 0
0 0 0 0 ... F" 0
0 0 0 0 ''' 0 0
Now the 6n by 1 matrix L' can be written as
(93)
L' = -M E,,_[fi" + C_,- .g."Co,]- [Eot (n• + Co,)]- M _o_(_2_+ Co,)
+ M (_-Z_o(5o + c_) - [(_o no)- (_o _°)_ + 9.(_o Co,)~ (,,:_.o.q_)~+ ('=_oCo,)~ (_o Co,)_ ] _} + x (94)
*Note from the expansion following Eq. (91) that the fifth term is symmetric if all bodics A, are spheres, or if the appendage rotates about
an axis parallel to a,, a=,or a,.
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where the new symbol ;t is a column matrix in which to
store any forces or torques applied to the sub-bodies
A_, • . • ,A, other than the structural interaction forces
induced by deformations. For example, field forces such
as gravity forces on the appendage belong in X, and any
attitude-control jets on the appendage would contribute
to ,k in a manner established by a control law.
In expanded form, the matrix L' appears as a column
of 3 by 1 submatrices in Fig. 8, in which the forces and
torques on body j in x are represented respectively by
[_ and P.
This concludes the derivation of the equations of motion
of an elastic appendage on a base undergoing arbitrary
motion. The final result is Eq. (84), with matrices q, M',
G', K', A', and L' given in compact form by Eqs. (83), (87),
(90), (91), and (94). These equations are complicated by
the generality introduced with time-varying C, which
permits application to a flexible appendage of changing
attitude relative to its base (e.g., a scanning antenna).
Additional complexity stems from the variable e, which
is present to acconnnodate movable parts within the ve-
hicle (other than the appendage). Specialization to the
simplest configuration, with C _ E and e _ 0, led to the
basic Eqs. (Sl) and (82) for the typical suhmass A._.
When these equations are combined as a single matrix
equation such as Eq. (84), one obtains the simpler result
M (E - :_Eozr,, M/_7) _ + (2M [(E_:, _,)~ - E_0 _Yr,, M/(DI] + M (YoE ,,)~ + (Y.oe0,)~ M -- [M :_o, ,o] ~ -_- D'} gl
+ M [(_2Eo,;)~ -- YEomEn0 M/QT/] + M [(Er.<, o,)~ (Er.,, o,)~ - :_Eo_'_r. M/QT'2] + K) q =
--MEoEio--(:_oEo,)_M(I_oBo_)--M{EEo[®X--R,;, + _'_R]- ?'EE0g, -- (E_0_)~(l_o,o)_r} +,k (95)
Even in this case the equations remain complex in
appearance. Although the specialization has greatly re-
duced the number of terms in the equation, no sim£31ifica-
tion of the basic structure of the equations has resulted.
For the special configuration as well as the more general
one, the equations of motion have the structure of Eq. (84).
In both cases M' is constant and symmetric; G' is skew-
symmetric and depending linearly on the variable and
generally unknown angular velocity ,o of the base B;
K' is the stun of a constant symmetric stiffness matrix K
and a variable symmetric matrix; and A' is a variable skew-
symmetric matrix comprised of terms linear in J,_ and
8 ¢1 a Pterms (P, -- I ) (_0 o, ), a :¢- fl; and L is composed of ap-
plied forces and torques, nonlinear functions of °,,..linear
terms in g,, and the unknown mass-center motion X.
It may appear that the various matrix operators intro-
duced here serve to obfuscate rather than clarify results,
and that the appendage equations are too hopelessly large
and complex for efficient simulation. Both of these impres-
sions would be correct if the derivation were to end at this
point. Many of the matrices appearing here are quite
sparse, and their use in a digital computer program is
rendered inefficient by the number of multiplications by
zero. The number of sub-bodies A, • • • , A,, required for
an acceptable simulation of a flexible appendage may be
quite large (30 is not an unreasonably large value for n),
and the matrix Eq. (84) is equivalent to 6n simultaneous
coupled scalar differential equations.
Practical utility can be demonstrated for these equa-
tions only after transformation to carefully selected
coordinates permits the exercise of judgment in ignoring
all but a small number of variables. It is remarkable that
in introducing a coordinate transformation and combining
the resulting equations with appropriate equations for the
balance of the vehicle, seemingly complex matrix combi-
nations will emerge with simple physical interpretations,
and coordinate truncation will permit meaningful prelim-
inary designs of vehicle attitude-control systems to be
accomplished without recourse to the computer. The re-
suits of the coordinate transformations, however, will be
deferred until Section III-D so that we may first consider
the remainder of the equations of motion of the vehicle.
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C. Vehicle Equations
hnmediately upon shifting attention from tile append-
age deformations to the time behavior of the total vehicle,
the analyst confronts a basic question. Should he simply
isolate the rigid body to which the appendage is attached
and derive its equations of motion, treating the. forces and
torques applied to it by the appendage as "external"?
Or should he instead write equations of motion for a
dynamic system that includes both the rigid body and
the flexibh' appendage? A parallel question was con-
sidered in Section I1, in which augmented-body methods
were contrasted with nested-body methods. In the con-
text of hybrid-coordinate analysis, the answer to this
question is complicated by the anticipated truncation of
modal coordinates of the appendage. If the analyst iso-
lates the l>otly to which the appendage is attached, he
must be sure that in the truncation process he retains a
valid representation of the interaction forces between
base anti appendage. Because of this difficulty, it seems
generally desirable to include the appendage with the
rigid body in the dynamic system, and this will be
the method used here. In certain cases, however, when the
vehicle undergoes large changes in configuration, it may
be most efficient computationally to treat the appendage
interaction forces as external forces applied to the rigid
body. Then some artifice is required (such as the "synthetic
modes" of Ref. 28) to assure that coordinate truncation
does not invalidate the interaction force expression. This
method is exph)red in Section I II-E of this report.
The immediate task is the derivation of equations of
motion of a typical vehich, that includes flexible append-
ages. No attempt will be made here to establish a general
set of equations applicable to virtually all space vehicles.
Attention is instead restricted to a class of vehicle that
may be modeled as a rigid body B, with two flexihle
appendages (A' and A'-'), a balanced rigid symmetric
rotor B:,, and a single rigid body B: attached to Bl with
a single degree of translational freedom.
The vehicle sketched in Fig. 3a does not quite meet the
restrictions of the vehicle equations to be derived here;
the rotor B:: of Fig. 3a is not rigid and symmetric, since
it includes an internal body B, and two flexible append-
ages A _ and AL Figure 9 better typifes the vehicle to
which the following equations apply directly. It is an
idealized tri-spin satellite, designed to maintain spin
stabilization with the rigid symmetric rotor B:,, while a
control system between bodies B, and B:, maintains the
rigid platform B, in an earth-pointing attitude. The flex-
ible antenna A' is attached to B, at a hinge that permits
limited controlled relative motion. A solar-cell array A:
is also attached to B_, with an auxiliary control system
maintaining the required sun-pointing orientation. A
linear oscillator B_ acts as a nutation damper for the
satellite; its single degree of translational freedom is in
a direction transverse to the hearing axis between B,
and B:.
Althougla the vehich' of Fig. 9 is of substantial interest
in itself-and by specializing to omit components or fix
joints one can use its equations of motion fin a very wide
range of space vehicles-its dcrivatinn is included here
principally for its illustrative value. The analyst must be
expected to approach the derivation of equations of mo-
tion of each space vehicle configuration individually, if
computational efficiency is to result. The appendage
equations derived in Section III-B, on the other hand,
should be applied (lirectly to any flexiblc appendage
within the definition offered, and should not rettuirc
rederivation for specific cases.
()lie may write in application to any material system
the basic Newton-Euler equations, F = )]la and T - H,
where )l/ is the vehicle mass, F is the resultant applied
force, and a, H, and T are, respectively, the inertial accel-
eration, angular momentnm, and resultant torque, all
referred to the vehicle mass center.
In derMng the rotational equation from
T-I:t (96)
EARTH-POINTING ANTENNA A 1
TRANSLATIONAL ] ,_ 1_ _ HINGE
DAMPER BODY B2___ RIGID PLATFORM BI
RIGID SYMMETRIC ROTOR B3
_ BEARI NG
y )
SUN-POINTING SOLAR-CELL ARRAY A 2
Fig. 9. Tri-spin satellite {cross-sectional view}
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one simply substitutes the angular momentum definition
H _/p × (_ elm (97)
where p is the generic position vector from the vehicle
mass center to a typical differential mass element of the
vehicle.
Define a new vector p as the generic position vector
from the point O fixed in body B,, and replace p in
Eq. (91) by p + c (recalling that -e defines the dis-
placement in B, of the vehicle mass center CM from its
nominal location at O). The result is then differentiated
(making use once more of Eq. 38) and the integral re-
written as follows, employing a convention whereby dif-
ferentiation in tile reference frame of B, is signified by
an overcircle (e.g., _):
H f (p+c) X (p+6) ttm
= [(p + c) x (f, + _)dm
+f(p+c) X[60×(p+c)]dm
=cX f(P+_)dm+ lp×bdm-'× fpdm.
+ fp dm X (60 X c)
-k/pX(60Xp)dra-fc).4[60Xf(p+e)dm]
(98)
Tile mass-center definition requires
f(p + c) dm = 0 (99)
SO
f p dm = -c f d,. = - e::), (100)
and
f (_ + _)dm_J f(p + e)dm =0 (101)
Thus many of the integrals in Eq. (98) become either zero
or a simple vector. The immediate result is
H= f p X _dm + & X c',3tl-Ollc X (60 X e)
+ fpX(60Xp) dm
(m2)
The last integral in Eq. (102) may be recognized as the
dot-product of the inertia dyadic I of the vehicle for point
O and the inertial angular velocity of the base B_. This
identification can be established in detail as follows:
p X (60 X p) tim = f [p- p60 - p. 60p] dm
= f[p'pt- pp]dm'60=:l'60 (lO3)
where E is the unit dyadic (so t:. to = co). Thus the vehicle
angular momentum with respect to its mass center is
H = I" 60 + 0176 X c + fp × dm (104)
It should be noted that when c is due only to append-
age deformations, assumed arbitrarily small, the product
'3_76 X e is of second degree and therefore negligible. For
the vehicle illustrated in Fig. 9, the mass center of the
appendage A -_is nominally fixed in B_, so the large rela-
tive motion permitted between these components does
not contribute to c. The mass of the translating body B_,
makes the contributions of this damper body to c small
in an engineering sense (relatively small, but not infini-
tesimal), and for certain purposes (e.g., stability analysis
of balanced tri-spin motion) the damper translation t_ay
be assumed arbitrarily small. Thus the contribution of B_.
to ;:)_16X c may also be negligible. For the vehicle illus-
trated, only the rotation of A' on its hinge might con-
tribute materially to c, and even this might be only an
occasional influence. The term ql16 X c is preserved in
this derivation for generality, but it should be recognized
that it should be retained only in exceptional applications.
The rotational-equation (96) requires the inertial dif-
ferentiation of the angular momentum (Eq. 104), yielding
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(with dyadic differentiation as in Eq. 70)
',,fT I._+j.6o ¢ ")II_Xc .', _ p)<_dm
id 1"
= t- _, + _, x .. _a+ _. _, + ',_77[_*+ z_, × _ + _, × (_, x e) + ca;<c] x c _ _j p X _dm (105)
Note that Euler's equations emerge here for the special
case of a rigid vehicle, since then only the first two terms
on the right are nonzero. Another special case of interest
is that of the nominally stationary base B', for which
is infinitesimal and Eq. (105) linearizes to
T=1"¢5+ (pX_dm (106)
The challenge of Eqs. (105) and (106) is the replace-
ment of the integrals by more convenient functions. Rela-
tive derivatives [_ and _ will exist only for mass elements
that move relative to rigid body B,, so the separate con-
tributions of the rotor B:,, the damper B_, and the flexible
appendages A' and A _ can be calculated in turn.
For the rotor, the relevant integral is simply
'd 'd .n)_=/,dtJ,,:,PX6dm -_- :p )< (a X p) elm = _ (J
(lO7)
with b constant and _ the single translation variable, the
integral becomes
ql f_ _d "b
--. aT(mb._ _)=dt =p X _ dm = mb_b... + mb_ X b,,
(108)
Finally, the contributions of the appendages to this
integral must be sought. Return for this purpose to the
concept of the discrete parameter model of the append-
age, and the definitions of R, r% and u '_ in Eq. (36) and
Fig. 4. In addition, let p* represent a generic position
vector from the mass center P, of sub-body A., to a typi-
cal differential mass element in A,. The appropriate inte-
gral then becomes, for a typical appendage A (here either
A ' or A'-'),
f p X helm = J._(n + r _ + u ' + p") X (_" + _ + _)dm
£
(109)
where X'2is the angular velocity of B:, relative to B,, J is
the inertia dyadic of the rotor, and h is the angular mo-
mentum of the rotor B:, relatit_e to the base B,.
For the translating body B2, the integration is trivial,
since all parts of B._,have the same velocity _ in B,. Thus
if m is the mass of B_, and its position relative to O is
given in the B_-fixed w'ctor basis b_, b_, b:_, by bba + _b_,
Yet another application of the vector differentiation
formula in Eq. (38) is required for the interpretation of
Eq. (109), and this can be done conveniently by writing
the individual deformation vectors in terms of appropriate
vector arrays (as in Eqs. 37 and 72). Recalling that X2" is
the angular velocity of {a} relative to {b} for a given
appendage A, and {a}r/_ _ is the angular velocity of A,
relative to A, one can write Eq. (109) as
L p × fidm = / (R + r_ + u,' + W) × [n_ × (r* + W) + {a}r fi '+(_2_-_-{a}r/3_)xW]dm
=nX {a}_ f ';'dm+ _r_X {a}_t;'dm+nx[n_X L(r"-f "_)dm ].
+ f rS X [n" X (r' + u.')] dm+ L u' X (n_ × r ') dm+ ._ p* X [(n" + {a} r/:}') × p*] elm (110)
since in every term the integral over A can be replaced by the sum of n integrals over the individual sub-bodies
A_, • ' • ,A,,, and
ft p'_ dm = 0
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(Remember that u 8 and (a)r/3 ' are infinitesimal.) As for the rotor equation (107), the last term in Eq. (110) can be
written in terms of the inertia dyadics I* of the sub-bodies. Every other integral in Eq. (110) permits factorization of
fA dm _ ms
s
Thus that equation becomes (with 2 denoting the sum over s' ranging from 1 to n)
p X_dm =RX (a}rEmst_ 8 + XEr8X {a}rm.,fi _
+RX [s2" × xZms(r_ + u')] + Em,_r' X [X2a X (r' + u')] + Em_u_ X (fZ" X r') + 218"({a}_'/_" + _' 0
(111)
Equation (105) requires the inertial derivative of Eq. (111), which is
X _dm- (6) X R) X {a}'_'_m,,h 8 + R X [{a}7'_Arn, i_"_+ (co + S2a) X {a}r _2m8tl 8]
+ E [(co + I2") X r"] X {a}Tm_t_ _ -F XLr'_X [{a}r m,,ii ' + (_ + _a) X {a}7'm, tiq
o
+ (co X R) X [_ X 2m._(r 8 + u')] + R X [(_a + co X S2") X 2m_(r 8 + u')]
R X [D._ X Era., {a}Tfi '] + R X {D._ × Em8 [(co + D._) X (r'* + u8)]}
o
+ _m, [(to X .,%') × r'] X [S2_ X (r 8 + u')] + Xm, r' X [(D._ + to X D._) X (r' + u')]
+ Emir' X {D. a X [(co + D.a) × (r' + u')]} + Zm.,r _ X [X'2" X {a}'fJ 8]
-i Xm8 {a}"_' X (D." X r8) + Xm,_ [(co + D._) × u 8] × (D.', X r')
0
+ Zm, t,' X [(D._ + e X D.-) × r 81 + 2m, u' X {D._ X E(cox .o.") x r']}
f Zl '_" [{a}'/3' + (co -F D-") x {a}'/381 H-(to + D.") X 18. (a}"/_' - I _ X (co + D-a) • {a}"/38
+ -21,_- (_ + co X D._) -F :S [(co + D._ + {a}'fl'] X I'_• D." -- "21"X (co + {a}T/38)" D._ (112)
This unwieldy expression, repeated fl)r each appendage attached to bcxJy B,, must together with Eqs. (107) and
(108) be substituted into the rotational equation of motion (Eq. 105) in the general case of arbitrary base motion. Fur-
thermore, the contribution of appendage deformation to I in Eq. (105) would have to be calculated. In most engineer-
ing applications, this degree of complexity is unwarranted. In the h_regoing, only appendage deformations have been
restricted, and these have been assumed to remain infinitesimal. In fact, they are at best small in an engineering sense
only, and deformation velocities and accelerations probably exceed, in most space vehicles, those due to prescribed
O
relative motions (such as fZ" and I2"). It is thus most reasonable in an engineering application to linearize in these
latter variables also, although it should be understood that the resulting equations lack the rigor that can be claimed
(however artificially) for equations such as Eq. (105), linearized in deformations only. With linearizatiou in fZa and _Za,
Eq. (112) becomes
dt J.t
p X fidm =(co X R) X {a}r_2m, h 8 + R X [{a}r_2m_;? + e X {a}_2m_fi _]
+ Z(6) X r '_) X {a}7'rn_fi _ + 2r" X [{a}rm, ii _ + 6) X {a}'rm,_it _]
+ (6) X R) X (_ X _2m, r') + R X (_ + 6) X X2_) X _m_ r' + R X [£2" X "2m, (co X r'*)]
-F_m_rS× [(-Q_+_XD-a) Xr '] +Sm_rSX[D-"X(toXr'_)]_ zl'.(x_-"+_×--q_)
+Z[eXl,,.D.,,--18×_.D.a]+Xl,,.[{a},'_8+_X{a}_fl8 ]-t-eXIS.{a},'h,_-18Xe.{a},'/_, ,
(113)
This result, when substituted into Eq. (105), would be appropriate for the simulation of the vehicle of Fig. 9 in the
unlikely mode of motion in which the appendages are undergoing gradual change of orientation with respect to B_,
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while the inertial angular velocity to of B1 is large. More useful forms of this result appear either when _" is iden-
tically zero, which leaves
-_ff. p X _dm = (to X R) × {a}ryms(r _ + R × [{a} T "2m,_il _ + to × {a}r2m._fi ']
+ :_ (60 X r") X {a}rm, fi '_ + _Ar' X [{a)rm, ii ' + to X {a}rm,fi ']
+ _1"" [{a}r/_" + to X {a}r/3 '3 + to X ZI 8- {a}r/3 '_- _1' X to" {a}T/3 ' (114)
or when co is also assumed to be small and included in the linearization, with the result
,dL-_ pXpdm=RX {a}_Em,//'+4r_X {a}rm,_'+RX(_"X_'m_r ,")+_m,r_x(_xr')+zl".{a}r/3 _
+ ZI"•_2_ (115)
These two special cases may be of value in practical applications, since they accommodate tile tri-spin vehicle with
flexible appendages on the de-spun body, and also the dual-spin vehicle with appendages on the spinning body. Even
further specialization may be warranted, since spinning vehicles with flexible appendages are usually simple "spinners,"
rather than dual-spin vehicles, and a de-spun body with flexible appendages is more apt to be part of a dual-spin vehicle
than of a tri-spin vehicle, in which case the relative motion _2" is usually zero.
The essential differences among the expanded forms of the rotational equation (105) are simply differences in the
size of the equations and the amount of bookkeeping involved in writing them in matrix form. Because the purpose
here is simply to illustrate the structure of the vehicle equations, attention is restricted henceforth to a dual-spin vehicle
with a rigid, symmetric rotor, a nutation damper, and a single flexible appendage without rotational capability relative
to its base (_" 0 and C _ E so {a} = {b}). The platform angular velocity co is unrestricted, so the equations to follow
may easily be specialized either to the simple spinner with flexible appendages (by omitting the rotor) or to the dual-
spin vehicle with an appendage on a de-spun body (by linearizing in co). By taking both of these steps (omitting the
rotor and linearizing in co), one obtains equations of motion of a space vehicle with three-axis active reaction-jet control
in an inertially stationary nominal orientation.
By inspection of Eqs. (105), (107), (108), and (114), the required vector-dyadic equation is obtained as follows:
T=l'G-FcoXl'to-Fl'o+(a+mb(_b+ ++m×b_) -F(coXR) X {b} r2m+_'J"
R _ [{b}rEm+//_ + co X {b)rz_m+t_ +] _ z(to X r +) XCb}'_'m+h + + :_r" X [{b}rm+fi `_+ to X {b}rm+t?]
+ _18.[{b)+'# + + to × (b)r/3 +] + to × _1 `+"Cb)r/3 + - _1" X to. {b)r/_ + (u6)
Note that the mass-center motion c has been assumed to
be infinitesimal, in accordance with the indicated special-
ization.
Terms involving ! in Eq. (116) are time-variable, since
the inertia dyadic of the composite vehicle depends on
its deformations. By definition (see Eq. 103), the vehicle
inertia dyadic for point O is given by
I ---f (p. p | -- pp) dm (117)
Let the generic symbol p* be the value of p when the
vehicle is undeformed, so that the inertia dyadic of the
undeformed vehicle is
,*= f (p*.p*t - p.p*) dm (11s)
For all points of the vehicle except those in the flexible
appendage and the nutation damper mass, p is identically
p*. For points in the translating damper body B_,
p = p* + _b_ = bb:_ + _b_ (119)
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and for a typical point of body A+ of the appendage,
p = p* + u s + p+ = R + r+ + u + + p+ (120)
In addition to the contribution of the translational de-
formation u s to the deformed vehicle inertia dyadic I,
there is a contribution from the rotational deformation
I_+ for each sub-body A.,. If the vector array {a s} consists
of a dextral orthonormal set fixed in As, then the inertia
dyadic P of A+ referenced to the mass center P, may be
written in the {a +} basis as
Is = {aS}rI s {a s} (121)
If now {a +} is aligned with {b} when the appendage is
undeformed, then the deformation {b} r fis yields the unit
vector relationship
{a+} = (E - B_)(b} (122)
since E - fi is the linear approximation of the direction
cosine matrix generated by the orthogonal 1-2-3-type ro-
tations ill, fl_.,fl:+. Thus in terms of the vector basis {b},
the inertia dyadic for body A+ becomes
= {b)_ (_ + p_) z+ (_ - _) _b}_
= {b}rP{b) + {b}r(_P- P_) {b} (123)
The second term is therefore the contribution of rotation
t+ to the inertia dyadic I of the vehicle.
From Eqs. (117) through (120) and (123), it follows that
the vehicle inertia dyadic is
I = I* - mb_ (b:+b, + b_b:_) + _;m, [2(R + rS)-u_ E - (R + r+)u _ - uS(R + r+)] + _ {b}r (_ P - I+_){b}
Noting that the identity dyadic is
t--{b}r{b}
so that, for example,
R.uSt = Rr'(b}.{b}ru.+{b}r{b} = Rru+{b}r(b} = {b}+'Rru+{b}
(124)
(125)
one may write the inertia dyadic as (defining E _ as the a u' column of the 3 by 3 matrix E)
I = I* - {b}rmb_(E_E :'r + E:_E _T) {b}
+ {b)VEm + [2(R + r+)ru+E -- (R + r+)u +r- uS(R + r+)+'] {b) + {b}T_(fi"_P -- I+fl"_) {b}
The derivative ] is readily obtained from Eq. (126) as
= {b} r {-mb+ (E'E 3r + E3E 'r) + Zm + [2 (R + r+)r t) s E - (R + r+)_+r _ fi+ (R + r+)r] + _ (/3"+P - 1+/3_)} {b}
(126)
(127)
Finally, the complete and explicit vector-dyadic equation of rotational motion can be obtained by substituting Eqs.
(126) and (127) into Eq. (116). In the process, all vectors and dyadics are written in terms of the vector array {b},
and the matrix representation of cross-products is employed (see Eq. 44). The result is
{b} T T = {b} T {I* o;- mb_ (E'E :+_+ E:+E_+');, + _m + [2 (R + rS) r u +E - (R + r+)u +7' - t,"_(R + r_)r] _ + >2(fl'+ I s - P fl;)_,
+ "dI* ,o - "dmb_ (E'E "_r + E_E _r) ,o +"_Em s [2 (R + r+)r u + E - (R + rs) u +r - u s (R + r+)r] o,
+%'2 ('fl+ P - P'ff+)co - mb_ (E'E "_r + E3E_r),_ + Ym s [2 (R + r+)r (_+E - (R + r+)fi sr - fi+(R + rS)r] ,o
+ Y.(fl I + - I + ) o, + h + "_h + mb_E _ + mb_E'-' +_,R_m +;J+ + R_m s ;J+ + R'd2m s _J+ + "_:f,rs m +b.+
+ _}"+(m+ _Js +'_m+ fi +) + £I" (fl" q- 'gfl") +%Yl+fl s - _I+'-"+"_fls } (128)
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Symbols T, h, and I* are new, being defined here by their context. The identities
I' × to. {b}r/3 ' = I'.to × {b}r_ ' = {b}T/%_/_ ,
and
h O T N
=h+toXh= {b}r[_+ {b} ,,,h
have been employed in writing Eq. (128).
The matrix equation isomorphic to the vector equation (128) can be written, by inspection, simply by dropping the
vector arrays (or by pre-dot-multiplying by {b}r). This matrix equation is more useful when written in terms of the
total 6n by 1 deformation matrix q (defined in Eq. 83), making use of the operators EL.,, and E._: (see Eq. 85). The result
then adopts tile form
T= I*o_ ~ *• +M ,o+J_+_'_,h+ {2[M(>'._:oR+r)]rq-RqrM£Eo y'r_:,,MqR'r
-- r+(Mq) *_ - (Mq)* r *T + "Z,,_:('_M - M'_) 2,,_:} :, - mb_ (E'E ar + E_E rr) ;,,-+-mb (_E + _g) E:
~-." At_ + .'_ 7Mq-- mb (_E + ¢_ (E'E "_ + E:' E'7") ,,, + _R ~_oVr Mdt ___R _:,,, M_I + R . .. ,,:,, -E.
•.... - .' _ M (.o_.;o,)....q - "4. ¢&.,,_)~ M4 + e , T_.U,_._:o, . _ _X ,_,.,:o,+ -,,,_."TM_"+ o,"_,',EM,_ V,'4,,7M4 + ,,,: _.,,: _,_:
+ ','vT,o~,,t: "_ME,,t: ,,, - "0,-_,:x'"'M'_2,,t: o, + o"_{2 [M (Xe,, R + r)]rq - Bq r M'2,:,, -,:,,"rMq B "r- r÷(Mq) *T - (Mq)+ r*"} o,
+ {e[M ('2_:,,R + r)] _ it - air' MX,:,, -- Z_:,,Mdl B T - r* (Mdt)*' - (MdI)* r*'} ,,, (129)
where the operator _ reassembles the three-by-one submatrices of a column matrix into a three-row matrix as illustrated
byr _[r' 0 r: 0 ''. r" 0].
The derivation of this equation has been the principal
objective in this section. Interpretation may be facilitated
by restricting attention to the special case of a dual-spin
vehicle with an appendage on a nominally de-spun plat-
form. This case is significant from an applications view-
point, and yet the assumption that _, is infinitesimal
renders Eq. (129) quite interpretable. Since o, is small,
it can be replaced by the matrix 0, where 0 = [0_ d: _:,]T.
The result is simply the linear equation
T = I* "0"+ h - "_ + mb_E-' + "R_,, Mq
+ "4,,7M_'+ ." """'" ~,,K Mq (130)
Since I* is the inertia matrix of the total vehicle as a rigid
body, the equation T = I* b'would suffice if the rotor were
fixed (nonrotating) and the appendage were rigid. The
torque applied to the body B,.in accelerating the relative
angular rate of the rotor is -h, and the "gyroscopic stiff-
ness" supplied by the rotor is in -h0. The term mb_E"
reflects the "inertial torque" due to damper mass acceler-
ation, and the last three terms reflect the effects of ap-
pendage deformation.
The more general Eq. (129) has the major added term
_I* ,,,, which introduces the "Euler coupling" or "gyro-
scopic coupling" of the vehicle as a spinning rigid body.
In addition, Eq. (129) includes a multitude of nonlinear
terms that reflect the inflnence of the vehicle deform-
ability. They can be categorized as various kinds of accel-
eration terms (centripetal, coriolis, etc.), but perhaps they
are best understood by reviewing their origins in the
vector-dyadic equation (116).
The matrix equation of general rotation of the vehicle,
Eq. (129), is compatible in its assumptions with Eq. (95),
which defines the appendage response to a given arbitrary
base motion. These equations do not yet constitute a com-
plete set, however, since they include (in addition to
unspecified external forces and torques) the unknown
motion variables X, _, and h.
The 3 by i matrix X is the matrix in an inertial ,vector
basis of the inertial acceleration vector of the vehicle
mass center. This vector is easily related to the resultant
applied force F by applying Newton's second law, i.e.,
F = 011X = 03l (i}rX
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If F is written in terms of the body-fixed vector basis {b},
related to {i} as in Eq. (53), this equation becomes
{b}" F = QTP{i} r)( = qIP {b} r +X
or in matrix terms
F = q+l/(+))_ (131)
Newton's second law also provides the equation of
motion of the damped linear oscillation representing the
nutation damper, except that only the b, component of
the vector equation of translation is required. The vector
result is
(132)
where k and d are scalar constants of the spring and dash-
pot, respectively. The mass-center displacement vector c
is available from Eq. (60) as
e = -(b} r\'r =
._:,;;_q - (rr_/C/#/) b, _{b}T [,.r_,:,,vq + rn2E'/'3_]
so that
= - {bV [£_0 ,,q + m_E'/_ + 2"d(Z_.o _'6 + m_EVC'_) + _'('z> _,q + m_ETQ._Z ) +'G'_ (£_,, _q + m_E'/qTZ)] (133)
Similar operations on ba = {b} _ E :_and bt = {b} r E _permit the expansion of the term in parentheses in Eq. (132), and
the b_ dot-product then provides the scalar equation
m (1 - m/O_l) "_"+ [d + 2mE"rZE ' (1 - m/q]Z)] _ + [k + mE ''r (_ +-'x°,,o)(1 - m/07_) E'] _ =
mE'_'[--oX--b(_+_,_E"+_;,_l + 2,'7G'.<,1,o + (g'+_7)_i,,vq] (134)
It should be noted that the ratio m/Qll is too small to
warrant retention when B_ is a nutation damper, although
for other applications of translating second bodies this
may not be the ease.
Finally, an equation of motion must be provided to
determine the remaining variable h, the angular momen-
tum matrix of the rotor B:, relative to body B,, expressed
in the vector basis of B,. Because the rotor spins about
its axis of symmetry, its relative angular momentum can
always be expressed as the product of a scalar ;7_ and
a unit vector fixed in B,, where _ is the moment of
inertia of the rotor about its symmetry axis and _ is the
spin rate of the rotor B:_ relative to the base B,. The
orientation of the rotor in B_ is here selected so that the
rotor axis parallels b:,, merely for analytical convenience.
Thus the relative angular momentum h may be expressed
as
h = ,,+?,bE:' (135)
Thus a single scalar equation must be derived for the
determination of the scalar unknown q,. This is readily
obtained as the scalar Euler equation corresponding to
the axis of symmetry, namely,
r = G(_" + _,:_)= ff(_ + E3r_) (136)
where _ is the magnitude of the torque applied to the
rotor ahmg its axis of symmetry. In general r is some
combination of bearing friction and the motor torque
established by a control law. Complete simulation would
of course require an auxiliary equation for that control
law, and except for very preliminary calculations the
control law would be nonlinear.
In summary, Eqs. (136), (134), (131), (129), and (95)
constitute a complete set of dynamic equations for the
system. The unknowns are included in q), _, X, (-), o,, and q.
(Equation 135 must be substituted into Eq. 129 before
collecting these equations, in order to eliminate h.) To
complete the simulation, a set of kinematic equations
relating (.) and ,,, must be included. The particular equa-
tions used will depend on the attitude parameters chosen
to define the orientation of B_ in inertial space (e.g., direc-
tion cosines, Euler parameters, attitude angles, etc.).
These equations are available from the fundamental kine-
matic relationship (Ref. 16)
o'7 (:)(.)r = _ 6) ('.)r (137)
but more suitable forms of the kinematic equations can
be obtained for specific parameter choices (e.g., see
Ref. '9_3).
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It is then conceptually possible to collect the five dy-
namic equations (136), (134), (131), (129), and (95) to-
gether with kinematic equations from Eq. (137) and
control laws for the rotor torque r and the vehicle torque
T, and with this set, to accomplish the simulation of a
dual-spin vehicle with a flexil)le appendage and a nuta-
tion damper attached to a hase undergoing arbitrary
motion. By specializing these equations, one could simu-
late a simple spin-stabilized vehicle, or a vehicle with
three-axis reaction-jet control. By generalizing these eqna-
tions, proceeding from vector-dyadic equations dew,loped
here in detail, one could with straightforward labor simi-
larly simulate a vehicle controlled by several rotors
("momentum wheels") and having articulated elastic ap-
pendages capable of substantial relative motion. All of
this is, however, only conceptually possible. The complete
set of equations is available, but if they are to be applied
to a real space vehicle represented by a reasonably accu-
rate mathematical model, the dimension of the resulting
equations is prohibitively high, even for machine com-
putation. Remember that Eq. (95) alone consists, for
practical problems, of hundreds of second-order scalar
differential equations, and that tile entire system of equa-
tions is nonlinear and highly coupled. If these equations
are to have practical value, they must be subjected to
coordinate transformatior_s that accomplish substantial
uncoupling of the equations and permit the analyst to
exercise judgment in restricting his attention to a subset
of the present set of perhaps hundreds of coordinates, in
order to iustify working with a more reasonable number
of differential equations in the sinmlation of the vehicle.
D. Coordinate Transformations
1. Trans[ormation rationale. The objective of this sec-
tion is to investigate the possibility of simplifying the
equations of motion by introducing linear transformations
for some of the variables. The transformations are applied
to the appendage deformation matri× q only, leaving the
discrete coordinates of the hase B,, the damper B_, and
the rotor B, unchanged. The more remote possibility of
finding a transformation that may fruitfully be applied to
the entire system of coordinates is treated in Section IV.
Of course, an infinite variety of coordinate transforma-
tions may be devised, even within the linear class (to
which attention is presently restricted). Any transforma-
tion that provides a one-to-one mapping from one coordi-
nate system to the next yields equations that could
theoretically provide a correct simulation, but obviously
not all such transformations are advantageous. It may be,
however, that more than one useful transformation will
he available, and then the appropriate choice may depend
on individual standards of utility.
The basic dilficulty in using the equations of motion
derived earlier (Eqs. 95, 129, 131, 134, and 136 or their
equivalent) is simply their dimension. A certain amount
of nonlinearity and cottpling of equations may be nn-
avoidabh,. Therefore the primary test of the utility of a
given coordinate transfornmtion is the degree to which
it permits the truncation of the coordinate matrix, and
the consequent reduction in tit(' dimension of the system
of equations.
Coordinate truncation is never a completely rigorous
process, since it results in an incomplete and imprecise
indication of the response of the mathematical model to
its dynamic enviromncnt. As a practical matter, however,
it mnst 1)c recognized that the mathematical model is but
an imperfect approximation of the vehicle being studied,
so it is sophistry to argue that c()or(linate truncation nec-
essarily degrades tile simulation of a real vehich,. Some
degree of truncation may be appropriat(, even when the
most realistic efficient sinmlation is sought.
There are no entirely satisfactory analytical 1)rocedures
for determining the degree to which a given matrix of
coordinates can safely he truncated, nor can the relative
aeccptahility of truncation of alternative coordinate sys-
tems be unequivocally estal)lishcd. It should be noted,
however, that when a coordinate transformation pro-
vidcs a completely mlconpled system of scalar differential
equations, one can ohtain the solution of these equations
precisely for each scalar coordinate in turn, without con-
sidering the influence of other coordinates. Therefore one
can truncate the coordinate matrix without sacrificing
the rigorous validity of the solutions for the coordinates
retained. The determination of tim number of such coor-
dinates to retain for acceptable simulation is still a matter
of engineering judgment, lint the validity of the solution
for those retained is related directly to the degree to
which the transformed equations are uncoupled. Accord-
ingly, the desirability of a given coordinate transforma-
tion is measured here in terms of the degree to which it
uncouples the system of differential equations emph)yed
in the vehicle simulation.
The total system of equations required for the vehicle
simulation includes some equations in which the append-
age deformation terms are of central importance (e.g., the
appendage equation 95), some equations in which terms
in q are generally of secondary importance (e.g., the nuta-
tion damper equation 134), in which q is ahvays multi-
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plied by the small constant matrix/z), and some equations
in which q does not appear at all (e.g., the rotor equa-
tion 136). In the quest for a transformation that to some
degree uncouples the equations, it is therefore reasonable
to concentrate on a subset of the system of differential
equations, excluding from consideration the equations of
motion of rotor and damper, the kinematic equations
relating o, and o, and the control system equations. (Note
that the last of these will include q when sensors or
thrustors are mounted on flexible appendages.) This deci-
sion to concentrate on certain equations clearly marks a
compromise with the objective of securing uncoupled
equations, and, in fact, this objective became unrealizable
with the announced restriction in this section to transfor-
mations of the appendage deformation coordinates q only.
The final equations must certainly remain coupled by the
discrete coordinates of B,, B2, and Ba, and by ignoring
certain equations while transformations are sought, one
accepts as well the likelihood that these equations will,
after transformation, remain coupled in the new deforma-
tion variables.
Attention is now restricted to Eqs. (95), (129), and (131),
which are respectively the appendage equation, the ve-
hicle rotation equation, and the vehicle translation equa-
tion. The last of these is trivial, permitting the solution
This substitution into Eq. (95) with the substitution
=-m_E_/37l to accommodate the damper, provides
the revised appendage equation
M (E -- E_:o _2r,, M/:_]l) _ + 2 {M [(_,,o)- - E_c,,g E_,, M/QtZ] -_ M (_2.E 0,)~+ (E,,_:o,)~M-- (ltlE(,,: o,)~+ D'} f 
+ {._t(,.:.,:,;,)"- (Mz._:,)~- (_,,_.°,)~(M_,,:o,7+ (_,,,:o,7M (_..,:o,)~
_ M [(:,:. ;,)~- .:,:,,,:,'=LM_7], + M [(:.oo,) ~ (:_00,)~- :,:,,'_ _,:.,'"M :_j_]+ K) q :
- M (.=.,:- .',:.,_ - _-_>.,); - M [_,:.._'_n- ("=,:.,,,)_(,:,:,,_,)r-"]- (z._._)~M('=.,:o )
- M,2,:o F/9_ + M_.,, m_'E'l_Z + X (139)
This equation consists of 6n second-order scalar equations and can be written as a matrix equation of the structure of
Eq. (84), or somewhat more explicitly as
M'_i+D'gI+G'gt+K'q+ A' q - L'= -M(_,,E-_EolI-r_,,,)d,+N' 31Y,,:_F/_qTl+M_r, om_'E'/'_77+X
(140)
where N' represents the nonlinear terms in o, due to cen-
trifugal forces on the appendage. Ilere G' depends lin-
early on 0,, A' and K' depend linearly on _ and non-
linearly on ,,, (involving only second-degree terms). As
noted in the discussion of Eq. (84), M', D', and K' are
symmetric and G' and A' are skew-symmetric.
The remaining equation of primary interest, Eq. (129),
consists of only three scalar equations, although many of
its terms involve matrix operators that accomplish sum-
mations over 6n elements. The appearance of the variable
q and its derivatives in Eq. (129) is again linear, and again
g, appears only in the first power and o, in the second, so
it would be possible to write this equation in the form
of Eq. (84). This would be misleading, however, since the
coefficient matrices would be rectangular (3 by 6n), and
the role of Eq. (129) as the vehicle rotational equation
would be obscured. To emphasize the primary physical
significance of this equation, it is rewritten in symbolic
form as
u, + _I_ + (i + c - r,)_ =
(141)
This form of the vehicle rotational equation can be con-
structed from Eq. (129) quite mechanically by defining I
as the coefficient matrix of o',, observing that this same
matrix permits _'Io_ to accommodate all second-degree
terms in o,, and then defining G to include all terms in the
coefficient matrix of o, not absorbed by i or h. Much more
insight into the significance of I and G may be gained by
inspecting Eq. (116), which is the vector-dyadic antece-
dent of Eq. (129). With this examination comes the real-
ization that I is the time-variable inertia matrix of the
total vehicle in basis {b}, referred to the vehicle mass
center. The term Go, accommodates the "inertial torques"
applied to the vehicle due to the coriolis accelerations of
appendage and damper, so it has the same physical ori-
gins as the matrix G' of Eq. (140). It should be noted that
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the coefficient of _/ in Eq. (141) is the transpose of the
coefficient of o, in Eq. (140), i.e.,
[(_..,:_.T+ _.,,_,....._ .:.f:.7) M]_ = M,(X.,:+_,:o_T+7_,..:,..)
(14e)
since a symmetric matrix is its own transpose and a skew-
symmetric matrix is the negative of its transpose.
Equations (140) and (141) are coupled with each other,
and Eq. (141) is also coupled with the equations of motion
of rotor and damper. Nonetheless, physically based argu-
ments can be introduced that tend to justify the use of
a transformation on q, which uncouples the new deforma-
tion variables in Eq. (140) only, leaving linear combina-
tions of these variables in each of the sealar equations of
Eq. (141). Truncation of the new deformation coordinate
matrix would then permit substantial reduction of the
number of scalar equations accepted from Eq. (140), and
this would provide exact solutions for the coordinates
retained only insofar as ,,, (as obtained from Eq. 141) is
uninfluenced by the excluded coordinates. This seems
quite an acceptable approximation, since in general the
appendage vii)rations act only as perturbations on the
motion of the controlled vehicle, which is dominated by
the control torque T in Eq. (141).
Finally, then, attention focuses on the quest for a coor-
dinate transformation that uncouples the deformation
coordinates in the 6n equations of Eq. (140). Only the
homogeneous equation
M'ij q D'(I + G'ft + K'q -_ A'q = 0 (143)
is relevant to this search.
Although matrices M' and D' arc constant, matrices
G', A', and K' may vary with time, since they depend on
o, and ,;,. Of course o, and _, are strictly unknown, but it is
quite reasonable in the present context of space vehicle
attitude-control-system simulation to assume that o, varies
only slightly from the nominal value (say,-_(t)) which is
the objective of the control system. Under this assump-
tion, formal linearization removes the unknown ,,,--ca
from the homogeneous Eq. (143), since this small quantity
appears in that equation only as a factor of _ or q. Thus
one may argue quite generally that Eq. (143) is a system
of linear second-order equations with coefficients depend-
ing explicitly on time.
No general procedures are available for the transfor-
mation of Eq. (143) into a system of uncoupled equations.
This can be accomplished in general terms only when the
coefficient matrices are constant, which requires that the
nominal valuc_ be constant. This is surely the most com-
mon situation of interest in spacecraft control, but it
excludes certain appendage deployment and transient
operations problems.
2. State-equation modal analysis. Consider then the
special case of Eq. (143) for which M', D', G', A' and K'
are constant, implying _,_'0. This second-order matrix
equation can always be represented by a first-order equa-
tion (the state equation). This is accomplished by defining
the 12n by 1 matrix
E;;Q _ (144)
and writing
d= BQ
where
(145)
V_ 0 I EB _-(M') -_(K'+A') I -(M')-'(G'+D'
(146)
Here B is a 12n by 12n matrix, and each of the partitions
shown in Eq. (146) is of dimension 6n by 6n. Equa-
tion (145) has exactly the same content as Eq. (143), since
it contains this equation in addition to the identity//= _/.
Linear, constant-coefficient differential equations such
as Eq. (145) always have solutions of the form
Q=_"e x"t (147)
where _,,, is a scalar and q," is a 12n by 1 matrix, which
from Eq. (144) must partition into a 6n by 1 matrix if"
above a 6n by 1 matrix _"',_ .... i.e.,
'_" = [,¢,':'4,...............
=, ¢.... (G" x,,,) . • • (,#,,,x,,,)]"'_ L¢,, x,,,3
(14s)
The validity of the solution indicated in Eq. (147) can
be confirmed by substitution into Eq. (145), yielding
since e _",_ve 0. This result may be written in the conven-
tional form of an eigenvalue problem,
(B - X,,, E)• .... 0 (149)
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so that _.,, is an eigenvalue and ,I," an eigenvector of B.
The existence of a solution as in Eq. (147) follows from
the existence of at least one eigenvalue of B and its cor-
responding eigenvector.
In scalar terms, Eq. (149) represents a set of 12n homo-
geneous algebraic equations in the 12n ÷ 1 unknowns
,1,;', • • - , ,1,'_'.:,,and X.... Nontrivial (nonzero) solutions for
,I," exist only when _,,, takes on certain characteristic val-
ues or eigenvalues such that the determinant of coeffi-
cients is zero, by Cramcr's rule. In other words, values
of )_,,, must be selected that satisfy-
I B X,,E]= 0 (150)
There are 12n solutions _.,," '' ,,L._,,, for Eq. (150), as
may be confirmed by expanding the determinant into the
polynomial
b,._,,,x'_"-_ b,._,,, ,2, '_'' + - - + b_;t_+b,;t _b,, :
(x - x,)(x - x_) • - • (x - x,=,,,):- 0
(151)
The matrix B and the related eofficients b., ' " • , b ..... are
real numbers for equations that stem from the dynamic
equations of Eq. (143). Therefore the complex eigenvalues
among _._, • • • ,M._.,, occur in complex conjugate pairs.
Subscripts may be assigned so that _......... = )dl, (asterisk
here denotes complex conjugate).
Corresponding to each distinct eigenvalue _.,,, there
exists an eigenvector ,I," that can be determined to within
a multiplicative constant by solving Eq. (149). A com-
pletely unique solution is not possible, since the sys-
tem of equations in Eq. (149) includes only 12n- 1
independent algebraic equations in the 12n unknowns
4,',", . • • ,q,';_,,, with )_1,,specified by Eq. (150). When the
eigenvalnes are distinct, the eigenveetors are independent
(see Ref. 33, pp. 184 ff.), but when there arc repeated
eigenvalues, the corresponding eigenvectors may not be
independent.
The validity of Eq. (149) for a particular _.,,, and ,1,"
guarantees as well the validity of
(B - x:'i,,E)._,." = 0 (152)
since the complex conjugate of zero is zero, and the con-
jugate of a product is the product of conjugates. Because
_._,,= 2_......... the eigenvectors corresponding to complex
pairs of eigenvalues are, from Eq. (152), also complex
conjugate pairs.
Although the solution to Eq. (145) has readily been
found, and certain of the properties of the solution have
been noted, these steps have not yet accomplished the
main objective, which is the discovery of a transformation
matrix that uncouples the coordinates in Eq. (143). It is
in most cases not essential that the result be a second-
order differential equation; it may suffice to obtain a first-
order equation such as Eq. (145), but with a diagonal
coefficient matrix. Although it is possible to generate a
transformation from Eq. (143) to an uncoupled system of
second-order equations when D' and A' are zero, it is pos-
sible to diagonalize the state equation (145) even more
generally. The latter transformation is considered first.
If ,t, is defined as the 12n by 12n matrix whose columns
are the eigenvectors 4,_, ' • ' , ,1,'-'" of the matrix B, then
by inspection of Eq. (148) one may write
B,1, _ B [,b_,l,-' ' • ,1,v-'"] = [B,I,' • . • B':I,"-'"]
- [_4,' "" _.,_,,'1' _']
-: [(151 • .
_., 0 1
I_, 2
q)_'-',]
0 _.,..,,
1
--. (1)
_- 12it
(153)
It follows that, if q,' exists, premultiplication provides
the diagonal matrix
01
/_t. l ., tt
(154)
The existence of q, _ is assured if the determinant of q,
is nonzero, i.e., if the eigenvectors q,_, • ' - ,,1, '_" are inde-
pendent. It has been noted that this independence is
guaranteed when _,, - • - , 2_i_,,are distinct. For the dy-
namic system of Eq. (143), the independence of the eigen-
vectors can be assured even without this restriction when
M', G', and K' are constant and A' and D' are zero. The
necessary supporting argument is briefly summarized in
the following paragraphs.
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When the eigenvectors are independent, the general
solution to Eq. (145) is the linear combination of solutions
of the structure of Eq. (147), i.e.,
12t/
Q E A,,, ,1," e x,.' (155)
m i
Tile scalar constants A,,, are established by initial condi-
tions. It follows from Eq. (155) that if the real parts of
h,, • - • , h,..,, are nonpositive, tile response to initial con-
ditions providing sufficiently small values of A,, • • - , A1_,,
is a solution Q with an arbitrarily small norm. In other
words, when the real parts of tile eigenvalues of B are
nonpositive, the null solution of Eq. (145) is Liapunov
stable. This is true even if there are repeated eigenvalues,
as long as the eigenvectors are independent.
If oll the other hand there were repeated eigenvalues
(say, 3.) - A_.,) with dependent eigenvectors, the general
solution would become
Q= A,o,,e,W -f ... + Aj@JeX, t
+ A_+, eo_te_, t + . . • + A_.,,, ,b"-'" ex..' (156)
If the real part of hi is zero, the function te _t is un-
bounded, and the null solution of Eq. (145) is unstable.
Liapunov stability is possihh, in the presence of depend-
ent eigenvectors only if the real part of the corresponding
eigcnvalues is negative.
Now it will be argued that the null solution of Eq. (143),
restricted to constant M', G', K', and to zero values of
A' and D' (and hence of the corresponding Eq. 145) is
Liapunov stable, and that the eigenvalues hl, • • • ,_v_,,,
have zero real parts. These conditions have been shown
to be incompatihle with the presence of dependent
eigenvectors.
The function ci"rM' _i 4 q'P K' q is a Liapunov function
(see Ref. 34, Ch. I) when M' and K' are positive definite,
so under these conditions the null solution of Eq. (143)
(and hence of Eq. 145) is Liapunov stable. By definition
(Eq. 87), M' is positive definite. The matrix K', defined
by Eq. (91), consists, when ,,, is constant, of the positive-
definite stiffness matrix K plus a matrix provided by the
centrifugal "force" field induced by vehicle rotation. Un-
less centrifugal forces are so great as to exceed the elastic
forces of the structure (in which case the appendage
would pull apart), the matrix K' is positive definite. Thus
under all reasonable circumstances the null solutions of
Eqs. (143) and (145) are Liapunov stahle, for the noted
restrictions.
Because the matrix G' in Eq. (143) is skew-symmetric,
and the symmetric matrix D' has been deleted, there
can exist no eigenvalues with negative parts. This is
a consequence mathematically of the absence of odd-
powered terms in the characteristic equation (151). In
physical terms, this is a reflection of the fact that the
appendage as presently idealized has no damping, and
consequently no attenuating solutions are admissible.
Thus IAapunov stability of the null solution of Eq. (143)
must mean that all eigenvalues A,, • " • ,_,._,, have zero
real parts, under present restrictive assumptions.
Consequently it can be concluded that, for this class
of system, the eigenvectors ,1,', ' • " , ,1,"-'" are indepen-
dent, and the matrix ,1,' always exists. This means
that the operation of Eq. (154) is always possible, and
matrix B can always be diagonalized for the problem
under consideration.
In application to the differential equations of the space
vehicle, the appropriate transformation procedure is
straightforward. Each of the equations involving q (Eqs.
140, 141, and 134, for examph') must be rewritten in terms
of Q as defined in Eq. (144). Thus Eq. (140) becomes
_) = I30 _ L (157)
where, in terms of 6n by 1 submatriees 0 and L' (see
Eq. 140), the 12n by 1 matrix L is [0 L']L Equation (141)
may be written as
l;, + _,I,,, + (i + G- h) o,=
[0', (~,,,. -+ ~,:,, q . :,,7) M] #-- ], mb'_'E'. ÷ T
(158)
where the 3 by 12n coefficient matrix of d is shown in
two 3 by 6n partitions. Recall that in writing Eq. (141)
from Eq. (129), the matrices I and G were noted to de-
pend on q and _i, so these matrices in Eq. (158) require
reformulation in terms of Q. Similarly, the damper equa-
tion (134) and any others involving q arc easily rewritten
in terms of Q. In practice, one would normally carry the
transformation into first-order equations all the way, re-
placing, for example, the second-order scalar damper
equation by two first-order equations by introducing a
6 by 1 matrix for [_ _]r as was done in Eq. (144), and
,o
similarly replacing ._ in Eq. (158).
The transformation
O - +Y (159)
is next introduced wherever Q appears in any of the
equations of the vehicle or control system, and Eq. (157)
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is then premultiplied by ,I, '. The transformed appendage
equation then becomes (by virtue of Eq. 154)
1 °lYi' = . + ¢-, L (160)
/_k i 2 jt
and the vehicle rotational equation (158) l)ecomes
I_,+ _,I,,,+ (i + _ -7,)o, =
__ _,7. _ ,,r r_ " Ii mb_E-' T[0', (~.,: + RX_., + -,:,,., M] 4,Y - - +
(161)
The scalar equations in Eq. (160) are not directly cou-
pled by the deformation coordinates in Y. It should be
noted, however, that tile matrix L in Eq. (160) is deter-
mined by the base rotational motion obtained from
Eq. (161), and in general, all of the scalar variables in Y
participate in Eq. (161). Thus when the total system of
differential equations is considered, there is still coupling
among the deformation coordinates in Y. Truncation of
the 12n by 1 matrix Y and the corresponding 12n by 12n
transformation matrix q, must therefore be based on the
considered iudgment that the coordinate coupling is weak
and physically indirect. Such arguments support the prac-
tice of determining coordinate truncation principally from
the uncoupled appendage deformation equations in
Eq. (160). It may be necessary to consider also certain
characteristics of the control system, such as the range of
frequencies of response, sensor data frequency filtering,
and tilt, location of sensors and thrustors. Discussion of
these questions of control system interaction is postponed
until Section V.
The homogeneous solution for Q in Eq. (155) is, of
course, the same as that obtained by solving Eq. (160) for
Y when L is zero and substituting into the transformation
of Eq. (159). Truncation of Y is normally accomplished
by inspection of this homogeneous solution, although it
may also be necessary to include an), coordinates in Y
that may introduce resonances due to coincidence of the
imaginary part of the c_)rresponding x with a driving fre-
quency in the forcing term L in Eq. (160). Since trunca-
tion is determined from physical considerations, it is
important that the physical signficance of the variables
Y,,''' ,Y,:,, be understood. This may seem difficult,
since eolnplex eigenveetors in ,t, make tile coordinates
Y,, " ' • , Y__.,, generally complex, even when Q is by deft-
nition real (see Eq. 159). The indicated homogeneous
solution of Eq. (160) has the elements
Y,,, = A,,,e A.,' (162)
Thus the solution shown in Eq. (155) may be written as
12n
0 = Y Y,.¢'" (163)
m 1
in conformance with Eq. (159). Although individual sca-
lars Y,,, and cohmm matrices ,I," are complex, the reality
of Q is assured by the appearance of eigenvalues anti
eigenvectors in complex pairs. Consider, for example, a
solution for Y with initial conditions selected so that all
values of A,, in Eq. (162) are zero except AA and A,,,,x.
Then (,) is
Q = YK 'I'u + Y_,,_^- 'l:"+h"
= Au '1'u e xut + A,.,+A. e:,,+K eX,.+nt
= Ah q,A eaut + A_,,+h.¢I'_-"e x:t
Let _._ _,K + icrA and q,h_,l ,^ + iVh and substitute
e '_Kt --- e"_ (cos _r^t + i sin _^ t), etc. Then Q becomes
Q - e "_' ((A,¢ 4 A,,,_h) (q'^ cos c,_ t -- 1"_ sin ah t)
+ i(Ah -- A,;,,.^) (W' cos -K t q ,I," sin ,_ t)}
Since Q is real, A,;,,+h- is A_. Let AA. _-(C_ - iDK)/2, so
that Q may be rewritten in wholly real terms as
Q = e"_t {c, (,t,A cos _^-t - r h sin ¢Kt)
D^- (q,_ sin oat + F^ cos (r^.t)) (164)
Thus tile general homogeneous solution for Q appears in
real terms as
O = _ e",,,' {c,,, (,¢f"cos_r,,t- I'"sina.,t)
m I
+ D,,(q,'"sin_,,t+r"cosc,,,,t)} (165)
The 12n scalars C_, • " - ,C,,, and Dh ' " ' , D,;, are estab-
lished by the initial conditions on Q. For an undamped
system, as in Eq. (143) when D'_0, tile scalars a_, • . • , a ....
are all zero.
Now coordinate trtmcation can be based on the same
rationale traditionally employed by structural dynamicists
in application to second-order equations of motion. Each
conjugate pair of coordinates (say, Y,,, and Y,; ...... = Y_I,)
corresponds to appendage vibrations of the entire struc-
ture at a given frequency (here (r,,). In general, these
vibrations are not in phase throughot|t the structure, as
would be the case for classic normal modes of vibration
about a rest configuration. The classic interpretation of
the eigenvector ,1," of Eq. (148) as the mode shape of the
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vibration at frequency a,,_ is modified by the complex
nature of qb,, = ,i,_. + i t''. As illustrated in real terms in
Eq. (164), this is reflected as two different mode shapes,
corresponding to two vibrations at frequency a,,, with a
90-deg phase lag. Furthermore, these mode shapes de-
pend on the initial conditions. The coordinates in Y are
still called modal coordinates in this report, despite these
deviations from the classic interpretation.
The usual decision of the structural dynamicist is to
retain in truncation the responses at the lowest natural
frequencies, and also any others at which expected driv-
ing frequencies are close to natural frequencies (with
consequent danger of resonance). The justification for
concentrating on lower frequency responses is often
based on the fact that storing a given amount of energy
as potential energy or strain energy in the deformation
of an elastic structure into a low-frequency mode shape
generally results in larger displacements and base reac-
tions than are present when the same energy is stored in
a high-frequency mode shape deformation. To this it may
be added that the present elastic model is unrealistic in
its neglect of damping, and that, in fact, the higher fre-
quency vibrations will have more damping than those at
low frequency. This again supports the practice of ignor-
ing the high-frequency response (since it rapidly attenu-
ates in the transient solution anyway).
The appendage deformation matrix Y in Eqs. (160) and
(161) is therefore replaced by the 2N by 1 truncated
matrix
"Y_ [Y, . . . Yv Y:_ . . . Y_,] r (166)
where N is the number of modes to be preserved in the
simulation. The transformation matrix q5 is accordingly
truncated to the 12n by 2N matrix _,, where
_= [_' ... *" _,'.... ¢."*] (167)
The equation of motion of the appendage (Eq. 160) now
becomes
2.
y-_
0
XN
0
Y+_-'L
A*
N
(168)
This matrix equation consists of 2N scalar equations in
the complex variables Y1, ' " ' , Yx, Y_, • • • , Yx. In com-
putation, only the first N equations need be considered,
since the equations are uncoupled and the second set of N
variables is available as the complex conjugates of the
first set.
The rotational equation of the vehicle (Eq. 161) then
becomes
to, + _;°, + (i + c - _)_ =
_r - M] _i,Y J_ mb_'E _ + W[0', ( ,,,:+ tl_,, + _Ii,,_ - -
(169)
The matrix ,_ is rectangular, and the symbol _' in
Eq. (168) represents a left inverse of _,. This is available
(Ref. 35) as
, = (_), ,_ (17o)
as may be confirmed by the multiplication
The inversion actuallv performed in Eq. (170) to obtain
4,' is of a matrix of dimension 2N. Computations are
thus not as imposing a task its may have been implied by
the presence of the 12n by 12n matrix inverse ,1, _ in
Eq. (160). In practice, the numerical value of eo is never
computed, since only $ is required.
Incorporation of energy dissipation into the appendage
mathematical model is usually deferred, pending trans-
formation to modal coordinates. The scalar c_^-in Eq. (164)
would be zero for the undamped system of Eq. (143) with
D' - 0, since G' is skew-symmetric. Conventional practice
in structural dynamics is to assign values to c_,, • • • ,a_-
(where N modes are retained in the modal-coordinate
truncation), with preliminary numerical values based on
experience with similar structures and final values based
on prototype tests. This amounts to rather arbitrarily
adding a viscous damping term D'cj to Eq. (143) after
completing the modal analysis, and assuming that the
structure of the matrix D' is such that the eigenvectors
95_, • ' • , 95.... are undisturbed by this addition. Numeri-
cal values of the elements in D' are never considered,
since the).' are determined implicitly by the choice of
,_, . . . ,c_. (Actually, the conventional pattern is the
assignment of a value to .L,, = a,,, ,_,,, rather than to a,,,
itself. Here .C,, is called the "percentage of critical damp-
ing." For typical spacecraft appendage structures, _,,, is
well below 5_ for the lower frequency responses.)
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The mechanical process of incorporating damping in the
appendage equations is straightforward. Equation (168)
includes a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues _.1, "'' ,_.x,
X",_, - • - , a'_. As calculated fron_ tile matrix B of Eq. (146)
witb D' set equal to zero, these eigenvalues will be purely
imaginary, e.g., 3,,,, i_r,,,.To incorporate structural damp-
ing, one instead substitutes A,,, - _,,,,r,, _-i,r,,, into Eq. (168),
where _,, is chosen as noted in the preceding paragraph.
It should be noted that the procedure just described
for transformation to modal coordinates and subsequent
trtmcation did not require any special properties of the
constant matrix B in Eq. (145), except in proving the
existence of ,I, ' in Eq. (154). The nonsingularity of ,I,
was established by relying upon the skew-symmetry of
matrix (;' and the absence of the viscous damping ma-
trix D' in Eq. (143). This property was used to prove that
even in the special case of repeated eigenvalues, the
independence of the eigenvectors is assured, so the solu-
tion to Eq. (145) has the form of Eq. (155) rather than that
of Eq. (156). The proof would proceed equally well if G'
were zero, but when damping is present the formal argu-
ment tmderlying the previous discussion breaks down.
Although it seems reasonable that continuity would
require the preserwttion of the nonsingularity of ,I, in the
presence of small damping forces (with the correspond-
ing D' (i included in Eq. 143, with D' symmetric), proof of
this condition seems lacking.
It can be asserted, then, that only when ,1,' exists is
the procedure applied here to transform the state equa-
tion (1145) into the diagonal form applicable. It is per-
haps worth repeating that the existence of ,1, ' is assured
when the eigenvalues of B are distinct, or when the
matrix D' is zero. This method has thus been shown to be
applicable to any linear dynamic system with distinct
natural frequencies, and to any undamped linear dynamic
system. Applicability to damped linear dynamic systems
with repeated natural frequencies seems probable, but has
not been formally established.
M" 0 + K" Q = L" (171)
where
__;?5
L M' o
°tKrp _ _ _
Foss demonstrates that, for .V!lmmetric D', the eigenvec-
tots ,1,'" and q,_' corresponding to different eigenvalues
(,\,,, :/-,\,..) have the orthogonality property
(172)
Thus for suitable eigenvector normalization, diagonaliza-
tion of Eq. (171) with the transformation (see Eq. 159)
is computationally easier than the diagonalization of
Eq. (145). Whereas the latter procedure requires the cal-
culation of ,I, ' (or _, ' after truncation), the former re-
quires only the construction of ,1,r (or ,:,r) to obtain the
same result. This transformation of Eq. (171), followed
by premultiplication by ,l,"r, provides the same results as
Eq. (168), namely,
,1,r Al" ,l,_" + q,r K" ,1,1' ,1,T L"
3. Modal analysis of damped, nonrotatil_g structures.
The utility of the direct analysis of the state equation
may depend on the computational efficiency of the inver-
sion of ,t, (after truncation). It should be noted that q, is
not orthogonal, i.e., a, :J ,1,'r. Foss (Ref. 36) has shown
that when G'= A'-O, D' is nonzero, and eigenvalues
are distinct, certain weighted orthogonality relationships
can be established. Foss notes the equivalence of Eqs.
(157) and (140) with the first-order equation
or, with Eq. (172) and truncation,
y --
-: :'rL" (173)
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This equation combines with the vehicle equation (169)
and parallel equations for rotor and damper to obtain a
complete simulation. Equation (173) is not applicable to
the differential equations of an appendage on a rotating
base (Eqs. 140 and 143 with G'-_ 0). When the base is
not rotating, and specific damping forces are necessary
(perhaps because of discrete dashpots in tile system), tile
method of Foss is computationally superior, but mathe-
matically equivalent, to the more general method used
to derive Eq. (168). Both of these methods have two
major undesirable features:
crete dashpot is incorporated into the appendage or the
appendage support struchlre, since then D',_0 in
Eq. (143).
The general solution for Eq. (143) with constant coeffi-
cients has already been found, since q is identified in
Eq. (144) as the upper half of Q, and the solution for Q
has been recorded in real terms in Eq. (165). As noted pre-
viously, _.,,, is zero for all m for undamped systeins. If now
the upper halves of ,I, and r are denoted by the correspond-
ing lower-case letters (as in Eq. 148 for ,l,),the substitutions
(1) Except in the very special case for which G' = 0 = A'
and D' is a polynomial in the symmetric matrices
M' and K' (Ref. 30), tile eigenvectors forming the
columns of the transformation matrix ,I, are com-
plex, and thus the new deformation variables Y
introduced in Eq. (159) are also complex. Although
physical interpretation of the complex coordinates
(as conjugate pairs) has been provkled, this inter-
pretation is less immediate and probably less com-
fortable for the engineer than would be a system of
real coordinates. New computer programs might be
necessitated by the simulation in terms of com-
plex coordinates, whereas existing programs might
suffice if a useful transformation to real coordinates
can be found.
('2) The final equation of motion of the appendage
(Eq. 168 or Eq. 173) is a first order matrix equation.
Although controls engineers are finding increas-
ing use for first-order equations, the structural
dynamicist is more accustomed to working with
second-order equations. Computation with existing
eompnter programs may be precluded an(l inter-
pretation of results may he impeded by the adop-
tion of first-order equations.
4. Modal amdysis of undamped, rotating structures.*
When in Eq. (143) the acceleration matrix A' and the
damping matrix D' are zero, an alternative to the trans-
formation of Eq. (159) can be devised that results ulti-
mately in a system of uncoupled, real, second-order scalar
equations of motion. This method is inapplicable when
damping is included in the mathematical model of the
appendage structure, although the introduction of modal
damping into the transformed equations is not precluded.
The transformation to be described will uncouple the
homogeneous second-order appendage equations even
when the appendage is on a rotating base (provided that
A' 0 in Eq. 143), trot this will not be suecessfi,] if a dis-
f 2"L_]
4'" a,,, _l
(174)
permit q to be written from Eq. (165) in the form
q --: _ (C,,, (¢/"_cos _r,,,t -- "/" sin _r,,,t)
m i
+ D,,,(_"'sin_,,,t -F -/mcosm,,t)} (175)
The derivative c"/ may be obtained by differentiating q or
by inspecting the bottom half of Eq. (165), as
= _ ( - b,,,,r,,- tV_r"' sin _,,,t + y" cos _,,,t)
m I
+ D,,,,r,, (¢"' cos (r,,,t -- 7" sin (r,,t) } (176)
If now Z" is defined as the 12n by I matrix
Z h
C 1COS,r,t + D, sin (r_t
(;_ cos rr_t + D_ sin (T.,t
C,;,, cos m;,,t + D,,,, sin a,;,,t
-C_ sin e_t -5 D_ cos (r,t
-- C,;,, sin a,;,,t q: D,;,, cos (r6,,t
(177)
then by inspection of Eqs. (165) and (177), one may write
Q - Pz,_ (178)
*Require constant nominal rotation rate, and el' :: 0. See footnote on page 28.
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where P is the transformation matrix
¢ II _ ,..._l J ¢,, iI _, ii r_ II. .It _°" -]
JI I i I I I I
-_r,y ] I -_..'f-'l • • " t -_,,7 'm I _r,_' I _r=_"l " ' " I m;,,_';n
(179)
By inspection of the matrix Zhand its time derivative, one
may write
Z h _ - _ _E't0 I __ Z _,I
-_rl0
(18o)
where _ has been defined as the 6n by 6n diagonal matrix
of natural frequencies _r,, • ' " ,or....
The first 6n elements of Z h may be assigned the sym-
bols z_, " • " , z ..... so that Eq. (177) may be written as
Z h z
Z6n/O'6n
(181)
which defines the 6n by 1 column matrix z and the 6n by
6n diagonal matrix a-' whose elements are the frequency
reciprocals l/or,, " • ' , l/or ..... In terms of zb • • • , z .....
Eq. (180) becomes the set of scalar equations
2, -- -;
Zl _ --_Zl
Zl;n _ -- O'_;nZl;n
(182)
The first set of 6n scalar equations in Eq. (182) is trivial,
but the second set is a group of 6n uncoupled equations
in the real variables z,, " ' ' , z,,,, which is equivalent to
Eq. (143). In matrix terms, this result is
where
+ _r_z = 0 (183)
_ 0
0 Oe_;rl
To accomplish a direct transformation from q in
Eq. (143) to z in Eq. (183), rewrite the transformation in
Eq. (144) as
q _- [_I o] Q (184)
where the identity matrix E and the null matrix 0 are of
dimension 6n by 6n. Substitution of Eqs. (178) and (181)
into Eq. (184) produces
(18,5)
q = Cz + ra-'k (186)
where _band 7 are the 6n by 6n matrices
and
¢--=[¢¢_ . . . _,_+]
r-= b"¢' ' ' • r°"1
A transforlnation of the character of Eq. (185), which
relates old coordinates to a combination of new coordi-
nates and their derivatives (or, more often, their gen-
eralized momenta), is known as a contact transformation.
In contrast, a transformation that relates one set of gen-
eralized coordinates directly to another is called a point
tran.s_[ormation. As noted in Whittaker (Ref. 24, p. 19,5,
footnote), there exists no point transformation that takes
equations of the structure of Eq. (143) with A'=-D'_ 0
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into uncoupled second-order equations such as Eq. (183),
unless G' is also zero. The existence of a contact trans-
formation that accomplishes this objective when G'50
is noted in Whittaker (p. 427), where equations of motion
are oxprcssed in terms of Hamilton's canonical equations.
Although Eq. (143) has been the starting point in tile
quest for useful transformations, it is the inhomogeneous
counterpart, Eq. (140), that must actually be employed
in the simulation. In terms of first-order equations, it is
Eq. (157) and not Eq. (145) that must be used. Direct
substitution of the transformation in Eq. (186) into the
second-order inhomogeneous Eq. (140) does not appear
to be fruitful. Instead the transformation
Q = PZ (187)
is used in the first-order inbomogeneous Eq. (157), where
P is a matrix of constants available from the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of B as in Eq. (179), and Z is a new
matrix of unknowns. The result is, from Eqs. (157) and
(187),
P:_ = BPZ + L (188)
Only when L is zero is the solution for Z that given as Z h
by Eq. (177).
When P is nonsingular (a condition not always assured),
Eq. (188) may be written as
Z = p-_ BpZ + p _L (189)
The matrix P 'BP has been shown in the context of the
analysis of the homogeneous equation (see Eq. 180) to
have the value
(190)
and this product of constant matrices cannot change its
value when the equation becomes inhomogeneous.
The inverse of P as required in Eq. (189) is expressed
and computed most easily in terms of its partitioned ele-
ments, according to the formula (Ref. 37, p. 640)
e I
1........
L -P_.'_,P-,, (P,, - P,='P._._P'-',)'
-e;IP,, (P.,..,- p..,,pdp,.2 ,
I
, (P..,._,- p_,e;Ipv_,)-,
(191)
where
Le..,,[e.:.: _, ,_,¢
(192)
With the identity typified by
(IT_])-I = _t-lo. 1 (193)
the inverse of P simplifies to
p I
I
I
_ ¢-, _ (¢ + y¢-, _)-, .-,
¢'r(¢+y¢'y)', (¢+r¢'y)'.'
(194)
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In expanded form, Eq. (189) may now be written (see Eq. 157 for L expansion) in the form
Z,
Zl '2_1
0
..... I
IO" 1 0
I _rl 0
I
I 0
I
I 0
I
O -- ¢Y_;n I
Zl
Z1,2 it
4 r,++ .][otr_ ' r)-' i 7 (_ + :,¢,-'r)-1t (195)
In tile analysis of the homogeneous equation, with L'
absent, the elements of tile column matrix Z, labeled Z _',
can be identified as in Eq. (181). This permits the scalar
equations obtained from the upper half of Z to be dis-
carded as trivial identities (see Eq. 182), and leaves
the lower half of Z to provide nontrivial, uncoupled
second-order equations in the new variables z,, • " • , z ....
(Eq. 183). This identification and resolution into second-
order equations does not appear to be possible in the in-
homogeneous case (Eq. 195), unless -4 '7 (_ q 7_ '7) '<r '
is zero. Note that the inverted matrix in parentheses can-
not be zero, or every terin in P ' is zero, and the applied
forces and torques in L' have no dynamic consequences.
The most useful condition under which Eq. (195) permits
this identification of the elements of Z as in Eq. (181) is
the condition y - 0. This corresponds to the special case
of real eigenvectors, which implies the absence of G' in
Eqs. (143) and (140). This is then the classic problem of
the vibration of a structure about a state of inertial rest,
to which attention will return shortly.
In general, the 12n first-order equations in Eq. (195) do
not admit of reduction to second-order equations in z as
in the homogeneous case (Eq. 183). This reduction d(ues
serve, nonetheless, to motivate the coordinate truncation
of the deformation variable matrix Z in the inhomogene-
ous Eq. (195).
With the use of frequency criteria, the truncation of
the 6n by i matrix z in Eq. (183) is completely straight-
forward; one simply ignores all but z,, - • " ,zx of the
elements in z when frequencies _r_, • ' " , Cx are of inter-
est. The coordinates z,, ''" ,zx are modal coordinates
in the broad sense in which that term is used in this
report. If the solutions to the scalar equations in Eq. (183)
are written as
z,,, = C,, cos ,_,,,t + D,,, sin o,,,t i
_:,,_= - tr,,,_C,,, sin a,,,t + _ ,,' D,,, cos m,,t
(196)
then substitution into Eq. (186) yields the solution for q
in Eq. (175), for which physical interpretation has been
provided.
The introduction of energy-dissipation capability into
the mathematical model can also be accomplished in the
|mmogeneons ease after transformation to the modal-
coordinate matrix z. Equation (183) is simply replaced by
z + 2_5 + _:5 = 0 (197)
where the overbars indicate truncation to N coordinates,
and
g, 0
0 _,
in the inhomogeneous case, which is of primary inter-
est, the matrix Z in Eq. (195) can be written in partitioned
terms as
(198)
where Z' and Z _ are 6n by 1 matrices. The transformation
derived as Eq. (186) for the homogeneous case then
becolrles
q = _Z' + 7Z _ (199)
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While it is no longer true in general that ZI,,+and Z_,, are
1
related by Z,,, = Z,,ff%, as was the case for the homo-
geneous solution, there remains an association between
these two coordinates and tile frequency _,,,. If the cor-
responding scalar equations are isolated in Eq. (195),
they appear as
Zl, , = c_,,,Z_,- [¢_ ' _(4s + #+'7) 1_ 1],,, L'
and
z_, = -,_,,,zL, 4 [(¢_+ 7¢' v)-'],,, L'
where tile subscript m outside of the square brackets
denotes the ruth row of the matrix within the brackets.
Again .it is evident that if either 7 or L' is zero, then
Z_,- Z_,,/%,. Even in the general case, however, it is
most reasonable to truncate the matrices Z' and Z _ by
retaining only those elements Z],, and Z_, corresponding
to frequencies (r,,, that are of interest. The matrices of real
and imaginary parts of eigenvectors, _ and 7, arc tnm-
eated correspondingly. Truncated matrices are denoted by
an overbar, as previously, so Eq. (195)appears after trun-
cation as
-_ I 0
+ ......... -7 (200)
where, when N modes are retained,
[+
Z'
Z_.
-__ _r 0]
0 or N
Modal damping may be introduced into these equa-
tions in such a way that they reduce in the homogeneous
case to Eq. (197). This can be accomplished by inserting
tile matrix --2 [_ (see Eq. 197) at the appropriate place
in Eq. (200). The result is recorded as Eq. (201), which
employs the symbol ff ' for the truncated P inverse writ-
ten in more detail in Eq. (200):
[:1f° :t;t f°t-- I t-i_' (201)
This equation is ill final fornl for the sinmlation of a
flexible appendage on a controlled vehicle. It is therefore
an alternatice to Eq. (168). Each of the three appendage
equations (168), (173), and (201), has advantages and
disadvantages.
5. Comparison of three alternative transformations. The
three coordinate transformations considered thus fat" (lo
not exhaust the useful possibilities; indeed, the most com-
monly used transformations have yet to lx' considered. It
may nonetheless he appr<)l)riate to l)ause to review and
smnmmiz(, these thret, transformations.
The most general form of the appendage equation is
Eq. (168), since it accommodates a discretely damped
appendage on a tlase rotating at a constant rate. In other
words, it is applicable to a discrete-coordinate al)pendage
equation of the form
M'q+D'4-_ G'O+K'q+A'q-L' (202)
with M', D', G', K' and A' constant, and with M', D',
and K' symmetric and G' and A' skew-symmetric. Note
that D' is symmetric and positive semi-dcfinite, but other-
wise unrestricted•
Tile method of Foss (Ref. 36), which results in
Eq. (173), is designed for elastic structttros with arbitrary
viscous damping on it nominally stationary 1)ase. The
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corresponding discrete coordinate equations are
M'q + D'q + K'q = L' (203)
with all coefficient matrices symmetric and positive defi-
nite. If D' is not a polynomial in M' and K' (see Ref. 30),
the method of Foss (Eq. 173) is most advantageous, for
the reasons noted in the text preceding Eq. (173).
For an nndamped elastic appendage on a rotating base,*
Eq. (140) is tile discrete-coordinate equation
M'q" + G'gt + K'q = L' (204)
This equation has been shown to be equivalent to
Eq. (200), which has the advantage over Eq. (168) of
involving only real numbers (recall that in Eq. 168 the
coordinates in Y are complex, as are the eigenvectors in
_, which must be inverted).
Equation (200) was modified and written as Eq. (201),
which includes modal damping. This step cannot be
justified in any formal way, since it obviously involves
a change in the mathematical model of the physical sys-
tem. Modal damping is introduced in Eq. (201) in such a
way that the homogeneous equation reduces to Eq. (197),
which yields a solution corresponding to Eq. (165). This
is at best a crude attempt to provide some mathematical
representation of tile oscillation attenuation that must
occur for a real structure. In fact, the substitution of the
solution of Eq. (197) into the expression for q in Eq. (186)
yiekts results corresponding to the true solution for q
from the top half of Eq. (165) only when either 7 or
(and all c_, • "- ,,,,,) are zero. In tile absence of dis-
crete dampers, one might nonetheless reasonably neglect
energy dissipation in calculating ,L,, and (b'', but still
incorporate slight modal damping into Eq. (201), using
past test experience as a guide in selecting ._, • • • , ._.v.
This procedure involves minor mathematical malfeasance,
but it may be considered acceptable engineering practice.
Three possibly useful final forms of the appendage
equations have been provided (Eqs. 168, 173, and 201),
and their advantages and disadvantages discussed. Each
of these must of course be accompanied by the remaining
equations of motion of the vehicle, as derived in the previ-
ous section, with appropriate transformation to append-
age modal coordinates. For example, the vehicle rota-
tional equation corresponding to the appendage equation
(168) was recorded as Eq. (169). Tile corresponding equa-
'Assumimz constant nominal rotation rate, with A' - 0.
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tion for the vehicle to accompany Eq. (201) would be
simply (from Eqs. 158 and 187)
+ + (i + c - r,),o=
[01 -- (X_: + RX_:,, + xr,,_ M] PZ -/_ - mb_E-' + T
(205)
Equations for rotor, damper, and control system must also
be included, with suitable appendage-deformation coordi-
nate transformation.
6. Modal analysis of nonrotating structures without
damping, or with proportional damping. Various forms
of the discrete-coordinate appendage equation (Eqs. 202
through 204) have been noted, and appropriate transfor-
mations have been considered. Attention has yet to be
given to the case
M'q + K' q = L' (2o6)
which is at once the simplest and most useful system of
equations. By returning to the appendage equation in its
explicit form (Eq. 139), one can see that this equation
provides a simulation of an appendage attached to a base
that is nominally not rotating in inertial space. If the base
angular-velocity matrix ,,, in Eq. (139) is assumed to
remain small, and higher degree terms in o,, (;,, and q are
ignored, then ,,) may be replaced by (}, and Eq. (139)
becomes
M (E - Xe,)xro M/Q77) q + Kq =
-- MX_:(,F/Q?I + MEEorn_'E'/Q_I + 3. (207)
which is of the form of Eq. (206).
This simplest case is of course amenable to analysis by
any of the three methods discussed earlier, but more
efficient procedures can be found in any textbook on
structural dynamics (e.g., Ref. 11). Because of the avail-
ability of proofs in standard references, the classic tech-
niques of the structural dynamicist are applied here to
Eqs. (206) and (207) without proofs.
As noted in a somewhat broader context in Eq. (147),
the homogeneous solution to Eq. (206), or (207), has the
form
q = _ c_ e x_ 4¢ (2081)
j=l
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where ,_; and q/are eigenvalues and eigenvectors available
from
[M' hja + K'] 4 j = 0 (209)
assuming the independence of q/, j = 1, - "- ,6n (pre-
viously proven). The eigenvalues from Eq. (209) are
imaginary, and exist in complex conjugate pairs, i.e.,
Aj.,;,,.j = _+iaj.
Consider now the 6n by 6n matrix
4 _ [,#'4 _ " " • 4 ';"] (210)
and the transformation
q - 4'1 (211)
The orthogonality relationships
cbk" M ' 4d -- O, k-iLl
6k"K'ey = O, kJ-j
(212)
are well known. With suitable normalization of the eigen-
vectors, the condition
q_kTM,<bk = 1, k - 1, ' • - 6n (213)
can be imposed. These relationships permit tile trans-
formation of Eq. (211) into Eq. (206) to provide (after
premultiplication by q_r)
+ a_ - _"L' (214)
where, as previously,
_ = ,_ 0 ]
J0 o'6n
Truncation of the modal coordinates _l_,''' ,rl,;, to
the set 'l,, " " ' ,_Tx is accomplished as previously, and
symbolized by an overbar. Modal damping may also be
incorporated, to obtain
(215)
or, more specifically (from 207),
+ 2#_ + _'-'_ =
- _'_' M (X,,E -- "2r.. R - 7X_,,) 0" - _r MY-,K,,F/,)]I
+ _,,r MX_:. m_'E'/]ll + 4,TX (216)
The rationale for the incorporation of modal damping
has been essentially phyical; it has simply been observed
from test data that dynamic simulation of a structure can
be accomplished more accurately by inserting the matrix
._ in Eq. (215) than by omitting it or guessing at an ap-
propriate velocity coefficient matrix D' to add D'c} to
Eq. (206). It is now possible to estahlish the mathematical
significance of the assumption of modal damping, hnagine
that Eq. (206) is modified by tile incorporation of viscous-
damping terms,
:tl'q + D'_t + K' q - L" (217)
and that D' is a linear comhination of M' and K',
D' - aM' + ilK' (218)
with , and /3 scalars. The transformation q = q'l con-
sidered previously, with a premultiplication by #,,r, then
yields
+ (aE + fl,r");_ + ,r'-',I = q_r L' (219)
Since .E 4 fla: is a diagonal matrix, it does correspond
to modal damping, with
- + B,_ = 2._;,_; (220)
Tlm two scalars a and fl may be chosen arbitrarily, and
with the choice of these two numbers all values of the
percentages of critical damping ,g,, • • . , g.... are estab-
lished. (In engineering practice, more than two values of
modal damping ,G, "'" ,._v are often prescribed inde-
pendently, which involves a minor mathematical contra-
diction.)
Equation (216) is the final form of the appendage
equation to be used in a space vehicle simulation when
the appendage base is not supposed to rotate. Thus this
is another alternative to Eqs. (168), (173), and (201).
Equation (216) is to be used in conjunction with equa-
tions of motion of the vehicle, the rotor, and the damper,
as well as the kinematic equations and control system
equations required for a complete simulation. Because
the base rotations are small, many of these equations
simplify substantially. The vehicle rotational equation has
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already been recorded for this special case as Eq. (130).
With the transformation q = q_, this equation becomes
r = i :_b_ t; - _o _ .,b_K _
\' 7'+ (.,.,: + n,_',:,,+ -2,,.,_)M _# (,221)
The damper equation (134) simplifies to
m(1 - m,_3?l){ + d_-+ k_. --
mE'"" [-F/q_l _ bE'O _ -_:.,".@l] (222)
The rotor equation (136 heeomes
(223)
If the nominal value of the rotor angular momentum h
relative to the base B, is h -,79-EL and the difference
(,_ ,_ is assumed to be small and is included in the
linearization, the vehicle-rotation equation (221) becomes
(224)
Equations (216), (222), (223), (224 I) are a complete sys-
tem of dynamic equations for a dual-spin vehicle with a
de-spun platform to which symmetric rotor, damper, and
flexible appendage are attached. Vehieh, simulation re-
quires only the incorporation of control laws for • and T.
7. Modal anal!isis of nonrotating structures using canti-
lever modes. As noted tit the beginning of Section III-1),
more than one useful coordinate transformati(m may lie
availahle for a given set (if equations. The preceding
equations of motion for a dual-spin vehicle with a de-spun
platform provide an example. The final set of equations
(216) and (222)-(224) were obtained by imposing the
appendage coordinate transfi)rnmtion of Eq. (211) on a
system of equations (207), (130), (134), and (136) that
served as equations of motion of the appendage, th('
damper, the rotor, and the total vehicle in rotation. Note
that the total w:hicle translational equation (131).is not
included explicitly in this system. The quantity, (-iX that
characterized the vehicle-mass-center acceleration did
appear originally in the equations of motion (if the ap-
pendage (see Eq. 95), but this quantity was removed
when the appendage equat!on was written in the form of
Eq. (139), by substituting (-iX = F/)tl from Eq. (138). This
step was lnotivated by the desire to separate the vehicle-
trajectory prot)h'm from the attitude-dynamics prohlem,
which is of paramount interest in this report. One cou](1
of course equally well retain the expression ¢-L_ in
Eq. (139), and retain the translational equation F = :_)]/['IX
in the simulation. This alternative does not preclude tim
selection of the transformation q q,_/ of Eq. (211), but
it raises the possil)ility of another clmice.
it should be note(1 that the decision to write the vehich.
translational equation in terms of the coordinates X (if
tim vehicle mass center CM was an arbitrary one. ()no
could as well work with the inertial position vector
(say, x) of the point (), fixed in l)o(]y B_ and correspond-
ing to the CM when the vehicle is in a nominal (unde-
formed) state. Then, in terms of previous notation (see
Fig. 4),
x = x + e (2_)
and the translational c(tuation of the vehicle (Eq. 131)
becolllCS
1: l"ff _" ,;,_c 2,7;/ 7,,,7,c]3]l (226)
\vhere
x--{i}rx (227)
In the linear apl)roximation, with ,,, - ,'i, this is
F = l/_ [(-_; -El (22s)
The appropriate form for c can tic ol)tained t)y linear(zing
Eq. (1.33) as
i; = -,:,,"r(M,"I//) q - m_'EV::)ll. (229)
so the vehicle translational equation l)ecomcs
F qll ¢-Lk:• ,'" (M, )]l)i"t + m'_'E'/ ill (230)
Although it may seem unwise, it would not he incorrect
to include..Eq. (230) in the system sinmlation (just as
F/)tl = _.)X is carried ahmg with the other equations of
motion, except for the differences of coupling and com-
plexity). Now if F 1]t from Eq. (2,30) is substituted into
the appendage equation (207), certain cancellations occur
to provide
Mq + Kq - M (2,,,,: - "2,.:,R - 7E,.:,,) _)'- M'_;,,, <-)._:! ,\
(231)
This equation also has the form of Eq. (206), so the
appendage coordinate transformation procedure applied
to Eq. (207) applies as well to Eq. (231). The eigenvalues
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and eigenveetors for these two sets of equations differ, of
course, so tile transformation in Eq. (:211) is written as
q - +',,/ (232)
to provide a distinction. The transformed version of
Eq. (231)> after truncation and the introduction of damp-
ing, is
_'"M (,c,,,.: z,,,ig -- 7z,_,,)a - _<"M ,_,:..(-)._t ,_",_
(°33)
Ill addition to this appendage equation, one must carry
along equations of nlotion of rotor, damper, and vehicle
rotation, which art, the same as Eqs. (222)-(224) except
that ,/, l/econlcs @ and g beeonles r/". One must also retain
the vehicle translational equation (230), which appears
when transfor,ncd as
I:.. )l? (-I)? I "2_i<,(M )lit _'ffl'-_ m_'l'2'/)]l (234)
The cilange from modal coordinates _ to modal co-
(n'dinatcs _t' may apt)t'ar to |)(, of dubious merit, and
indced it does have disadvantages. It has apparently
necessitated the retention nf equations of translation in
the attitude-control simulation of the vehicle, thus adding
to the dinlcnsion of the system of equations being solved.
Furtllermorc, this change violates the objective of seeking
the tra,lsformation that imcouples the greatest number of
equations, since tile equations of translation newly added
to the sinmlatinn (Eq. 234) arc coupled in the modal
coordinates -,:'.
Tile primary advantage of the alternative coordinates _f
(its opposed to "l) stei/ls fro111 tilt' col/venienco el c their phys-
ical interprctatitni alid cxpcrinicntaI corrol)oration, alld
front tile fact that till)' structural dynanlies organization
]las tile |mined|at(' capal)ility of coinputing the cigen-
vahies and eigenvcctors At;, and q,;;,, m 1, ' • " , N. To
these pragnlatic argmnents may bc added the fact that
for most space v(']licles the transfornlation q- q,"_/' is
ahnost indistinguishabk_ fro,n q </'l, and the added
equation of moti(m (234) often does not actualh, have to
rcillttill in th(' siniuhition, ])ccausc tlic tcrilis involving ",)'
arc small when the appt'llthige is a small part of the
v('hich' iiitiss. Finally, it can 1)c argued (as will be shown)
tliat wtien lliore liian otie appendage is attaclled to a
givc.n I)ast', the coordinates T/' might sinnllatc the append-
it.gO rospons(' for ccrtail/ vehicle nit)lions cv('n better than
the coordinates r/.
To properly evaluate the advantages and disadvantages
of tile alternative eoordinate systems, one must make a
physical interpretation. Both _/,,, and _7',i,are classical modal
coordinates, in the sense tliat both measure the participa-
tion of the entire appendage structure ill a vibration at a
given frctlu(,ncy (rr,, or or;;,), with till portions of the struc-
ture oscillating in pilaSC as the structure d('[orlns liar-
inch|tally int() a given nltide shape (<],"' (n" q,;;,). The n/it(It'
shapes and modal fre(l/l('licics in qllestioii differ ()ill}, in
the boundary conditions imposed on the appendage.
The honlogcncous c(nu/tcrpart to Eq. (231),
3t 0-_ Kq 0 (235)
corresponds to the free vibrations of tltc appcndalle while
on a fixcd ba.s'c. Accordingly, the modal cooMinates in _1'
are called tilt'caniih'ccr moth' coordinates. Tlicir signi-
ficance is easily visualized, and the calculated niodc
shapes, frequencies, and damping ratios arc easily con-
firmed by test.
The ]l(nnogeneous b,)rin of 1'](1. (207)is
31(E _2,:,,'2_,M/)tl)# f Kq : 0 (236)
This equation describes the free vii)rations of tlic append-
age attached to a base that is constrained against r(itation,
but free to translate as the base mass is 1)ushed arountt ])\;
the shear f(nc('s tit the base of the al)]lcndage. Note that
the phrase "base mass" actually includes the mass of all
(if the vehicle except for the appendagt' in qnestion (even
if other appendagcs are present), l_xperinwnial corrol)ora-
tion of the mode sliapes, fi'cquenc'ies, and damping ratios
would be difficult to accomplish directly. In fact, %vhuil
these coordinates are used, the modal data would prol)al)ly
not be obtained directly fr()ill Eft. (236). They would
instead bc computcd by first applying to Eq. (2,36) tilt,
transformation q :q/*l< to o})tain
_7' +'" (M _.,,_L,.w }li)cyq'_(,/)-',' =0 (237)
and then after some truncation seeking a new transfornla-
tion to diagonalize these equations. The cantilever nlodes
w(nlid iilen b(> available fronl the pr(,finlinarv transfer-
ilia(loll, aiid ('xp('rilllelltaI corrol)(/ratit)11 would co|icon-
Irate tin verifying the cantih'vcr nitldc data.
For vehicles with more than one appendage, it may
]iappen that the cantilever modes siinulatc the vehicle
t)c]lavior l)ettcr than the nlodcs wit]/ the base rotaiiona]ly
fixed and translational]y moral)it. Consider for e:,;an/pie
the rigid body witii two identical and synlnletrically dis-
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(b) SYMMETRICALLY DEFORMED (a) UNDEFORMED (c) ASYMMETRICALLY
DEFORMED
AILY FIXED LINE
CA.T,LEVERMOOE
FIXEDL,NE
Fig. 10. Vehicle with
(d) UNDEFORMED
,
two appendages
(f) MODE WITH TRANSLATIONALLY
MOVABLE BASE
posed appendages shown in Fig. 10.* Tile sketches in
Figs. 10a, b, and c show the vehicle as it might actually
respond if it were rotationally and translationally free.
Among the many modes of vibration of which the vehiele
is capable, the two shown in Figs. 10b and c involve
symmetrical and antisymmetrical appendage deforma-
tions, respectively. In either vibration, the vehicle mass
center must stay on tile inertially fixed line shown, but for
the symmetrical deformation in Fig. 10b the base-fixed
point O moves, say, a distance e. If now the appendage
response is to be simulated by means of a single modal
coordinate, either _f" or _1,one must judge the acceptability
of these coordinates as the corresponding mode shape
conforms to the actual deformations shown in Figs. 10b
and c. This correspondence will depend on the faithful-
ness with which the assumed bonndaD' conditions of the
appendage match those of the actual vibrations. As illus-
trated in Figs. 10e and f, the cantilever mode permits no
base translation, while the mode with base movable only
in translation does allow the base to move an amount
3 < e/9, Thus the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 10f
provide mode shapes better suited than the cantilever
modes to stimulate the symmetrical vibration illustrated
in Fig. 10b. Conversely, however, the cantilever modes,
which permit no base motion, more accurately match the
boundary conditions of tile asymmetrical vibrations shown
in Fig. 10c than do the modes in Fig. 10f. Thus, for a
given truncation, the cantilever modal coordinates ]' are
conceivably superior to tile less constrained modal co-
ordinates 7/. This condition can occur only for multiple
appendages, however. Since it is ahvays possible to treat
any number of structures attached to a given base as a
single flexible appendage, the theoretical advantage seems
ahvays to lie with the modal coordinates corresponding
to a rotationally fixed but translationally movable base.
(The alternative method, which permits rotation as well
as translation of the base, is pursued in Section IV.)
A practical compromise can be introduced that per-
mits the pragmatically attractive use of cantilever modal
coordinates without the addition of the vehicle trans-
lational equation into the simulation. There is no
obstacle to the use of the transformation q- _
in Eq. (207). After multiplication by 4,*T, one obtains
Eq. (237), but with right-hand side $_TL'. Although
these equations are not uncoupled, because of the terms in
--4/"(M_±:,,_:,,. 1,,_1) q_V , these terms are generally
small. Truncation can then be imposed without over-
whehning concern in most cases, and the result is the
appendage equation (with damping added)
[E - _¢TM XE,,Xr,, (M/OTI) _] _¢ + 2_¢_ + (_")_ r/_ =
(._38)
*This example was suggested by R. M. Banfford.
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This appendage equation could be obtained equally well
by replacing the expression _-_ in Eq. (233) with its
equivalent from Eq. (234).
E. Method of Synthetic Modes
At the beginning of Section III-C it is noted that there
is a basic choice to be made in selecting the dynamic
system for which equations of motion should be written
in support of the flexible-appendage deformation equa-
tions developed in Section III-B. In the vehicle equations
derived in Section III-C, the dynamic system chosen is
the entire vehicle, including the flexible appendages. The
vehicle equations, in conjunction with the appendage
equations derived earlier, provide a basis for a complete
dynamic simulation of the vehicle. The coordinate trans-
formations presented in Section III-D are for the purpose
of making the simulation equations more useful for prac-
tical computations.
Although the approach adopted in deriving the vehicle
equations is ahvays valid, the resulting equations may
not in every case be in a form suitable for efficient com-
putation. For this reason, equations are derived in this
section that serve as alternatives to the vehiele equations
of Section III-C. Whereas the equations of motion pre-
viously derived were for the entire vehicle, here the
appendages are excluded from the system of rigid bodies
for which equations of motion are written. The influence
of the appendages on the motion of the rigid bodies is
reflected as a contribution to the external resultant force
and torque.
Equations of motion are to be derived here for a
vehicle slightly less general than that illustrated in Fig. 9.
The nutation damper B_, is omitted here, since it would
contribute terms to the equations that differ little from
those derived in Section III-C. Only one flexible append-
age is admitted, since the extension to two or more ap-
pendages is a trivial matter of repeating certain groups
of terms. Relative rotation 12° of the appendage and its
base is accommodated, since it is for vehicles in this class
that the method of synthetic modes may prove advan-
tageous.
Again the Newton-Euler equations of translation and
rotation are to be derived for the dynamic system, only
now this system consists merely of a rigid body B, in
which a symmetric rotor B:: has a fixed position and
orientation. If P is the inertial position vector of the mass
center P' of this system, )1_' is the system mass, and the
applied resultant force is the sum f-a f,, with the latter
accommodating all forces applied to B, hy the appendage
A, the translational vector equation is simply
f + f' = ?lz'i;
In terms of the vector arrays {b} and {i}, fixed respectively
in B, and inertial space, and related by Eq. (53), this
vector equation becomes
(b}r[ - {b}rf = )1l' {i)@ = _)1_' {b} r_-)j_
which provides the matrix equation
_1_' (-_/; : f + [' ('239)
The rotational equation of the system B, plus B:¢ may
similarly be written as
_d
I-+ 1' =+-_-(1'.¢_-+ h) (240)
where the external torque about the system mass center
P' is separated into ! and 1', with the latter accommodating
all torques applied to B, by the appendage A. Here I' is
the inertia dyadic for point P' of the vehicle excluding
the appendage, and co and h are as defined previously.
Thus the expression I'. to + h is the sum of the angular
momentum the system would have with a nonspinning
rotor pins the relative angular naomentum contribution of
the rotor relative angular velocity. The inertia dyadic I' is
eonstant in basis {b}, so the differentiation of Eq. (040)
yields only
1" I' = I'.¢b + ¢_ × I'.¢0 + fa + ¢0 X h ('241)
In matrix terms in basis {b}, with the definitions
1 {bI+Z, _'= {b}++', _'= {b}+rCb}
(242)
Eq. ('241) is equivak'nt to
I',:, + _ I' ,,,-+' /'++ ah + l + l' (243)
The apparent simplicity of Eqs. (239) and (243), in com-
parison for example with the final equations of Sec-
tion III-C (Eqs. 1'29 and 131), disappears when the
appendage force [' and torque l' are calculated explicitly.
These matrices must be proportional to the deformation
of the appendage, which is assumed to be linearly elastic.
The explicit expressions for l' and [' as linear functions of
the deformation matrix q are obtained somewhat cir-
cuitously in what follows.
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Consider initially the forces and torques transmitted to
the base of an elastic body A vibrating on an inertially
fixed base. In this special case, the only inertial accelera-
tions of the sub-bodies of the appendage are those due to
vibrations, and tile forces transmitted to the base are
simply the inertial forces induced by vibration, i.e.,
f' = {b} T f = - {a) 7' :_ m'qi _ (244)
s I
where (as previously) the vector basis {a} is fxed in the
appendage base. Equation (50) provides {a} r= {b} 7'C r,
so the matrix equivalent of Eq. (.244) is
f'= -Cr _ m"i? (245)
The vector torque about point P' is then given by
l' = {b} 7'l' = -{a) T _ (m_7"ii _ + I'@) + {b) _'_'f'
s 1
(246)
where p = {b}rp is the vector from point P' to point Q
fixed on the interface between the appendage A and the
rigid body B.. The matrix cotmtcrpart to Eq. (246) is
l' = -C'_" _ (m_7'q; _ + I@ _) - "tiC_' _ m'qi '_
,_ 1 8..1
(247)
In terms of the matrix q and the operators _2_, and _2,a:
(see Eqs. 83 and 85), the expressions r and l' can be
written as
['=-C _''_ M// t-_:" (248)l' _C _ _,T '"
These results apply only to the case of an appendage
vibrating on a fixed base, and more general expressions
are required for tile problems of primary interest in this
report. The necessary generalization is most easily ac-
complished after transformation of the appendage de-
formation coordinates q into modal coordinates. In the
present restricted context of appendage vibration on a
fixed base, the appendage vii)ration equations are the
"cantilever" equations of Eq. (235), and the appropriate
modal coordinate transformation is
q = @%( (249)
as in Eq. (232). Tile substitution of ii - 6%i '_into Eqs. (248)
provides an alternative expression for [' and l' for the
special case of vibrations on a fixed base. This same sub-
stitution into Eq. (235) yields a solution for which
_},- (_,)_',/ (250)
so that Eq. (248) may also be expressed as
and
i,= CT,z7;,,MV,,,(_,),-,,,
= [c (_,:,,r + _,,,:) + pc ._:,] M# (_')_ ,_
(251)
(252)
Although Eqs. (248) are restricted to the fixed-base special
case, and Eqs. (251) and (252) were obtained from
Eqs. (248), still it can be argued that the expressions for
f' and l' in Eqs. (251) and (252) are not so restricted, and
indeed are completely general (for an elastic appendage).
This follows from the necessary uniqueness of the force-
displacement relationship of an elastic structure.
Thus Eqs. (251) and (252) may be substituted into
Eqs. (239) and (24,3) to provide a general set of equations
of motion of tile rigid body to which the appendage is
attached, as follows:
31_'(-,P= i _ c 7z_, M# (¢")_,/ (253)
I'_, _ _l',,, + li q v,,h-
l+[C _'7'~ ,;7" +_C 7',,7'(.,:, r + _,,,.:) _,:,,] Mq,' (,,')_ ,/ (254)
These eqnations must of course be augmented by a rotor
equation (e.g., Eq. 136), and perhaps also 1)y control equa-
tions and kinematic equations. In addition, some form of
tile appendage equation is required. The final results of
Section III-B would suffice (e.g., Eq. 84), or the individual
sub-body equations of motion recorded as Eqs. (79) and
(80) may be employed. Whichever are selected, the ap-
pendage equations must be subjected to the transforma-
tion q q_"_]"for coordinate consistency.
The final system of equations of motion is useful in
space vehicle sinmlation only if substantial truncation of
the appendage deformation matrix ,/ can be accom-
plished. This step cannot be undertaken casually in ap-
plication to the equations of motion (253) and (254) of
the rigid body to which the appendage is attached. The
truncation rationale advanced in Section III-D favors
the retention of the modal coordinates with tile lowest
frequency, and this policy often produces seriously de-
ficient representations of the force [' and torque l' applied
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RIGID
BODY B
9
/'/j J f
/X// APPENDAGE A/
Fig. 11. Example for faulty truncation
to the appendage base (except when the base is sta-
tionary). This fact is easily illustrated with a simple
example.
Consider the vehicle of Fig. 11, which consists of a
rigid body B with a cantilevered elastic mast with a tip
mass m. that greatly exceeds the mast weight. It is evident
by inspection that the lowest-frequency cantilever-mode
response involves transverse bending of the mast (see
dashed lines of Fig. 11). A modal response of much higher
frequency enrresponcls to vihration along the longitudinal
axis of the mast. If this high-frequency mode is excluded
in the modal-coordinate trnneation process, tile mast-
vibration response and the transmission of forces and
torques to B is faithfully represented if the body B is
inertially stationary. If, however, body B is inertially
accelerating, the force [' and torque l' are grossly mis-
represented by this truncation (although an adequate
reprcsentation of mast deformation may be preserved).
hnagine for example that B is accelerating at a constant
rate G, along tile centerline shown in the figure, so that
the appendage reaches a steady-state small deformation
after vibration attenuation. It is then obvious from first
principles that the force f' must be of magnitude mG and
must be directed along the indicated centerline of B,
and the torque 1' must be of magnitude raGE and direc-
tion normal to th(' plane of tile paper, where E is the
eccentricity of rn as shown in the figure. Yet if truncation
preserves only the transverse mode sketched in Fig. i1,
tile force [' in Eq. (251) nmst be directed transversely to
the mast, and the torque must be of magnitude f' L, where
L is the mast length. One might say that the truncated
simulation is deficient only in its exclusion of the rigid-
body modes of tile mast. Although this may serve as a
conceptual explanation of the problem, the difiqculty is
not rectified simply by adding rigid-body modal coordi-
nates to tile modal deformation coordinates in _/', since
this woulcl unduly increase the interaction forces. One
may instead devise "synthetic" modes for inclusion in _/',
as first suggested in Ref. 28. This procedure is briefly out-
lined here for a special case that serves to illustrate the
method.
Consider a restricted problem of the dynamic simula-
tion of a vehicle consisting of a rigid base B and a flexible
appendage A. Let the base B be restricted to small de-
viations from a state of inertial rest, while tile attached
appendage A rotates relatiw' to B at a small scanning
rate.
The base equations (253) anti (254) then 1)ecome, in
the lincarized approximation,
qn'/; : f + c _'.,.,,,ME, (,,,y ,_, (e55)
= ," _c",', ' (%6)I'0" l+ [C_(Z[..,F+~,,,:) + ~,,:.] M_" (,¢')-' ,F
In ('ombination as a single matrix equation in the 6 by 1
matrix variable
(r _ (257)
these equations may be written as
-,:,, Mee (_):' ,'
%'7"+ z,,,:_rc,_,.,,.,,,.7+ _,.,:)+ _c",zT..] M¢'(,,')-','
(eSS)
where the new symbols are
_gt_'E r 0 t
I
1_-- if,
I
and
It should be emphasized at this point that the numl)er of
rows in the matrix operators denoted by _Z,:,, and x£,,,: is
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established solely by context (see Eq. 85). Because the
matrix C r in Eq. (258) is 3 by 3 and the matrix A is 6 by 1,
the premultiplier X_:. must be of dimension 6 by 3. The
prenmltiplier ,_rE.of the 6n by 6n matrix M must, however,
be of dimeusion 3 by 6n. It is conceivable that a symbol
such as _:,, may appear twice in one equation and rep-
resent two matrices of different dimension, as established
by context.
In conjunction with Eq. (258) for body B, one must
consider the appropriate appendage equations of motion.
These must be constructed from the ingredients of
Eqs. (79) and (80) for the appendage sub-bodies, follow-
ing a pattern established in detail in Section III-B, and
culminating in Eq. (84). Present interest is restricted to
the case of small _ --_ 0, e _ 0, and variable C. Appendage
equations of the form of the cantilever equations of
Eq. (231) are sought, with added terms as necessary to
accommodate the slowly changing direction cosine matrix
C (or the corresponding angular velocity .(F). In Eqs. (79)
and (80), the only added terms that survive linearization
are I"_y' and -m_(2 ", respectively. Thus the necessar.y.
modification of appendage equation (231) yields (with P
replacing (-_xand fi replacing R)
M_ + Kq = -M (_,,_:C - x_:,,C_- 7>2_:,,C)b"
- m ,_:,:.C/6 + 2. - M (X,._- ?z,:..) rio
(_9)
A complete derivation of this equation may be found in
Ref. 28, although notational differences nmst be recon-
ciled to obtain confirmation. In terms of the matrix U
of Eq. (257) and the cantilever modal coordinates _1_ of
Eq. (249), the appendage equation is (with modal damp-
ing included)
;i'+ 2t',::: + (,:)-' ,c =
-4,: M (r_o_C - X_oCff -'_X_,,C) , __o,:0
- ee:Mx_,°cxLi) + 4:"x - ¢"_M(Xo,: - _Z_o) 6o
(260)
Equations (258) and (260) constitute a complete set for
dynamic simulation, requiring only the specification of
external environment or control law for the explicit de-
termination of A, ,_, C, and (_". Inspection of these equa-
tions reveals the repeated presence of a 6n by 6 matrix,
here defined as _ (somewhat different notation is em-
ployed in Refs. 28 and 29), as given by
a_ -4,:M(X>Cz_o + y.,_cx _lIE
(2m)
In terms of the matrix A, the system equations of motion
(258) and (260) become
It) = -a_(.q_,' + A (262)
and
_i'+ 2¢'._,Y + (:)_: =
au + 4: TA - q): M (XoE- "(Y.E,,)h _ (263)
These equations are in a form well suited for practical
simulation studies only after truncation of coordinate ,/'
has been accomplished. As previously noted and illus-
trated with the example of Fig. 11, coordinate truncation
must be undertaken very cautiously if valid representa-
tions of interaction forces and torques are to be preserved.
Coordinate truncation is greatly facilitated by the phys-
ical interpretation of the elements of the matrix _. Cor-
responding to each modal coordinate in ,f there is one
row of six scalars in the matrix _; i.e., the jth row of A,
consisting of _,, - • " , _;,, corresponds to the jth modal
coordinate 'l_. From Eq. (263), the steady-state modal
response to a constant base acceleration [? can be found
to be
r: = [(cr')q -_ __U (264)
For the/th mode, the steady-state deformation is therefore
i-1
= ,?' [a_,_;,+ %.:/;: + a,:,/;:,
+ a_. b', + .x., O'_+ a,,; &] (265)
Substitution of Eq. (264) into (262) yields further ph.vsic_tl
interpretation. The result
l_i = -',_ ±{} -_ A (266)
provides in the 6 by 6 matrix -.xrA[i a collection of the
forces and torques (about P') applied by the appendage
to the base due to a constant base acceleration. Conse-
quently, the scalars -xij have been called "dead-load co-
efiqcients." The 6 by 6 matrix _xr5 is evidently just a
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collection of inertia-like quantities. As a matrix of 3 by 3
partitions, A'rA may bc written ill tile form
)I_AE i
z .....
I I,tA_'_ L'_2' _" J (267)
where )]_t is the mass of tile appendage, I A is tile inertia
matrix of the appendage with respect to point P', and
p" is tile matrix in basis {a} of the vector from P' tn
the appendage mass center. Note that tile matrix .XLX is
symmetric (since the transpose of the skcw-synnnetric
matrix ff.i is its negative).
\Vith this simple physical interpretation of tile matrix
,XT'A comes a new rationale for coordinate truncation. If
a valid representation of interactions is to be preserved,
it is essential that the truncated N by 6 matrix ._ obtained
by replacing q_" 1)y qT" in Eq. (261) cnntimm to satisfy
Eq. (267), i.e., that even after trmlcati(m _Vr,_X_ _XT.X.In
practical applications, this may be a difficnh stipulation
to meet; there may simply not be available among tile
eigenvectors (modal columns) ill q,' a small number of
mode shapes that meet simultaneously the constraint of
Eq. (267) and the earlier requirements that low-frequency
modes and potentially resonant modes be retained. A
pragmatic reaction to this dilenmm is the creation of a
number of artificial or "synthetic" modes designed to com-
plement tile desired low-frequency modes in such a way
as to permit Z_'S to meet the constraint Eq. (267).
To apply the synthetic-mode concept, one simply trun-
cates the coordinate matrix _1' initially without regard for
Eq. (267), and then calculates the truncated value of A'rA.
After calculating the deviation of this matrix from the
value indicated on the right side of Eq. (267) (and known
in advance of modal analysis), the analyst may easily acid
synthctic modes to the truncated coordinate matrix as
nceessary to obtain satisfactory correlation with Eq. (267).
Each synthetic mode is fully specified by six scalar dead-
h)ad coefficients ,x_, • . - ,,x,, and the modal frequency
tri and modal damping ,_'_.Values for the two latter scalars
are chosen sufficiently high to minimize degradation of
the deformation response, and the six dead-load coeffi-
cients A_,, . • • , A,; for an individual synthetic mode can
be chosen so as to ol)tain a perfect reprcsentatio.n of the
base reaction to one of the six accelerations in U.
Because a typical element in _U'A is given by
(A "r A)i j =- Aii A_j -Jr- A=,i A_j -_- • • " q- Awi A:¢i
(268)
where N modes are preserved and i, j range from 1
through 6, it is evident that by adding six synthetic modes
one can adjust any truncated version of ..xT'..xinto precise
correspondence with the known right side of Eq. (267),
without even confronting the necessity of solving simul-
taneous algebraic equations. If the six dead-h)ad coeffi-
cients of the first synthetic mode are chosen so as to
provide exactly tile correct first cohmm for -xr A, then the
first of tile six dead-h)ad coefficients of the sccond mode
must be zero, and the remaining five call be chosen to
match the second columns of ST-S, and ATA. This pro-
cedure continues, each time with one or more zero dead-
load coefficients, until six synthetic modes have been added
and independent elements of -(7'S and ._X_Amatch per-
fectly. Alternatively, one nmy mechanically record the 21
independent equations available from Eqs. (267) and
(268), and solve simultaneously for 21 unknown dead-
load coefficients. This would require only 4 synthetic
modes (24 dead-load coefficients, with 3 arbitrarily
assigned).
The final equations of motion for vehicle simulation
then become
i/)=-5,(_,,)-,,y _ ._ (269)
and
_, + 2-_,_,._,+ (_),-,_,=
.5_i + 4,"-x ,_'_M (_,,E- 7,_¢,,)fi"
(270)
where the barred matrices represent truncations that may
include synthetic modes. It may be computationally" ad-
vantageous to use Eq. (269) to rewrite Eq. (270) ill the
form
_' + 2_-"_¢7_+ [(_)_ + _I-' a_' (_')-'] _ :
7,I ' A + _'"X -- _"_M (E,,E-- _'_2_:,,)0"
(271)
If the appendage response is of primary interest, Eq. (271)
will suffice, but for space vehicle simulation, both
Eqs. (269) and (271) are required.
The most significant feature of these equations is the
simplicity of the coefficient matrices of the second de-
rivative terms. By multiplying Eq. (269) by tile inverse
of the constant and usually diagonal matrix 1, one can
obtain Eqs. (269) and (271) in the combined matrix form
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_ + o_ o + tE J:
._1 ,A + _" 2, - & M (:,,_. - 7:,:8.4"
(z72)
Tile absence of a coefficient matrix for the highest-
ordered derivative simplifies tile numerical integration of
Eq. (272) very substantially when compared to corres-
ponding equations of motion obtained by the methods of
Section III-C. The assumption C _-=E was introduced in
the course of tile derivation, and the final system of equa-
tions is not directly applicable to vehicles that undergo
large changes of configuration, tlad this feature (variable
C) of the present equations been retained, the vehicle
equations, such as Eq. (224), woukl have adopted a form
that would be very inefficient for numerical integration.
The matrix I _: in Eq. (224) is the total vehich, inertia
matrix, which would become a function of time, and tile
variable direction cosine matrix C would remain in the
coeflqeient matrix of _. As a result, it would become
necessary to invert or apply Gaussian elimination to a
time-varying coefficient matrix of the highest-ordered
derivative at each step of the numerical integration (or
at greater intervals as judgment allowed). It may there-
fore be concluded that the method of this subsection (and
of Ref. 28) is apt to be preferable in application to ve-
hicles of configuration varying substantially with time.
F. Summary
The discussion of hybrid coordinate methods includes
a very substantial body of material, much of which is not
available elsewhere. In this respect, Section III differs
from Sections II anti IV, which are intended to provide
abbreviated reviews of the well-established methods that
employ either discrete coordinates or vehicle normal-mode
coordinates exclusively.
To summarize, two quite different methods are devel-
oped: Section II1-E covers the synthetic-mode method,
which employs equations of motion written separately
for the rigid and elastic components of the vehicle; and
the preceding sections explore the various ways in which
the equations of motion of the total vehicle may be com-
bined with appendage equations in the simulation. Except
in unusual circumstances, the synthetic-mode method
should be applied only to vehicles with time-varying con-
figuration, because this method generally requires more
appendage modal coordinates than are necessary with the
alternative approach.
Sections III-B and II1-C contain derivations of equa-
tions of motion of flexible appendages and total vehicles,
respectively. These derivations follow from the most basic
principles of classical mechanics, but they are complex in
detail. Vchich's of variable gross configuration are ex-
cluded in the course of the derivations of Section Ill-C,
st) that the most general final results of that section are
apl)licabh" to the unrestricted motion of a vchicl(' con-
sisting of a rigid body B, to which there are attached a
rigid symmetric rotor, a linear oscillator, and a flcxibh'
appendage limited to small deformations. The appro-
priate equations are Eqs. (129), (131), (134), and (136),
which may be considered in combination with Eq. (95)
for the appendage deformations. Equation (84) provides
the appendage equations of motion in a more general
case in which the appendage is undergoing large rota-
tions relative to its base.
Tile derivation of equations of motion for flexihle ve-
hicles in terms of discrete coordinates is principally a
bookkeeping task. The equations of Section III-B and
I I I-C become usefid only after the coordinate transforma-
tions of Section III-D are imposed. Four distinct coordi-
nate transformations are developed as shown in Eqs. (159),
(187), (211), and (232). The first two are transformations
to be applied to first-order equations, which nmst be
used if modal coordinates (in the broadest sense) are to
be used for an appendage that is either on a rotating
base or subject to discrete damping. The various ways
in which first-order transformations can be used, with
discussion of ]imitations and advantages, may be found
following Eq. (201). Second-order transformations (as in
Eqs. 211 and 232) are evaluated in the last part of See-
tion III-D.
Under certain conditions of engineering interest, it lnay
I)e appropriate to apply the second-order equation modal
transformations described here even to rotating append-
ages, although in general such application is restricted
to nonrotating flexible bodies.
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Motivated by the problem of dynamic analysis of heli-
copter blades, Bisplinghoff, Ashley, and Halfinan provide
in their well-known text (Ref. 13) a derivation of tile
equations of motion of a rotating beam (pp. 95-98) and
the corresponding modal analysis (pp. 184-187). Their
equations of motion (Eqs. 3-121 and 3-127 of Ref. 13)
apply to a continuous beam rather than to the discretized
structural model adopted in this report, but they differ
from the equations of motion of a rotating appendage as
derived in this report (Eqs. 143 and 140) in a more flmda-
mental way also. The term G'(i in Eqs. (143) and (140)
does not have a cotmterpart in the equations of Ref. 13.
The mathematical significance of this difference is re-
fleeted in tile comparison of the modal analyses of Ref. 13
and this report. In Ref. 13 it remains possible to employ
in modal analysis the class of second-order point trans-
formations, which in this report are restricted to nonrotat-
ing systems (typified lay Eqs. 21t and 232). According to
Section III-I), one must eml)Ioy first-order equation trans-
formations (Eqs. 159 and 187) to inhomogeneous equa-
tions for rotating appendages, and may employ only
centact transforinations (Eq. 186) to second-order hoino-
geneous equations of rotating appendages. These dif-
ferences can be reconciled I)y physical interpretation of
the significance of the term C' 0 in Eqs. (143) and (140).
For an tmdamped system, veloeity-prollortional terms
must arise in application to a spinning structure due to
Coriolis "forces" or Coriolis accelerations, the latter given
by 260 X v, with co the angular velocity of the reference
frame with respect to which v is the relative velocity.
Because G'O comes from this vector cross-product, the
matrix G' nmst be skew-symmetric. If, however, the
structure is very stiff in directions pointing radially from
the spin axis, so that v has no component in this direction,
then the Coriolis forces are limited for small deformations
to the radial direction. Sine(' the structure is stiff in this
direction, these forces may be of negligible influenee on
the deformation. It is quite a separate matter to ignore
the influence of these forces on the reaction at the base
of the structure, but this too is often a reasonable
assumption.
In application to helicopter ])lades, it may be appro-
priate that Coriolis accelerations be ignored, as implied
in Ref. 13. Etkin and tlughes (Ref. 38) have successfully
applied the methods of Ref. 13 to a class of spin-
stabilized satellites with radially directed tutmlar metal
antennas, as typified by Ahmette I and Explorer XX.
Although reasonable caution ,nust be exercised in appli-
cation to very long, slender structures (since the Coriolis
force applies a cohnnn load), the simplification of the
coordinate transformation afforded by ignoring Coriolis
forces should be recognized and this step should be con-
sidered carefully in any engineering analysis.
IV. Vehicle Normal-Mode Coordinate Methods
A. Application to Nongyroscopic Linear Systems With
Structural Damping
In the introduetory remarks of Section Ill-C, it is noted
that the primary test of the utility of a given coordinate
transformation is the degree to which it permits the
truncation of the coordinate matrix. Tics the desirability
of a given coordinate transformation should l)e measured
in terms of the (leg.('(' to which it tmeouples the system
of differential eqtmtions employed in the vehicle sinm-
lation. Yet in all of Section IlI, transformations are ap-
plied to the appendage deformation coordinates q only.
This represents a compromise with the objective of tm-
COul)ling the equations, since in many apt)lications co-
ordinate transformations can be applied as well to the
variables representing the attitude and position of the
appendage base, so that even more complete uncoupling
of equations results.
In this section, attention is directed to the determina-
tion of the range of applicability of point transformations
of second-order equations in obtaining uncoupled or nor-
real modal coordinates for the entire vehicle. Examples
of transformations in this class are the allpendage trans-
formations of Eqs. (211) and (232).
In the discussion of Eq. (217), it is noted that any
equation of the class
M' 4 + /)',i _ _:' q l+' (273)
where M' and K' are synnnetric and
D' = aM' + ilK' (274)
with , and /3 arbitrary scalars, permits the normal-mode
transformation of E( 1. (211), namely,
q -- 4,_ (275)
where (/_is a square matrix whose columns art' the eigen-
vectors associated with Eq. (373). With this transformation
and a premultiplieation by 4,r, Eq. (273) becomes
;1"F 2_ q _r'-''/ = _br L' (276)
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where g and ¢r are diagonal matrices containing, respec-
tively, the percentages of critical damping and the natural
frequencies of the modal coordinates in '/.
This discussion applies as well to a matrix equation
formed by combining the appendage equation with
the remaining equations of motion of the vehicle. For
example, one lnight conskler Eqs. (207), (130), (131!,
(223), and a form of (134) obtained hy linearizing in _,_ 0.
These equations constitute a complete system of dynamic
equations for a dual-spin vehicle with a de-spun platform
to which symmetric rotor, damper, and flexible appendage
are attached. With the hybrid-coordinate approach, the
transformation of Eq. (275) is successfully applied to the
appendage deformations, and the resulting system of
equations is recorded as Eqs. (216), (222), (22,.3), and (224):
Now, however, by virtue of the term -hO- ,J_E:_O
in Eq. (130) and the term d_ in Eq. (134), the indicated
system of equations of the entire vehicle does not have
the structure of Eq. (273), and transformation (275) is no
longer useful.
Only by removing the rotor and the damper from the
vehicle can the system of equations be made to conform
to Eq. (273). Then the total system of dynamic equations
reduces to
M (E - _:,, 1_,.:,,' ' M/'_II)# + Kq =
-M (_,,,,:- ,c,,,,,E-7_,¢,,)b'- M'c_:,,e,_l_ + :,
(277)
and
T = I*b'+ (_21_i,.:+ R_2_I,, q E_.,,r_Mg i (278)
These equations may be written as the single matrix
equation
1 (,_.,,.:- ,c,:,.g - 7z,:,,) L ,-Jq =)-
_ -- M ZI.:,,F. )It
(279)
which has the structure of Eq. (273), lacking the dm.l?ping
term D'. One conld equally well replace F/)]I hy oX and
add Eq. (131) to the sy'stem of equations, extending the
matrix of unknowns to include I-_X. Alternatively (and
equivalently), Eqs. (230), (231), and (278) could be com-
bined as a single matrix equation.
Determination of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
Eq. (279) is conceptually straightforward, although com-
putational obstacles may be introduced by the zero eigen-
values, which are a consequence of the positive senti-
definiteness of the coefficient matrix of [011q] r. Aside
from the question of computational procedure, which is
treated in any modern structural dynamics text (e.g.,
Ref. 11), there is the question of interpreting the physical
significance of these zero-freqnency modes. These modes
correspond to translation of the mass center and rotation
of the undeformed vehicle. When response in these modes
is combined with response in the various deformation
modes, it becomes somewhat difficult to determine just
what it is that rotates in the amonnt given by the zero-
frequency rigid-body-rotation mode. Milne treats this
question in Ref. 4, pointing out that one might reason-
ahly be interested in any of three reference frames that
participate in the gross motion of the vehicle: (1) an
attached reference frame, (2) a reference frame in which
the mass center and the principal axes of the deforming
vehicle are fixed, and (3) a "mean motion" frame with
respect to which the vehicle mass center is fixed and
vehicle relative motions have no angular momentum
about the vehicle mass center. Milne provides a simple
example that illustrates the possible differences in frames
(2) and (3), and demonstrates that the zero-frequency
rigid-body-rotation mode provides the rotation of the
mean motion frame (3). (This fact is recognized also in
Ref. 3, although less explicitly.)
Equation (279) is not quite as general as Eq. (273),
because of the absence of damping. In order that the
vehicle rigid-hody modes have zero damping as well as
zero frequency, any damping included nmst be propor-
tional to stiffness, i.e., D' -- pK' is required. Within this
restriction, which is traditionally acceptahle in structural
dynamics, one may transform a version of Eq. (279) with
structural damping into tim form of Eq. (276). Coordinate
truncation may then he imposed as argued previously.
The term mmgyroscopic is applied to the linear systems
of Eqs. (279) and (273) to reflect the absence of the term
G'(t (skew-symmetric G') induced by rotation of the
vehicle or some vehicle component.
Point transformations to normal-mode coordinates for
a system of second-order equations for an entire space
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vehicle are thus limited in application to nongyroseopie
linear systems with structural dmnping. Physical appli-
cation is thus limited to an inertially stabilized space
vehicle with nonrotating appendages and no internal
rotors or discrete dampers.
It should be noted that even now the original objective
of uncoupling the entire system of equations is not real-
ized, since in general the dynamic equations in Eq. (279)
must be augmented by an equation that specifies any
control tor(tues and forces in T, A, and F. The control
equations are ahnost invariably nonlinear, if only due to
a dead band in the response of thrustors to sensors, or the
response of sensors to motion. The equations may also be
"damped" (positively or negatively). Frequently the con-
trol equations are of higher order than Eq. (279). It is
therefore unlikely that the control equations will be
amenable to inclusion in a syst('m (if equations of tilt,
structure of Eq. (273), so they must remain as auxiliary
equations that continue to couple the system ()f equa-
tions even after the transformation to vehich, l-JOl'ma]-
mode coordinates.
It may also be noted that even for passive systems tile
external torques T and a may depend explicitly on the
variables in 0 and q. If, for example, gravity torque
exllressions are substituted for T and A, these terms
should be shifted to the left side of Eq. (279) and their
presence reflected in the modal analysis (with the result-
ing replacement of the zero-frequency modes by satellite
libratiun modes). If this step is not taken, the terms T and
(buried in L') will introduce modal-coordinate coupling
in Eq. (276).
B. Application to Gyroscopic Linear Systems With
Discrete Damping
Equations of motion of a dual-spin wqfiele with a
de-spun platform with attached rotor, damper, and flexi-
1)le appendage are collected as Eqs. (207), (130), (131),
(223), and a linearized version of (134). These are all
linear equations, but they are gyroscopic and involve dis-
crete damping (so Eq. 274 is violated). Thus it is not pos-
sible to apply a point transformation to these second-
order equations to obtain uncoupled modal coordinates.
There remains the possibility of rewriting tile entire
system of equations as a single linear state equation such
as Eq. (157), i.e.,
0 : BO + L (280)
As noted in Section III-D in the development following
Eq. (145), there is no obstacle to the application of a trans-
formation as in Eq. (159), i.e.,
Q q,Y (281)
to obtain uncoupled equations in the modal coordinates
in Y (see Eq. 160). The disadvantages of this approach
(stemming principally from complex numbers in ,I,) are
discussed extensively in Section III-D.
When the total system of second-order equations is
gyroscopic, but no discrete damping is included, so
that tim homogeneous equations have the structure of
Eq. (143), it may be preferable to employ the real trans-
formation of Eq. (187)
: Pz (ese)
to the state equation (280). An evaluation of the advan-
tages of this transformation over that of Eq. (281) appears
in the text following Eq. (204) in Section llI-I).
The method of Foss (Ref. 36 and Eq. 173) may be
applied to tile entire system of vehicle equations in appli-
cation to nongyroscopic but discretely damped systems.
There remains the question of the existence of normal-
mode coordinates for an entire system of vehicle coordi-
nates when the base is not inertiatly stabilized. When the
base to which the appendage is attached has a substantial
inertial angular velocity ,,,, the relatively simple Eq. (130)
for the vehicle rotation is replaced by its complicated
antecedent, Eq. (129). This equation is nonlinear, so it
will not yield directly to an), kind of modal-coordinate
transformation. In many probh'ms of space vehicle con-
trol, however, one has advance knowledge of the desired
behavior _ (t) of .... It is then possible to introduce the
variational coordinates 0,, O=.,0,, which define the small
deviation of the vehicle from its nominal attitude, and to
replace ,,, in Eq. (1:29) by
,,,=_ +d (283)
Assuming (i to be small and including this with q and
in the linearization process, one can ot)tain from Eq. (129)
a corresponding linear equation. When _ (t) depends on
time, this equation will still not yield to modal-coordinate
transformation, but when _ is constant, modal coordi-
nates for the entire vehicle can be found. With careful
bookkeeping, the resulting linear, constant-coefficient
secund-order differential equation obtained from Eq. (129)
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can be combined with the correspondingly transformed
and linearized Eqs, (134), (136) and (95) for damper,
rotor, and appendage, and written as a state equation as in
Eq. (280). Application of the transformation of Eq. (281)
is then possible. All this would require nmeh labor, and
the end result would be of dubious value in comparison
with the hybrid-coordinate methods of Section III.
C. Component Modal-Combination Methods
The practical impk, mentation of some of the trans-
formations discussed here and in Section Ili may for
complex vehicles require modal analyses that strain the
capacity of present digital computers. To circumvent
the problem of finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
the matrix equations of very high dimension that may be
required to accomplish the simulation of an entire space
vehicle, Hurty (Refs. 9, 10) has deveh)ped a method
whereby" separate modal analyses are performed on com-
ponents or subsystems of the vehicle, and then a vehicle
modal analysis is accomplished by combining compo-
nent modes. Computer programs have heen written for
this purpose (e.g., Ref. 39), and the component modal-
combination approach has been widely adopted.
It may appear from the discussion in this section that
the use of vehicle modal coordinates is qualitatively
different from the use of hybrid coordinates (Section Ill);
the former method involves coordinate truncation for
fully.' uncoupled dynamic equations, while the latter im-
poses truncation on appendage deformation coordinates
in equations that are coupled by the discrete coordi-
nates of the vehicle. As a practical matter, however, the
use of vehicle modal coordinates often depends upon
acceptance of the component modal-colnbination ap-
proach, and this method also involves the truncation of
modal coordinates for components without regard for
coupling of the component equations with those of the
remainder of the vehicle. Thus the hyhrid-coordinate
approach and the component-mode method of modal
analysis share the same pragmatic philosophy. In fact,
it may develop in many applications that the hybrid-
coordinate approach is a variant of the component-mode
method in which certain components are assumed to be
rigid and the final modal analysis of the entire vehicle is
not undertaken.
D. Summary
This brief discussion of vehicle modal-eoordinate meth-
ods is included for the primary purpose of keeping the
hybrid-coordinate methods of the Section III in perspec-
tive. It has been observed that the same kinds of coordi-
hate transformations that prove useful in application to
appendage deformation coordinates can he applied to the
entire system of vehicle coordinates.
Section IV-A contains a description of the dynamic
systems to which the traditional second-order equation
point transformations of structural dynamics may be
applied. It has 1)een noted that these simple modal-
coordinate transformations are inapplicable when the
vehicle contains any spinning parts or discrete devices
that dissipate (or create) mechanical energy. These same
transformations will still be applicable to the appendage
coordinates, providing that the appendage base is not
rotating.
In Section 1V-B, modal-coordinate transformations are
identified that are applicable to any linear dynamic sys-
tem. These are transformations to be applied to first-order
equations, and in some eases complex ntnllbers are intro-
duced by the transformation.
Although it is not the purpose of this report to ex-
plore methods of nunlerical computation, the compo-
nent modal-coml)ination method is briefly described in
Section 1V-C for comparison of its underlying coordinate-
truncation philosophy with that of the hybrid-coordinate
method.
V. Control System Simulation
A. Nonlinear System Analysis
Sl)ace vehicle attitude-control systems are very rarely
linear in their relationship between control torque and
attitude error. There is almost ahvays a dead-band range
within which the error can fall without actuating control
torque devices, and usually nonlinearities are present
even beyond the dead-band range. Often the torquing
devices are gas jets or other mechanisms operating in a
pulsed or "ballg-l)ang" mode, or they may be momentum
storage devices that require periodic "momentum dump-
ing." The sensors may be of the sampled data type, they
may be inertial sensors that saturate beyond certain error
limits, or they may be optical sensors with a limited linear
range. Thus there art" often significant nonlinearities in
the sensors and actuators of a space vehicle attitude-
control system, as well as the nonlinearities introduced
by the logic of the control law.
The dynamic equations of the controlled vehicle are
also frequently nonlinear, as the equations derived in the
preceding sections attest, even when the structure under
control is assumed to be linearly elastic.
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Techniques of nonlinear analysis have been devised
that permit practical application to scalar seeond-order
differential equations, or to equations with certain kinds
of nonlinearities. These methods are descritled extensively
in Refs. 40 and 41, and they will not be reviewed here.
It is quite possible that, with severely restrictive asstnnp-
tions, equations for a nonlinearly controlled flexible space
vehicle could be obtained for which nonlinear anah, sis
may be fruitfid.
For example, if for a given vehicle it is reasonable to
assume a single-axis response to a given control torque,
say, 0_ _0 and 0_. 0:_ 0, then a single second-order
equation for 0, may be extracted from the vehicle equa-
tions and subjected to phase-plane studies (Ref. 40, Ch. 7,
and Ref. 41, Ch. 7). Alternatively, such simplified equa-
tions may for certain kinds of nonlinearities be amenable
to quasi-linearization and the application of describing
functions (Ref. 40, Chap. 9, and Ref. 41, Chap. 3).
Certainly the primary method of nonlinear analysis of
a space vehicle with flexible appendages is direct simula-
tion and integration of equations of motion. The modal
analysis required for the explicit expression of the equa-
tions of motion of Sections III and IV is eh'arly suited to
digital computer imph'mentation, and in most cases this
would appear to be true also of the integration process.
With severe truncation of appendage modal coordinates,
however, the equations may be efficiently employed in an
analog simulation.
As indicated by the references cited in Section II,
there is now abundant experience in the digital computer
numerical integration of discrete coordinate equations
of motion.
tlybrid-coordinatc equations of motion have not yet
found widespread app]ieation, but digital computer
numerical integration programs ]tax,<' been apl)lied to
linear dynamic systems with nonlinear control at Ilughes
Aircraft Company (as described in Ref. 29), and similar
programs are under development at the Jet propulsion
Laboratory.
Vehicle normal-mode coordinates have been employed
in the simnlation of controlled vehicles chiefly in ap-
plication to missiles and launch vehicles. (Appropriate
elastic-body equations may be found in Ref. 42.) Most
applications of modal coordinates to spacecraft have been
restricted to the deterlnination of passive linear response
of the spacecraft structure to its dynamic environment
during launch. Both digital and analog computers have
been employed successfully.
B. Linear System Analysis
The process of control system design often involves a
preliminary phase in which it is assumed that the control
system is to be linear, despite the designer's awareness
that lie will eventually devise a nonlinear eontrol system.
By assuming linearity at tile outset, the designer gains
access to simple analytical methods that he can employ
quickly and efficiently to develop a preliminary control
system design. Nonlinearities are then introduced into
the system, and a detailed sinmlation is performed to
confirm the acceptability of the design, or to provide the
basis for its modification. A discussion of linear system
analysis is included here for its utility in the ln'eliminary
design process.
Although many of the dynamic equations of the pre-
ceding sections have been nonlinear, it is frequently
possible to replace each variable by the sum of a small
variational coordinate and an explicit fimction of time
that establishes tilt' nominal controlled time behavior of
that variable. (This was suggested in Sections Ill and IV,
where ,,, was replaced t)y 7z(t) ! 3, with the variational
cordinate :}presmned small.) In this way a linearized
approximation can be obtained for any dynamic simula-
tion of a controlled vehicle.
The linearized variational equations of the dynamic
system ('an usually Ire comlfined with the linear equations
of a preliminary control system design in a first-order
equation as in
0 (,284)
Here it has been assumed that it is possible to express
the control torques as unknowns in a system of linear
differential equations in the independent variabh, time,
with coordinate coupling to the dynamic equations. In
many cases the preliminary control torque will instead
be available as an explicit function of the wn'iational
coordinates, in which case it can simply be substituted
into the dynamic equations. Thus the matrix () in
Eq. (284) may or may not inclnde control torques, lint it
will certainly include all of the kinematic coordinates
and their time derivatives.
If the matrix B in Eq. (284) depends on time in an
arbitrm T way, nothing can be done with these equations
but to integrate them numerically. In this event, the
linearizcd equations are not substantially easier to deal
with than their nonlinear counterparts.
If matrix B has a periodic time dependence, the stability
of the null solution of Eq. (284) (corresponding to the
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nominal motion) can be determined by application of
Floquet theory. The equations would have this structure,
for example, if for the dual-spin system simulated by the
linear equations (224), (223), (222), and (216), the rotor
were nonrigid or asymmetric. The application of Floquet
theory to a similar problem may be found in Ref. 43.
In the simplest case, the nmtrix B in Eq. (284) is con-
stant, and the stabili_, of the null solution of this equation
may be determined from the eigenvalues of B. If the
dimension of the matrix B is very small, or if Eq. (284)
can be separated into a number of uncoupled matrix
equations of small dimension, it may be practical to apply
Routh's stability criteria (see any basic controls text, or
Ref. 40, p. 9). Such an application is illustrated later in
this section. In most cases of interest, however, the high
dimension of matrix B necessitates the numerical (digital
computer) calculation of eigenvalues.
The presence of any, eigenvalne of B with a positive
real part indicates the instability of the null solution of
Eq. (284), and, by a basic theorem of Liapnnov (see
Ref. 34), also the instability of tire nnll solution of the
corresponding nonlinear equation.
If all eigenvalues of B have negative real parts, the null
solution of Eq. (284) is asymptotically stable, as is that of
the corresponding nonlinear equation.
If none of the eigenvalues of B has a positive real part,
and one or more have a zero real part, no determination
of the stability, of the null solution of the nonlinear equa-
tion can be obtained from Eq. (284).
In many applications of interest, not every kinematic
coordinate appearing in Q is relevant to the dynamic
response of the system. For example, the coordinate x,
which describes the relative rotation of the symmetric
rotor of tire dual-spin spacecraft in Eqs. (224) and (223),
does not appear (undifferentiated) in any of the dynamic
equations of the system. Such a coordinate is termed
cyclic or ignorable, and it must produce two zero eigen-
values for the matrix B. Theoretically, one must then
manipulate the differential equations so as to remove
the cyclic-coordinate derivatiw, s from Eq. (284), or re-
derive the equations with the use of special methods
that suppress these variables (see Ref. 24, p. 54). In prac-
tice, however, it may be sufficient simply to ignore those
pairs of zero eigenvalues of B that can be identified with
cyclic coordinates.
A digital computer eigenvalue program developed at
Hughes Aircraft Company (noted in Ref. 29) lms been
used for dual-spin-satellite attitude-stability studies, based
essentially on Eqs. (238), (223), (224), and (222) (with the
last two equations written instead in terms of cantilever-
appendage modal coordinates).
Preliminary design of linear control systems is tradi-
tionally based on the use of transfer fimctions, which
establish the response of the Laplace transforms of the
system variables to correspondingly transformed input
torques. The hybrid-coordinate method is particularly
compatible with this practice, although the method can
be applied also when vehicle normal-mode coordinates
are used.
Although Laplace transforms can be usefully applied
to any system of linear equations, the advantages of this
approach are most obvious when interest is focused on a
small number of response variables. The concern of the
attitude-controls engineer is generally limited to the rota-
tional coordinates 0,, 0_, 0:_,which have been used here to
describe the small deviations of the base or main body of
the spacecraft from its nominal attitude. Special problems
are introduced when sensors or control actuators are
located on flexible appendages, since then the append-
age deformation coordinates enter the equation that
establishes the control law. In any event, of course, the
appendage vibrations must be permitted to influence
0 = [0,, 0.,, 0:,]r, but often the appendage coordinates
themselves are not of interest. With the Laplace trans-
form approach, it is a simple matter to remove the (trans-
formed) appendage coordinates from the (transformed)
vehicle equations, and in this way to display' most clearly
the relationship between transfinmed control torque T (s)
and transformed rotation 0 (s).
To illustrate this method without encumbrance, it will
be applied here to the relatively simple problem of the
inertially stabilized nongyroscopie space vehicle with a
single flexible appendage. The appropriate dynamic equa-
tions may be obtained by specializing Eqs. (2161) and (224)
to exclude rotor and damper, and to eliminate external
resultant force F and external torques ,_ on the append,-
ages. The results are
T = I* O"+ (_,,,.: + R _,.,, -+ _)_.,,r)
(2s_)
Define now the N by 3 matrix
g_-- -,_M (_,,,..- ._..,,a - ?z_:,,) (287)
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and note from Eq. (142) that Eqs. (285) and (286) may be
written as
T = r_b'- _ (288)
_+ 2f_ +_-- _b" (289)
T (s) = s _1" a (s) - _r s__ (s) (290)
s'-'_(s) + esf_(s) + _'_(s) = s-'_o(s) (291)
where the argument (s) identifies the transformed vari-
able. Solving Eq. (291) for _(s) and substituting into
Eq. (290), we may write
(The bar over 8 appears because the matrix of eigenvec-
tors _ has been truncated, but the definition of Eq. (287)
is not so restricted.)
Equations (288) and (289) provide the following rela-
tionships among the Laplace transforms:
T (s) _- [s-_1"- s' g_ (s_E + es _ + _)-_ g] 0 (s)
(292)
The matrix (seE + 2s_ + _'-') is diagonal, so its inverse is
simply the diagonal matrix of reciprocal elements. Call
this matrix /_, given by
b=_(s_E + Zs_+ _) _--
1
s_ + 2_ alS + a_
1
s_ + 2_ as s + cry,
0
s_ + 2¢N_vs + a_.
(293)
When Eq. (292) is written in inverse form,
O(s) = [s_'I*-s'8'rD3] _T(s) (294)
the matrix coefficient of T (s) is called the matrix o[ trans-
fer functions. This matrix can be written in more con-
venient form in the special case in which tr{mcation to a
single modal coordinate has been imposed. In this case/9
is a scalar, _ is a 1 by 3 matrix (say, 8_), and Eq. (294)
becoFnes
1 E ( 1 )]10 (s) = 1.... s'-'8'_8' s'-' + 2_, a_s + a_ T(s)
(295)
The matrix 8 r 8 (or 8'_8 _ in this special case) is, from the
definition in Eq. (278), a 3 by 3 matrix with the units of an
inertia matrix. A physical interpretation of this matrix will
be obtained indirectly in what follows.
It may first be noted that in the limiting case of a rigid
appendage, with -i approaching infinity, Eqs. (294) and
(295) provide the expected transfer functions for a rigid
vehicle. The transfer-function matrix is then (l*)-_/s '-'.If I*
is diagonal, this is simply a collection of three single-axis
transfer functions 1/l_s'-', a = 1, 2, 3. Since I* is the inertia
matrix of the entire vehicle about the vehicle mass center,
these are the anticipated limiting-case transfer functions.
Consider now the opposite limiting case, for which
the flexible appendages are so flexible that they are essen-
tially detached, exerting no influence on the motion of
the rigid body (i.e., all natural frequencies ai go to zero).
Equations (294) and (295) then provide the limiting-case
transfer functions from the expression
0 (s) = _, (1 -- _r_)-_ T(s) (296)
This limiting case affords a physical interpretation of 8 r 8
as the difference in inertia matrix 1" of the total vehicle
about its mass center and the inertia matrix I' of the rigid
body to which the appendage is attached, referred to its
own mass center. If 3 _ is the ith row of the matrix
defined in Eq. (287), and sufficient accuracy is preserved
after truncation, the relationship
N
E 8'_8' = I .... I' (297)
i=1
must apply. In the special case in which the vehicle mass-
center location is the same with or without flexible ap-
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Fig. 12. Control system block diagrams
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pendages, tile matrix 8r3 is tile matrix I A that appears in
the lower right-hand corner of the 6 by 6 matrix .xr-x as
expanded in Eq. (267).
For preliminary control system design, it is not unrea-
sonable to consider the influence of a flexible appendage
to be adequately represented by a single modal eoordi-
nate, permitting the use of Eq. (295) rather than the
complex matrix expression found in Eq. (294). There
then arises the question as to whether the matrix 8"8
in Eq. (295) should be replaced by its ideal value as in
EEt. (297) or calculated from the definition of Eq. (287),
truncating 4' to a cohnnn matrix corresponding to the first
mode shal)e. Thc use of the physical interpretation in
Eq. (297) is of course simpler, since it does not require
knowledge of the mode shape, but it is misleading in its
implication that all portions of the appendage participate
equally in the first modal vibration. The alternative of
using the definition of 8 from Eq. (287 does not give
wholly accurate restllts either, however, for such severe
truncation. In many situations, it is possible to combine
experience and Eq. (297) to obtain as meaningfld an
estimate of the proper value of 8r8 = 8 '_ 8_ as the
approximate transfer function of Eq. (295) warrants. Thus
actual eigenvector (mode shape) calculations can often be
avoided in very preliminary analysis.
The ]inearity of the system permits the use of super-
position in generating from Eqs. (294) and (295) a more
convenient transfer-function representation for use with
truncation to N modes, namely,
0 (s) = __1 I* -- s2 T (s)
,s'_ (s: + 2._ _i s Jr _r_)
i 1
(298)
The traditional block diagram interpretation of a con-
trol systenE can very readily be imposed on flexible
vehicles simulated with hybrid coordinates. Rather than
simply substitute the transfer function of Eq. (294) or
Eq. (298) into a single dynamics block G (s), as shown in
Fig. 12a, one can introduce a rigid-vehicle block R (s)
with feedback loops to accommodate the appendage flex-
ibility corrections, as in Fig. 12b.
The detailed structure of the rigid-vehicle-block trans-
fer function R (s) and the flexibility-block transfer function
F(s) may be obtained by writing (with symbols from
Fig. 12b)
0 (s) = R (s) T* (s) = R (s) [T (s) + F (s) 0 (s)] (299)
or
[ 1 - R (s) F (s)] 0 (s) = R (s) T (s) (300)
or
T(s) = [R '(s) - F(s)] 0 (s) (301)
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The transfer fimction B (s) may be chosen so as to provide
the rigid-vehicle term in Eq. (294), namely,
value of 0 is sensed directly by sensors mounted on tile
rigid base.
R (,_)= _(r), (302)
and the flexibility transfer function F (s) then follows from
Eq. (298) as
N
Z 8i_3 if (s) = s'
i 1
(303)
An explicit representation of tile breakdown of tile
dynamics block G(s) to accommodate flexible append-
ages is shown in Fig. 12c.
Calculations similar to the preceding produce a transfer
function for the total control system in the form
T" (s) = [G-' (_) + tt (s)] O(s) (304)
as ,nay be verified by comparison with Eq. (301), making
the necessary change of sign. The inverse of the matrix
in brackets in Eq. (304) is the matrix transfer fimction of
the system, and G (s) is the inverse of the comparable
matrix in Eq. (301). Equation (304) implies that the
If a sensor is mounted on a flexible appendage, it senses
the sum of 0 and any rotations due to structural deforma-
tion. Assume that the sensor is attached to the ith sub-
body of the appendage, as portrayed in Fig. 4. Then/3 _ is
the 3 by 1 matrix of rotational deformations of the struc-
ture at the sensor location (see Eq. 72), so that/3 _ is the
(2i)th snbmatrix of dimension 3 by 1 in the deformation
matrix q (see Eq. 83). Recall that q is related to '1 by the
transformation q = 4,if, from Eq. (211). Thus /3 i may be
ohtained as the product with _-of that 3 by N portion of ,h
obtained as the (2i)th set of 3 by N row partitions of _.
Denote this 3 by N matrix as 4'-'_, so that/3 _ may be writ-
ten as
Thus the sensor reads 0 + (S=iF/ instead of 0. The con-
trol system transfer function H(s') would for a flexibly
mounted sensor operate on 0 (s)+ ,_._._(s), rather than
on 0 (s) alone. But Eq. (291) provides
_(s) - (,_ t: + _ + _-')-' s-'-_0 (s.)
so that the control system transfer function H (s) actu-
ally operates on [E _ _ (s%" + 2,s'_ + _) ' .s'=g] 0 (s).
Equation (304) is thus modified to the form
T u (s) = [G '(s) + II(s) {E + q_:i (s'-'E + 2s_ + _) ' s'-'8}] 0 (s) (305)
when the attitude sensor is attached to a flexible append-
age on the ith sub-body.
As noted previously, the transfer-function concept is
most useful in preliminary analysis, when simplifying
assmnptions are most tolerable. As an extreme example,
transfer fimctions are recorded for a vehicle with a single-
mode representation of its flexible appendage (e.g., the
first mode), with the fm'ther assumption that dynamic
response in this mode influences vehicle response about
one axis only. The inertia matrix I* is taken to be diagonal.
Thus for the single axis denoted by ,, the rigid-vehicle
transfer ftmction is the scalar (from Eq. 30)
B (s) 1 (I_ s=)
and the flexibility transfer function F(s) is the scalar
(from Eq. 303)
(_)_
F (s) -- (s= + 2& _r,s + ,_i) (306)
The dynamics transfer function G (s) is then, from
Eq. (301), the scalar
G (s) = [I_ s: (s'-'
8' 8' " "]l(o)-
J+ 2& ,,_ s + ,,_)
(I: _.-') (_?_): ] '
s=' /)_
•¢-' + 2& a, s + tr_
(307)
or
G (s) --
(I:_:,s-')-s'-' 1 I; q 2E, _r_s-+ _
(308)
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The quantity
[1 (_.)'_ -]
which is I for a vanishingly small appendage and zero
for an appendage on a vanishingly small base, is given
the label
_1 (8_)_ (309)
L*
and may be called the normalized reduced inertia for
axis a and mode 1.
On the assumption that the sensors are attached directly
to the base, the total control system transfer function is
available from Eq. (304) as the scalar
0. (s) = G (s) (310)
T_ (s) 1 + G (s) H (s)
From this expression, the customary procedures of con-
trol system synthesis can be applied. For example, sta-
bility can be determined (in the linear approximation)
from the roots of the characteristic equation in s,
1 +G(s)H(s) =0 (311)
This is illustrated here for a simple gain control, so that
H(s) is the constant K, and Eq. (311) becomes (noting
Eqs. 308 and 309)
K (s _ + 2_1 ax s + a_)
1+ =0
I*_sz [_s 2 + 2G ,r, s + ,r_]
or, if _h's'-' + 2_.,crls + cr_v/-O, this becomes
s_ I* s :_(oI*G • 2( _) + ,- °. _,) + s_(I_ + K)
+ s (2K_x a,) + K_q = 0 (312)
Stability is readily assessed for this system by the use of
the Routhian array:
s': I_ I_ + K K_
s3: I* 2K_, a,2 a_l _1 0
I* _2 + K--/_K Ka_ 032: a 1
2I_*G _] K
s': 2K_ _ - (I*cr_ + K - _K) 0 0
sO: K_ 0 0
Necessary and suflqcient criteria for asymptotic stability
follow:
(1) I__C_>0
I*(2) 9. o¢,_, >o
(3) I_+K(1--_)>0
(4) 2KG¢, [ .¢_ + K(1 --_R) I,_¢i]
2K=_ _ (1 - _) > 0
(5) K_ > 0
Assuming that gain K is positive, one may infer asymptotic
stability in every case, since 0 < _ < 1 and all other sym-
bols appearing in these criteria are positive.
Of course it should not be assumed that the appendage
can never destroy control system stability; this supposi-
tion is demonstrated here only in a very special case.
It may be usefnl for the control system designer to con-
struct root locus plots corresponding to simple models
such as that reflected in Eq. (312), which is based on
single-axis response of an appendage represented by a
single modal coordinate. The root locus plot is simply the
plot of the locus of the roots of Eq. (312) as K varies from
zero to infinity. When K = 0, these roots (called the
poles) are
sx_-pl = 0
s,,=_p., - 0
-p_¢,., ±[(p.¢,,.,)2 _ it_z..,];_
8a,4_p:_,4 = 1. :t)
la" \
= _ [- ¢____i(_ - ¢_)N
(313)
and when K = m, these roots (called the zeros) are
s,._ = z,,., = _, [- _ -+-i (1 - ¢_)1.q (314)
For most problems of practical interest, the percentage
of critical damping is only a few percent, so _ - _ is
positive. Even when this condition is violated, however,
the poles in Eq. (313) remain in the left half-plane, as the
Routh analysis guaranteed.
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Figure 13 is not a root locus for K ranging between zero
and infinity, but is instead a plot of the loci of tile poles
and zeros as .f_ and _ vary. Tiffs figure is in the plane of
solutions for s-- _ + ifl. It shows the locus of the two
complex conjugate zeros as L', varies from zero (when
z,.= = ±icr,) to 1 (when z_._ 1, 1), and finally to
infinity (when _,.. = 0,-_). Thesc loci are represented
as long-dash lines in Fig. 13. The short-dash lines show
the pole loci with _ variation. The two poles at zero are
unchanged, but the poles p:_,p, change from purely imag-
inary roots when .G 0 to double real (and negative)
roots when _- -t,'. The poles then split, and approach
zero and negative infinity as (_ increases. The zeros are
uninfluenced by variations in -/_', as are the two poles at
zero. The two remaining poles coincide with and cancel
the zeros when -_ - l, since there is then no flexible
appendage on the vehicle. As :J_'goes from 1 toward zero,
the poles move along the solid-line loci in Fig. 13. When
these loci reach the real axis (as shown for ,G - 0.50 and
.G - 0.707), the poles split and approach zero and nega-
tive infinity.
The more customary root locus plot shows the path of
the roots from tile poles (where K -: 0) to a final position
either at infinity or coincident with the zeros (where
K-: _). Such a plot requires repeated solution of the
fourth-degree equation in Eq. (312), and is a suitable task
for a computer. A few such plots have been gencrated for
simple control system transfer functions H(s), and no
instabilities were found, although no systematic study has
been undertaken. Figure 14 illustrates a typical result for
tile simple gain control system previously discussed, with
II (s) - K. For such a system, it is a simple matter to es-
tablish the existence of vcrtical asymptotes, and to deter-
mine their intersection with the real axis. With a little
additional labor, one can find gcncral expressions for the
lines of approach to thc zeros and departure from tile
poles. Such calculations indicate that Fig. 14 is typical for
practical values of -g and _G. It is interesting to note that
even as -q approaches unity and tim appendage poles and
zeros approach coah'sccnce, the loci that converge upon
the zeros continue to be those rigid-body poles at the
origin, as shown in Fig. 14, for vahws of 'd as high as 0.97.
The exploration of the influence of flexible appendages
on control system transfer fimctions appears to be per-
haps the easiest and most immediately rewarding path to
understanding of system behavior, but this exploration
has only begun.
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Nomenclature
A
A'
A _
Ai
a
a i
a,, a=, a:..
{a}
B
B
Bi
b
b,,b_,b:,
(b}
C
CM
e
c
D'
d
r.
E
E 1,E-', E :_
e, t?
F
F _
F _,
f,
f
f',f
f2
G'
G
H
H i
H _
flexible appendage (generic symbol)
skew-symmetric matrix coefficient of q (see Eq. 140)
ith flexibh, appendage
itlt rigid sub-body of appendage A
inertial acceleration of space vehicle mass center
inertial acceleration of the ith body mass center
dextral orthogonal unit vectors fixed in A
w_ctor array {a, a_ a:_}'r
rigid body, space vehicle base
coefficient matrix (see Eq. 145)
ith rigid body
scalar constant locating damper mass (see Eq. 108)
dextral orthogonal unit vectors fixed in B
vector array {b_ b_,b.} r
direction cosine matrix relating {a} to {b} (see Eq. 34)
vehicle mass center
vector from CM to point O fixed in B (see Eq. 36)
matrix representation of e in basis {b}
synnnetric velocity-coefficient matrix (damping matrix)
dashpot constant (see Eq. 1,32)
identity dyadic (see Eqs. 103, 125)
identity matrix (see Eq. 56)
columns of 3 by 3 identity matrix
position vector and corresponding matrix describing motion of CM
in B due to moving parts (see Eq. 58)
external force applied to vehicle
external force applied to l)ody A.,
matrix rel)resenting F _ in basis { a } (see Eq. 55)
force applied to B, by A (see Eqs. preceding 239)
force applied to B,, excluding f' (see Eqs. preceding 239)
matrices corresponding to f' and f, in basis {b}
matrix of forc('s on body A. and top half of matrix 2t
skew-symmetric velocity coefficient mat_ ix (see Eq. 84)
skew-symmetric matrix (see Eq. 141)
vehicle angular monacntunl with respect to mass center
angular momentmn of body A_ with resp('ct to its mass c('nt('r
matrix representation of H _ in vector basis fixed in A_
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|i
I, I*, I'
li
Nomenclature (contd)
h,h angular momentum vector and {b} basis matrix for rotor B:_ relative
to base B1
I inertia dyadic for total vehicle with respect to point O (see Eq. 102)
l* value of I for undefonned vehicle (see Eq. 118)
I' inertia dyadic of vehicle excluding appendage, with respect to P', the
mass center of this portion of the vehicle (see Eq. 240)
inertia dyadic for Ai with respect to its mass center Pi (see Eq. 69)
inertia matrices in basis {b} for dyadics I, I*, and I'
inertia matrix for I _ in basis fixed in A_
inertia matrix of the undeforlned appendage with respect to P' in
basis {b}
{i} vector array of unit vectors i,, i_, i:_fixed in inertial space
] 6 by 6 expanded inertia matrix (see Eq. 258)
J inertia dyadic of the rotor (see Eq. 107)
ff moment of inertia of rotor about symmetry axis
K' coefficient matrix for q (see Eqs. 84, 91)
k damper spring constant (see Eq. 132)
L' cohnnn nmtrix forcing function (see Eqs. 84, 94)
l_ matrix of torques about mass center of body A j, and bottom half of
matrix 3.
1', 1' vector and {b} basis nmtrix for torque applied to B, t)y A (see Eqs. 240
and 242)
I, l vector and {b} basis matrix for torque applied to B,, excluding 1' (see
Eqs. 240 and 242)
M generalized 6n by 6n inertia matrix of cantilevered appendage (see
Eq. 86)
M' generalized inertia matrix (see Eqs. 84 and 87)
qT? space vehicle total mass
m damper mass
m_ mass of ith body
m? 3 by 3 mass matrix of ith body (m i -- miE)
'_lZ' mass of system excluding appendage (see Eq. 239)
q_77A mass of appendage (see Eq. 267)
N either number of coordinates after trtmcation (as in Eq. 166), or number
of total coordinates in a constrained set (as in Eq. 22)
N" nonlinear terms in Eq. (140)
n either total number of rigid bodies in a discrete parameter model of
an appendage (as in Fig. 4), or total number of rigid bodies in a
discrete parameter model of a vehicle
0 point fixed in B, coincident with CM when vehicle undeformed
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Nomenclature (contd)
O_
q
R
B
,9
T
T i
t
U
II s ' U s
Y
Z
Z _,
z
zi
aN
13.'
5 _
/3./3_/3 81 _ 2' a
I,K
.7 n_
"7
O' point fixed in inertial space (see Eq. 35)
P 12n by 12n transformation matrix (see Eq. 179)
P' mass center of vehicle exclusive of appendages
p either generic position vector from O (see Eq. 98), or vector from P'
to Q (as ill Eq. 246)
p* value of p when vehicle undeformed
pt matrix in basis {a} of vector from P' to appendage mass center
P_ mass center of body A,.
Q either point fixed in B on interface of A and B (as in Eq. 36), or 12_ by 1
state variable (as in Eqs. 144, 145)
mass center of A._ when appendage undeformed
6n by I matrix of deformation coordinates (see Eq. 83)
vector from O to Q
3 by i matrix representing R in basis {b}
vector from Q to O., and corresponding matrix in basis {a}
Laplace transform variable
3 by 1 matrix of applied torque (see Eq. 128)
torque applied to ith body ahout its mass center
time
6 by 1 matrix of rigid-body coordinates (see Eq. 257)
vector from Q.,. to P_ and corresponding matrix in basis {a}, defining
translational deformation of appendage (see Fig. 4)
X, X vehicle mass center inertial position vector and corresponding inertial
basis matrix
x,x inertial position vector of point O and corresponding inertial basis
matrix
transformed state variable (see Eq. 159)
transformed state variable (see Eq. 187)
12n by 1 matrix of homogeneous solutions (see Eq. 177)
6n by i matrix of variables (see Eq. 186)
elements of z
real part of Xa-(see Eq. 164)
rotation vector for small rotations of body A_ relative to A
matrix representation of [5'_ in vector basis fixed in A
elements of/3 "
imaginary part of 'I,^ , a 121_by i matrix (see Eq. 164)
upper half of 1""' (see Eq. 174)
6n by 6n matrix (see Eq. 186)
6n by 6 matrix (see Eq. 261)
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Nomenclature (contd)
A
k s
v
P
p,_
_o, _o_
o" K
2_r2x matrix product with interpretation as an inertia matrix (see Eq. 267)
8 6nby 3 matrix
_" N by 3 matrix formed by truncating 3 (see Eq. 287)
3_ l by 3 matrix formed by truncating 3 to _, with N -- 1
._,,, percentage of critical damping in vibration mode m
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements _, ' • ' , _ ....
6n by 1 matrix of modal coordinates (see Eq. 211)
_c 6n by 1 matrix of modal coordinates for cantilever modes (see Eq. 232)
o direction cosine matrix establishing inertial orientation of body B (see
Eq. 53)
3 by 1 matrix with elements 0,, 0_., 0:,, providing a linear approximation
of o, (see Eq. 130)
6 by 1 matrix of external forces and torques (see Eq. 258)
6n by 1 matrix of external forces and torques (see Eq. 94)
eigenvalue (see Eq. 162)
mass ratio m_/'q)l
number of constraint equations
translation of damper mass (scalar)
generic position vector from vehicle mass center (see Eq. 97)
generic position vector from mass center P., of sub-body A, (see Eq. 109)
(see list of operators)
imaginary part of eigenvalue _.p,,and hence, a natural frequency (see
Eq. 164)
a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements q,, - • • , o_,
r rotor torque magnitude (see Eq. 136)
¢'_ 12n by 1 eigenvector matrix (see Eqs. 147 and 148)
(I, 12n by 12n transformation matrix with columns ¢_, • • • , _2, (see
Eq. 153)
q_ rotor angular speed (see Eq. 135)
_c 6n by 6n transformation matrix for cantilever modes (see Eq. 232)
_" 6n by 1 matrix describing mode shape (see Eq. 148)
¢_' scalar ith element of matrix _"
6n by 6n transformation matrix with columns _,...,¢s, (see
Eq. 210)
,tdc 12n by 1 matrix, the imaginary part of ¢^" (see Eq. 164)
g,_c 6n by 1 matrix, the imaginary part of _K, and upper half of _I,K (see
Eq. 174)
_ angular velocity of {a) relative to {b) (see Eq. 48)
fla matrix representation of _ in (a) basis
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Nomenclature (contd)
60
(,0 i
to I, c_, co_
Operators
[]
(o)
:d
d-_( )
angular velocity of rotor B:, relative to body B, (see Eq. 107)
inertial angular velocity of B
inertial angular velocity of body Ai
scalar measure numbers of to _ in basis fixed ill A,
square brackets enclose matrices only when the elements of the matrix
are recorded explicitly (see Eq. 44)
{ } braces always enclose vector arrays, which in this report are always
column arrays of three orthogonal unit vectors (see Eq. 33)
(-) tilde either over a symbol or as a superscript, denotes a skew-
symmetric matrix formed from a column matrix, according to the
pattern established by either Eq. (44) or Eq. (89), depending on the
matrix dimension
(') dot over a vector or dyadic denotes time differentiation in an inertial
frame of reference. Dot over a scalar or matrix denotes time differ-
entiation
circle over a vector or dyadic denotes time differentiation in tile
reference frame of body B1 (see Eq. 98)
denotes time differentiation in reference frame f. (The symbol f may
be replaced by a, b, or i, which denote reference frames fixed respec-
tively in body A, body B, or inertial space.)
(-) bar over a matrix indicates truncation, changing dimension 6n to N.
(Note that'_ in Eq. 283 is excluded)
summation operator
summation matrices consisting of ones and zeros (see Eq. 85)
Superscripts
T denotes matrix transpose
1 denotes matrix inverse
* as superscript for a complex number, denotes the complex conjugate
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